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This report summarizes our progress during the period from

August  1,  1972· to  July 31, 1973. In the report, we emphasize the

work on energy conversion processes. Professor Brandt' s research/1-- -

on heavy ion physics was reported on in detail last year, and will

be reported on again next year.
r.

The report is divided into two Sections.  Section I describes

the work of Professor Pope and his group, Section II summarizes the

work of Professor Brandt's group.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

The two principal observables used in the past in this labor-

atory to explore energy and charge transfer processes are fluorescence

and electrical conductivity; to this, we have added electr.on spin re-

sonance. A dominant feature in our recent work is the utilization of

an external magnetic field to enlarge and refine our knowledge of the

properties· of triplet excitons in ordered solids.     In  fact, a major

effort is being. made in th·is laboritto·ry to use the triplet exciton as a

tracer for the study of energy .and charge migration and as a detector

of chemical and physical changes produced by high energy radiation in

organic solids. The triplet exciton usually has a lifetime ·of the

order of milliseconds, trav.els over distances  of the order of microns,

can  show its presence by· virtue of delayed fluoresce'nce produced  by  the

triplet-triplet fusion process, and can be quenched by charge carriers,

excitons and other paramagnetic species such as free radicals and oxyg6n.

' By means of an external magnetic field,. i.t is possible to distinguish

(in the solid state) interactions of triplet excitons with triplet

excitons and with other paramagnetic specied. .The use of the external

magnetic field, in conjunction with the triplet exciton tracers, will

in our opinion not only open up a significant window into the dynamics

of charge and energy migration and radiation damage in solids and

liquids, but will shed light on the structure of these condensed phases

as well. In addition, in tetracene crystal an.unusual opportunity is

afforded for making use of the singlet exciton as a tracer as well as

the triplet exciton.  This is a result of the fortuitous near-degeneracy

of the energy of the singlet exciton and that of two triplet excitons.

             As a result of ·this near-degeneracy, the tetracahe sihglet exciton can
fission  into two triplet excitons. This  fission' process, which  we
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discovered, is magnetically sensitive.  Tetracene can thus be used

as a model substance for the study of a variety of interactions of high

energy radiation with matter, and we shall report on the passaga of

a-particles through this material.

While the thermally activated fission process in tetracene is

a fortuitous occurrence, the fission process itself is of far br6ader

significance.  This has been demonstrated by the recent discovery made

by Baessler and Vau'Bel, add ver'ff'fed .by KIein, Voltz and Schott, of

opticallyinduced fission in anthracene.  We have independently verified
the. existence of optically induced fission (at low temperatures) in

tetracene,  and in· addition, have discovered the process 6f optically

induced heterofission in doped tetracene. These processes are mag-

netically sensitite, are of almost general occurrence, and have already

shown some of their promise by indicating that carrier recombination in

a B-particle track is more nearly geminate than columnar.  In addition,

the action spectrum of optically induced fission shows a rich structure

(See Appendix II A 2) that promises to reveal a great deal concerning the

nature and position of high energy electronic. states in organic selids.

Mindful of the importance of charged species as major precursors

of photophysical and photochemical processes in the tracks produced by

high energy radiation, we have studied the dynamics of charge chrrier

generation and recombination by means of electrical conductivity, and

by means of exciton-carrier interaction.  We are particularly interested

in carrier generation that takes place at the interface of aqueous and

non-aqueous systems.  We have interesting results to report on along

these lines.  In addition, we have outlined techniques for using exciton-

carrier interactions to determine the charge distribution  and  .hopefully,
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<             the electric field distribution inside organic insulators.  A knowledge

of. the field distribution solves the fundamental phenomenological pro-

blem of conductivity, and would potentiate the use of electrical con-

ductivity to diagnose the extent and type of radiation damage in the

subject materials.
../----

The plan of this report will be as follows: we shall first give

summarieslof all. the experimental and theoretical results. This has

been arranged so that the high energy processes are discussed first.

The detailed discussions of the individual results will be found in the

Appendix, where each subsection is presented as a self-contained unit.

With very few exceptions, no references will be given in the summary

form; they will be found in the Appendix.  Some of the work reported

here has been supported antirely, or in part by other agencies.
\

..„        .

These agencies are the NSF, Petroleum Research Fund, Environmental

...       . Protection Agency. Where papers  have been published, credit  has  been

assigned in these papers.

4
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IL.  Summary of Results

A.  Experimental

1.  Energy Conversion Mechanisms in a-particle Tracks.

Possible energy conversion mechanisms in regions of high excitation

densities have been analyzed in terms of known processes which occur in

organic cFystals upon low energy (UV or visible light) excitation.  The

major predictions are:  Initially, electron-hole pairs and singlet ex-
-

citons are formed predominantly.  The electron-hole pairs recombine

rapidly (within a time t < 10 sec) to form triplet excitons pre-
-9

dominantly.  The primary singlets, as well as those formed later by

electron-hole recombination, are efficiently quenched either by· the

charge carriers,  or by triplet excitons. The dominant mechanisms  of

scintillation observed upon the irradiation of organic crystals with

highly ionizing particles is expected to be mainly due to fusion of pairs

of triplet excitons.  Upon excitation with low-ionizing radiation such

as X-rays or fast electrons, on the other hand, the scintillation.

should be due mostly to the decay of primary singlets.

It is shown how these mechanisms of scintillation can be differentiated

by the use oflmagnetic fields.  The a-particle induced scintillation of

several representative organic crystals has been studied by this method,

and conclusions which are consistent with the predictions of the above

model.can be drawn.

In pure anthracene crystals the effect of a field of about 4000 gauss

indicates that the scintillation is mostly due to fusion of triplet excitons.

In tetracene, the singlets are strongly quenched within the a-particle track

since the magnetic field effect is about 15 times smaller than in UV-irradiated

crystals.  The experimental results show that the quenchers may be triplet

„                                                                                                                                                                                                    1
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.

excitons, which themselves are quenched by charge carriers, a mechanism

which is consistent with the previous analysis.  This model also predicts

that diffusion out of the track is of minor importance on time scales less

-9
than 10 seconds.  This prediction is qualitatively verified by studies

with a  and B  perylene.  In a perylene the excitons have a very low mobil-

ity, while in B  perylene they have a mobility which is similar to that of

anthracene. The magnetic field studies on the scintillation efficiency pro-

duced by  a-particles confirm that diffusion is relatively unimportant, since

both types of crystals give the same magnetic field effect (characteristic

of triplet exciton fusion).  (See Appendix II Al).

2. Optically Induced Singlet Exciton Homofission and Heterofission

The discovery in this laboratory, of the magnetically sensitive,

thermally activated singlet exciton fission into two triplet excitons has

provided a powerful tool for studying radiationless transition in the tracks

of  a-particles, (see II Al), trapped charge distributions (see II A6),

structural changes in organic solids (see III 5), and spin polarization (see
C

II A9).  The fact that thermally activated fission is a highly fortuitous

phenomena, depending as it does on the near-eoincidence of the energy of

the first excited singlet state and that of a triplet-pair state, limits

the utility of this process to those few materials (such as tetracene) in

which this condition is found.  With the discovery by Baessler and Vaubel

of optically induced singlet exciton fission in tetracene, and its veri-

fication through magnetic techniques in anthracene by Klein et al, any

material can now be a subject for the study of singlet exciton fission.

We report here the verification of optically induced singlet exciton

fission in tetracene using precise magnetic technique. The action spectrum

for this process has a' most interesting structure, which is being studied
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theoretically at present.  It is felt that there are some stringent

symmetry requirements for optically induced fission, and that this

phenomenon may lend itself to the study of delocalized crystal states.

In addition, we have discovered a case of the general process of

optically induced heterofission in a doped organic solid, namely, the

decay of a -singlet exciton of tetracene into two triplet excitons,  one

of pentacene and the other of tetracene. It should be kept in mind that

singlet excit on fission and heterofis·sion are magnetically sensitive,.and

30"dat requira high light intensity, whereas magnetically sensitive delayed

fluorescence requires high light intensity.

This discovery will open new fields of study, such as that of phase

,transitions in.,organic solids  .(See  III  5),  and will facilitate ·the inter-

pretation of more general processes of energy conversion.  (See Appendix II A 2)

3. Enerky Transfer  from.  Upper »Excited   Singlet     States in Liquids

t In recent years, it has been made evident that the quenching of

excited singlet states of aromatic hydrocarbon liquids by chlorinated

alkanes was energy dependent.  In particular, the quenching efficiency of

chloroform (CHC 13) increased markedly when the first, second, and third

123
state respectively, (S ,S,S)o f the solvent was excited; mord sur-

prising, the quenching efficiency of 7-ray excited solutions was greatest

of all.  It was shown in this laboratory that the large quenching effects

observed during 7-ray excitation was due to the ability of CHC 13 to act as

an electron scavenger.

In our present work we have initiated a quantum mechanical description

of the quenching process, using a current notion that an intermediate

state of charge-transfer character is formed prior to the appearance of

the final relaxed states. ·We have been .able to calculate values for the
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1
quenching rates for S' for a variety.ofquenchers (Q) and hosts that agree-

with the experimental values to within a common scale factor.  The cal-
3culated values for quenching rates from S  show no dependence on the host

and quencher, while experimentally, there is a host-quencher dependence,
1

albeit weaker than in the case of quenching from S .  At present we do not

have a strongly: based· exp lanation   for' the differences   in the quenching rates
3

of S  among the various hosts and quenchers.  We have tentatively proposed

a mechanism based on Franck-Condon (vibrational overlap) factors.  There

3is at least another possibility, namely that the intermediate S -Q complex

is formed from a ground state complex and.that the differences in quenching

rates are due partly to differences in absorption coefficients of the ground

state complexes.  (See Appendix II A 3)

'· 4.  Search for Singlet Fission into Two Singlet Excitons

According to a calculation by Voltz, the rate constant for the fission

of a high energy singlet state into two singlet excitons should be comparable

-- to that of internal conversion.  Since such high energy states are readily

f6rmed in the tracks of high energy particles, we undertook to test this

hypotheses.  To within a precision of 3%, we could not detect any charge

in the fluorescence efficiency as the exciting light energy passed into

the range where paired singlet states could be formed.  We feel that the

probable reason for the absence of an observable effect is because of the

high rate constant for the back reaction, namely, the fusion of a singlet

pair to give a superexcited state. (See Appendix II A 4)

5.  Photosensitized Ionization at a Crystal-Aqueous Solution Interface

The ability of oxidizing agents in aqueous solutions to inject charge

into organic crystals emphasizesthe lability of transformation of chemical

energy into electrical energy at these interfaces.  The solvation of the

1

t
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charge extracted from the crystal suppl.ies· a good deal of the eriergy re-

quired to make this process feasible.  Recent work by Bauser et al. indi-

cates that singlet 02:can inject holes.into crystalline anthracene even in

the absence of an aqueous substrate.

In our work, we have used I2 as the oxidizing agent because of the

ease of handling the material.  In solution of I-, I2 has been shown cap-

able of injecting holes,.in the dark as well as when the solution is il-

luminated. The ,presumed mecharlism for this injecti'on process has. been  that

the I2 dissociates into atomic iodine, which then extracts the electron from

the crystal.  This hypotheses has been recently tested in this laboratory,

making use of our discovery that the photoinjection of holes into anthracene

by optically excited I3 ions is magnetically'sensitive. This magnetic effect on

the solution of I3:ions <is·similar ·ta·-the·ef·fect of a magnetic field on the

predissociation  of  I2    into  2, I  in  the. g,as. phase.    It was possible to rati.on-

alize. the observed results. by placing tha seat of the hole injection process

---·  on the excited  I3 ion rather  than on the I ·atom. Evidence was presented  for

a previously unutilized decay channel fo·r optically excited I3 in solution,

namely   [I3]*q  -*  I   +   I:. (See Append ix   II  A   5).

6. Charge Distribution at a Crystal-Electrode Interface

As has been shown in II A 5 and in experiments with metallic or semi-

conducto.r electrodes, the mere contact. of an active elec.trode with an or-

ganic crystal sets up a contact potential, and a charge distribution inside

the crystal.  In line with our goal of developing the triplet exciton as a

tracer for energy and charge conversion processes, we have used the triplet

exciton, and an external magnetic field, to demonstrate the existence of an

electrical potential gradient inside the crystal.  We show that this potential

I
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well is of greater extent than hitherto expected, and that the state of

so«called ohmic ·electrodes is far from being understood. The voltage range

over which an electrode can supply a space charge limited current is shown

to be quite limited.  (See also II B 2 and Appendix II A 6).

7. Luminescence and Photoconductivity of Nitronaphthalenes

Tke electronic properties of some of tile solid nitronaphthalenes have

been studied by the photoconductivity and luminescence methods.  Tte goal

of this work is to elucidatie the' effects of substituent groups, such as

the nitro group,  on the physical properties of aromatic hyd·rocarbon solids.

For unsubstituted aromatic hydrocarbon solids, both singlet and triplet

excitons exist.  In the nitronaphthalenes, however, only triplet excitons

exist because of the spin-orbit coupling effect of the nitro group.  These

triplet excitons are -capable of diffusing at 300'K, and of inducing an

extrinsic photocurrent by interacting with the- electrodes.    At  77'K  they

appear to be trapped and decay by phosphorescence. (See Appendix 11 A 7).

8.  The Quenching of Photoexcited Triplets of Aromatic Hydrocarbons by
Molecular Oxygen

In any heterogeneous system containing organic molecules and dissolved

02, there is extensive opportunity for energy transfer from an excited or-

ganic molecule to 02.. The excited D2 in turn can either transfer this

energy to another molecule, or make use of its heightened energy content

by undergoing chemical reaction:  The ability of 02 to quench triplet states

of aromatic hydrocarbons has been utilized to study some carcinogenic com-

pounds.

The magnitude of the relative quenching constant 7 .has been measured

at room temperature with a series of aromatic hydrocarbons dissolved in a
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polysterene matrix.  It is shown that y is not diffusion controlled and

varies with different aromatic hydrocarbons.  The main factor which

affects the magnitude of 7 is the Franck-Condon factor.  In general, 7

decreases as the triplet energy ET of the aromatic molecule increases.

Within the family of the monomethyl derivatives of benz(a)anthracene (BA),

7 varies  y as much as 47%, although ET in fairly constant.  7 has been

found to be lowest when positions of high electron densities are sub-

st,ituted by
CH3- groups indicating that the electronic matrix elements

play an important role in this family of molecules.  (See Appendix II A 8)

9.  EPR Studies of Triplet Excitons in Molecular Crystals .n,»»»145(-,1
l'1.-  

In conjunction with our program of studying triplet exciton'dynamics

via delayed fluorescence using an external magnet ic field.  as, an additional

variable (See II A 6, 10) we have set up a complementary, and in some

ways, more powerful program for following the behavior of triplet excitons.

This  irwolves  the  use  of EPR techniques. The first system so studied

was single crystal tetracene, and a number of unusual results have appeared,

#he most noteworthy being the observation of strong spin polarization and   -

stimulated microwave emission.  Mechanisms are being proposed to account for

these features, and new experiments are being carried out to test these

proposals. The crucial·role of singlet exciton fissien in producing a

selective population of the spin states is becoming apparent. (See Appendix

II A 9)

10. Magneto-Optical Studies of Delayed Fluorescence in Pyrene

In an effort to increase the variety of organic rmaterials that we are

studying, and in order to explore the role of dimensionality in determining

the efficiency of exciton-exciton annihilation processes, we are daking a

 
detailed experimental and theoretical st·udy of delayed fluorescence in single
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crystal pyrene.  The results to date show that the pair-state model of

exciton fusion is an appropriate scheme for interpreting. the data and Suna' s

theory is being used to prob# the effects of dimensionality.  (See Appendix

II A 10)

11. Magneto-Optical Studies of Triplet Fusion in "Non-Crossing" Planes
-==.-I---

In the ab plane of pyrene, weak but discernible deviation from normal

line shapes have been noted.  It is important in understanding these

1anomalies to note that in this plane the usual pair-state crossing

resonances are not present since no pair-state degeneracies can occur.

The effect has been probed as a function of field magnitude and there is a

definite dependence on the field.

In an attempt to explain our observations we have examined the analogous

plane in anthracene but find no equivalent results.  We have tentatively

ascribed these observations to hetero-fusion of triplet excitons with an

unidentified substitutional impurity.  The possiblity of using such a

mechanism to probe low-level concentrations of impurities is suggested in

the theoretical section II B 5.

12. Heterofission of Singlet Excitons in Doped Organic Crystals

In the course of our studies of the pathways for the transfer and dis-

sipation of electronic excitation in organic solids, we have discovered that

in pure tetracene crystal a singlet exciton can fission isoenergetically with

high efficiency (almost 100%) into two mobile triplet excitons. These trip-

let excitons have a much longer lifetime and diffusion length than the singlet

exciton and are therefore capable of inducing a variety of physical and

chemical effects that would not be possible for the singlet exciton.

We have discovered a new and very interesting type of fission in

pentacene-doped tetracene crystals.  This fission process is called heterofis-

sion and is produced when a host singlet exciton is trapped by a pentacene
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impurity which is energetically capable of fissioning into two triplets -

one free tetracene triplet and one trapped'pentacene triplet exciton.

This process is magnetic field sensitive and we have already been able

to measure the energy· bf the triplet state in pentacene and to make an

estimate of the diffusion coefficient of the singlet exciton in tetracene.

--i.

The introduction of specific impurities into tetracene permits us to

study their effect on energy migration.  Preliminary results indicate that

the transfer  of energy from the host to an impurity has rather specific

requirements:  This information will be valuable if, for example, it is

desired to build a system for radiation protection into a molecular solid.

(See Appendix II A 12)

5

4.
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B.  Theoretical

1.  Photoionization of Organic Molecules

Two major mechanisms for ionization in a solid are the direct band-

to-band transition, and the autoionization of a bound excited state.

Band-to-band transitions characterize the ionization processes in inorganic

semiconductors, while for solids like anthracene, there. is persuasive

experimental evidence that ionization follows the generation of a superex-

cited bound state that has an, al?preciable probability of decaying without

ionization.  Since one of the more important theoretical studies dealing

with the question of the carrier generation mechanism in anthracene con-

cluded that the band-to-band process was the more likely explanation, we

undertook to reexamine the theoretical problem.  The results of this study

show that the prior work of Hernandez had serious errors.  Furthermore, our

study generates results in better accord with experiments and more nearly

1

Consistent with autoionization as the dominant carrier generation mechanism.

(See Appendix II B 1)

2.  Exciton-Carrier Interactions

A major technique for exploring the extent of radiation damage in
C

organic crystals is to study the changes produced by such irradiation on

the electrical conductivity.  For the purpose, it is, of course, necessary

to know the relationship between the observed current-voltage (J-V) response

and the microstructure of the organic insulator.  If the boundary conditions

to a particular conductivity study are known, then it is not difficult to

select the appropriate theoretical apparatus for interpreting the data.  It

is sometimes difficult however, to decide what the boundary conditions are.

We are trying to show that the triplet exciton-carrier interaction can be
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used as a basis for a technique for obtaining the trapped charge and eventually,

the electric field distribution inside the crystal. With this information, the
subtleties of the J-V dependence can be better related to the defect structure

of the solid.

We have analyzed some important work on exciton-carrier interaction

as delineated by J-V studies, and have proposed that the space charge limited

current (SCLC) ,formulation   used in these studies is sometimes unjustified   and,

when justified  is generally applicable over a surprisingly restricted voltage

range.  We point out the role of surface defects and propose an experiment

for measuring the trapped charge distribution. (See Appendix II B2).

3. Magnetic Field Effects on Pyrene Delayed Fluorescence

An analysis of the magnetic field effects on the room temperature delayed

fluorescence of pyrene single crystals based on the phenomenological two-state

kinetic model of Johnson and Merrifield has been carried out.  The kinetic
k

tscheme for the fusion process may be given as T + T < 4  (TT) -2+ S.  The
spin density matrix equation governing the intermediate pair states is solved

and the resulting equation for the fusion rate constant gives an excellent fit

to the experimental data for a dissociative rate of k-1 = (7.6 i 0.7) x 10  sec
-1

and an annihilative rate of k2 = (3.4 i 0.4) x 10  sec-1. The molecular spin
-1                   -1

Hamiltonian parameters (D = + 0.066 cm and E= - 0.032 cm  ) which are con-

sistent with these results are in good agreement with .those determined by

EPR of pyrene d-10. (See Appendix II A10).

4. A Non-Crossing Theorem:Implication for Magneto-Optical Experiments with
Molecular Crystals

The characteristic cusps that appear in the angular dependence of

delayed fluorescence from molecular crystals placed in an external magnetic

field arise from the coincidence of triplet exciton pair-state energies.

It can be shown that the high-field intermediate pair-state degeneracy in
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exciton fusion and fission reactions in organic solids (the so-called "high-

field resonances") occurs in two and only two of any three mutually per-

1
pendicular planes.  The theorqm is valid for a wide variety of spin pair

Hamiltonians.  A simple.dxperimental confirmation is provided by our studies

of the magnetic field dependence of delayed fluorescence in the non-cross-

./--,
ing planes of pyrene  (ab plane) and anthracene  (bc' plane) single crystals

and the angular dependence of the  a-particle scintillation of the monomeric

and dimer forms of perylene  (ab plane).  The theorem singles out planes

which, in the magneto-optical experiment on the pure crystal, must be de-

void of any sharp resonant features.  The appearance of special character

in the non-crossing plane thus implies the existence of excitonic processes

which are different from the canonical fusion or fission events.  We suggest

that the possibility of heterofusion with impurities would serve as a. moni-

tor of impurities in very low concentration.

t 5. Possible Effects of Magnetic Fields on the Quenching of Aromatic
--  Hydrocarbon Triplets by Molecular Oxygen

The quenching of aromatic hydrocarbon triplets by oxygen, which is a

triplet in its ground state, involves partial energy transfer to oxygen

which is excited to the singlet delta or sigma states in the process.  The

process is thus:

k3         3     1.            1Aromatic + 0 ,--0 [Complex]
=

Aromatic + 10 (1)2  .1      k 2

2

The complex in (1) is a singlet-quintet-triplet mixture and in the

Zeeman limit it might be possible to observe magnetic field effects on

the quenching constant 7.  The different types of magnetic field effects

·1
C.E. Swenberg, L. Yarmus and J. Rosenthal.  Abstract submitted to Molecular
Spectroscopy Symposium, June 1973.
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which are expected if the charge-transfer character of the intermediate

complex is either large or small, are discussed in detail.  Experimentally,

however, no effects of magnetic fields. (up to 140 Kgauss) on 7 with

coronene, chrysene or a,h-dibenzanthracene have been observed;  this can

be explained in two different ways:  either (a) the charge-transfer inter-

action in the intermediate complex exdeeds -30 cm 1, or (b) the rate of
dissociation of the complex into the triplets (k- ) is about 100 times or

more greater than the forward rate of reaction (k2).  (See Appendix II B 5)

6.  Spin Polarization and Singlet Exciton Fission

The observation of spin polarization .(and emission) in the EPR spectrum

of tetracene triplet excitons created by the fission of singlet excitons was

pursued at greater length. It was recognized that the spin-conserving

character of the fission process provides a necessary selective population

of the triplet spin states.  The calculation of this initial population was

based on the pair-state model of Merrifield, a representation also employed

in a related context by Geacintov et al. to account for magnetic ,field
effects on prompt fluorescence from tetracene.  The technique requires a

solution of the complete spin density matrix equation of the pair states

in the high-field limit.  With these results providing an angle-dependent

populating rate and assuming reasonable values for depopulation and

relaxation terms, a steady-state solution of the appropriate rate equation

offered a grossly correct description of the observed results.  It has

become apparent from recent experiments performed after this calculation

was completed that the most serious defect in the formulation was the

assumed absence of an angular-dependent depopulating mechanism.  An amended

calculation and fit to experiment is now being pursued.

<              A second calculation produced an interesting prediction, still untested,

that direct excitation (singlet-triplet) of triplet excitons should also pro-
.

.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    1

duce a selective population and, presumably, spin .polarization. (See Appendix

II B 6)
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III. FUTURE PROGRAM.

1.   Introduction

As has been amply demonstrated in this report,·we feel that the triplet

exciton. can be used as a tracer to expose the details of energy and charge

transfer processes in organic solids. ,We have shown in addition how the

application of an external magnetic field can help distinguish paramagnetic

species with which the triplet exciton  has reacted.  We propose to continue

these studies and to apply them to. the baGic processes that take place in
-- I.li--

the tracks generated by highly  ionizing particles.  In addition, we plan to

scrutinize the role played by anisotropy of a solid in determining the dimen-

sionality and hence the cross-section of interactions of excitons with other

species. We also plan to extend our studies to include polymers, and to

continue and expand our studies on heterogeneous systems. Finally,  with

-- the discovery that magnetically sensitive, optically induced homofission

and heterofission is a general process, it now becomes possible to reap the

benefits of these magnetic studies for almost all materials, without running

into the problem of providing the high light intensities required for fusion

studies. Furthermore,  the time domain  of the fission process is usually  in

the subnanosecond range, so one has another method for studying the rate

constants for relaxation of excited electronic states into competetive

channels.

2.   Scintillation Induced by High-Energy Radiation; Magnetic Field Studies

(a)  Measurements in different time domains.

We have proposed that singlets formed in primary events do not survive

up to times of 10-8 - 10-  seconds, the characteristic singlet  fluorescence

1
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decay times.  This hypothesis can be more quantitatively verified by

measuring the magnetic field effects on the quantities

20 nsec -. 1000 nsee..

Ll =   L(t)dt  and· L2 =   L(t)dt
·0 25 nsec

L2 should be· mainly due to triplet exciton fusion, while a contribution

of primary singlets to LI fs feasible, since their intrinsic lifetime in

the crystal is about - 10-20 nsec.  The magnetic field effect on Ll and

L2 should be different quantitatively as well as qualitatively as shown in

Il A 1 of this report.  The measurements will be done with highly ionizing

radiation (a-particles) and weakly ionizing radiation   (x- rays  -or   fast

electrons).  Based on our preliminary results, the magnetic field effects

on Ll and L2 should be similar with a-particle excitation, but may be

-vastly different  in  the  case of excitation by x-rays  and fast electrons.

In the former case the scintillation is almost entirely due to fusion of

triplet excitons, while in the latter case Ll should be almost entirely

due to primary singlets, while L2 should be due to fusion almost exclusively.

These magnetic field studies will .allow us to differentiate between scintil-

lation mechanisms in different time domains.

3. Scintillation Efficiency Studies in Different Cry.stals:    Mechanisms.

The dependence of the scintillation efficiency of doped crystals on

the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the crystallographic

-

axes should show if-heterofusion is indeed the most important scintillation

mechanism.  A quantitative study of the differences observed upon UV,

a-particle and B-particle excitation will be carried out and should. be

helpful in pinpointing the contributions of different excitonic mechanisms
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in the energy dissipation processes.

The study of tetracene and pentacene-doped tetracene crystals should

be particularly informative.  In these crystals the tetracene singlet

excitons and the pentacene singlets spontaneously fission into two triplets.

These processes have a characteristic magnetic field dependence and are

also temperature dependent.  The latter property can be used to control the

efficiency of the fission procass.  Since fission is an extremely efficient

radiationless decay channel it might be able to compete, if only to a small

extent, with other quenching mechanisms which are operative in the a-particle

tracks.  Thus, by.varying the temperature and using the magnetic field as:a

probe, it may be possible to elucidate the effectiveness of different

quenching processes.  Again, comparisons with· UV excitation and B-particle

, bombardment should yield important information on these processes.

Studies with solids of different crystalline modifications, such as

a and B perylene, will be continued.

These studies should provide information on how differences in relative

orientations of the molecules in the unit cell, and thus interaction energies,

affect energy dissipation mechanisms at high excitation densities.

4.   Exciton Processes in One-Dimensional and Polymeric Systems.

One-dimensional systems are defined as materials in which excitons

and charge carriers are confined to motion along one dimension.  In

anthracene crystals, for example, exciton motion is nearly two-dimensional

(in the ab plane).  Previously studied one-dimensional systems include the

1-3
crystals of 1,4-dibromo-naphthalene (A linear chain molecular crystal),

4polyadenylic acids , polyvinyl pyrene, polyvinyl naphthalene5 and re·lated

polymers.
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In.1,4-dibromo-naphthalene there are two types (A and B) one-

dimensional excitons hopping between equivalent molecules along the c-

diredtion.  Delayed fluorescence has been observed in these crystals.

We propose to study homofusion and heterofusion magnetic field

effects in these linear chain·crystals. Heterofusion should be

0·bservab:le by doping the crysta.ds with different molecules, for example

anthracene.  By varying the. concentration of the dopant, the length of

the one dimensional chain along which the excitons are confined can be

thus varied at will.  The effects of magnetic fields on homofusion and

heterofusion, as well as the relative efficiency of these two processes

as a function dopant concentration should prove to be very interesting.

It should be possible to deduce the diffusion lengths of the excitons and

' the.role of dimensionality in magnetic field sensitive excitonic processes.

The study of photoconductivity and injection of carriers into these

crystals are also proposed.  These experiments are very important for the

study of electronic processes, charge distribution, and triplet-exciton

carrier interaction processes.  The· latter process in particular can be

modulated by magnetic fields and the effects of dimensionality will be

investigated.  If the.electric field. is: directed along the c axis a dif-

ferent distribution of charge carriers is expected as compared to the case

when the electric field is directed perpendicular to the c axis.  In both

cases the charge carrier density and distribution can be probed by means

of the triplet excitons. Studies of this type with two-dimensional

systems such as tetracene have been invaluable in assessing the distribution

of charge at different electric fields (this report).  These studies in
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one-dimensional crystals can be further extended by introducing known

concentrations of traps into the system.  Since the Zero Field Splitting

parameters of the trap and host molecules are different, magnetic field

orientation studies with respect to the crystallographic axes may yield

detailed information on the dynamics of the triplet exciton-carrier

iriteraction  in one-dimen·siona·f .systems.

We next propose to extend these studies to amorphous one-dimensional

systems such as polyvinyl-naphthalene or pyrene.  Magnetic field effects

in exciton dynamics in such amorphous polymeric systems have not yet been

carried out.  However, studies of this type should be invaluable in assessing

excitonic prod6sses in biopolymers such as polyadenylic acid which we

propose to study also.  Delayed fluorescence due to triplet-triplet

annihilation in these systems in aqueous solution at 77'K has been observed
4

by Helene and Longworth .  The triplet excitons migrate along the helical

chains and can be quenched by added transition metal ions according to a

4static quenching mechanism . This suggests that radiation damage such as

chain scission, trap formation · or free radical formation along the biopolymer

chains may be probed by triplet euciton migration and the subsequent delayed

fluorescence. Attempts will be made to study the delayed fluorescence and

associated magnetic field effects in these one-dimensional systems as a

function of chain length.

1.   R.M. Hochstrasser and J. D. Whiteman, J. Chem. Phys. 56,  5945 (1972) .

2.  V. Ern, J. Chem. Phys. 56, 6259 (1972) .

3.  R. Schmidberger and H. C. Wolf, Chem. Phys. Lett. 16, 402 (1972).

4.  C. Helene and J. W. Longworth, J. Chem. Phys. 57, 399 (1972)

5.  J. R. McDonald, W. E. Echols, T. R. Price and R. B. Fox, J. Chem.
Phys.  57,   1746  (1972) and previous references quoted therein.

1
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5. Optically Induced Homo-and Heterofission in Organic Crystals

As can be seen in Appendix II A 2, there is an unusual and no doubt

highly significant structure in the action spectrum of optically induced

fission in tetracene.  It is a matter of importance to associate this

structure with particular molecular and crystal properties.  Hypotheses

for explaining this structure are:(1) There are symmetry requirements

that must be satisfied when a transition is made from a single exciton

state  into two exciton states  (and v:ice versa) ; these symmetry require-

ments would be met at specific vibrational levels; (2) There are crystal

continuum state that facilitate the transition from a singlet into two

triplet states.  It may be that (1) and (2) are related.  In any event,

we are studying additional materials, varying the temperature and also

using polarized light.

It may be possible to utilize thermally induced homofission and

heterofission to measure the energies of triplet levels that would other-

wise be difficult to obtain.  For example, the energy of T, for pentacene

was detbrmined by us to be 0.86 eV using the thermally activated heterofission

process.  Triplet levels that lie within 1 eV of the ground state are usually

difficult to measure.  By choosing a host properly, one can set up a pro-

cedure for determining triplet energy levels that are iess than 1 eV.  For

-1
example, by using carbozole, one has a singlet level at 29,380 cm and a

triplet level at 24,500 cm-1; this is a separation of 4,800 cm-1. .If the

unknown is incorporated in the host, it will act as a quencher of the host

-1
fluorescence, but if the unknown triplet level lies within 2000 cm   of

4,800 cm-1 (on the positive side) then there should be a temperature
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.

dependent, magnetically sensitive component of the carbazole fluorescence.

From the temperature dependence, one should be able to deduce the triplet

energy of the unknown.

6. Exciton Fusion and Fission as Probes of Phase Transitions in Organic Solids

Many organic solids are known to exist in two distinct crystallo-

graphic forms.  For example, at room temperature, solid perylene exists

in both a dimer  a-form with four molecules per unit cell and the monomeric

0-form   with two molecules  per un:Et ce*11. At approximately 140'C  the   B-form .

undergoes a phase transition into the a'-form. Assuming reasonable values

of the spin Hamiltonian parameters  D and E  the positions of the magneto-

optical resonances are easily calculated.  There is an easily detectable

shift (approximately 12') between the  a and B  forms of perylene.  Studies

of the delayed fluorescence in an external field as a function of tempera-

ture will allow us to sensitively probe the nature of perylene phase transi-

tion.  As a second model system we intend to study the small structural

changes in pyrene single crystals at 210'K and correlate our findings with
0

the anomalous behavior in its heat capacity which occurs at this temperature.

We haVe already. made note of the changes in the resonance positions

of tetracene brought about by thermal stress.  This is shown in the accom-

panying figure.  These results indicate that there are changes either in

the shape of the unit cell in the crystal or the orientation of the mole-

cules with respect to the axes in the unit cell or both.  It is our hope

that a detailed study of these will allow us to make some general conclu-

sions regarding organic solid state transformations.
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7. Spin Relaxation of Triplet Excitons in Organic Solids

A proper understanding of spin lattice relaxation of triplet excitons

1
in organic solids is still lacking .  In order to enhance our understanding

2
of the relevant mechanisms we plan to extend Suna's treatment  of spin

relaxation in·the incoherent limit to include the effects of the hyperfine

interaction and librations, both of which contribute to Tl even in crystals

consisting of one molecule per unit cell.  Inclusion of the hyperfine inter-

action is straightforward whereas the effects of libration will be approxi-

3mated by a Markovian process in a manner similar to Reineker and Haken's

spin-1/2, two site model.  For a range of phenomenological parameters der_

tailed calculations of Tl as a function of the orientation of the applied

magnetic field for solid pyrene and tetracene will be performed and compared

with current EPR experiments.

8. Picosecond Absorption Spectroscopy:Charge Carrier Recombination

The introduction of the picosecond pulsed Linac as a tool for studying

fast ionization has deeply enriched our understanding of the sequence of

photochemical processes that occur following the passage of a high energy

electron beam through organic liquid.  One problem that has resisted direct

verification is the initial ionization yield of a molecule that has suffici-

ent energy to ionize.  Previous methods have attempted to reconstruct the

initial yield by studying the voltage dependence of the charge collection

efficiency, using the Onsager theory.

1
D. Haarer, Dissertation, University of Stuttgart (1969).

2 A.  Suna, Phys. Rev. 81, 1716  (1970) .
3

P. Reineker and H. Haken, Z. Physik 250, 300 (1972).

4 i
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It would be a signal accomplishment to follow the carrier recombination

process spectroscopically starting a few picoseconds after the ionization

event.  In this way, the carrier yield and the kinetics of the recombination

could be determined unequivocally.  We have initiated a cooperative program

with Professor Robert Alfano of the City University, who is one of the few

experts in the field of picosecond laser spectroscopy.  We plan to induce

ionization in a perylene crystal using a double-photon process, and to fol-

low the carrier recombination by using a delayed interrogation beam consist-
0

ing of a 4000-7000A  continuum produced by self-phase modulation.

We plan to study the effect of an external electric field on the

ionization and recombination process, and in particular to explore the role

of crystal anisotropy in determining the ionization efficiency.

9. EPR Studies on Triplet Excitons in Organic Crystals:Tetracene, Pyrene,
i Phenanthrene

1. The tetracene research merits far greater investigation.  For one

thing the experiments to date have been performed in a single plane;

the extension is obvious.  To probe the particular role of fission

in producing spin polarized states we intend to examine the spectrum

of triplets created by direct (singlet-triplet) excitation.  A pos-

sibility existsthat at low temperature, below the fission threshold,

intersystem crossing would yield a sufficient population offering yet

another initial triplet exciton spin state.  Systematic saturation and

lineshape measurements will be undertaken shortly.  Plans are being made

to measure lifetimes and relaxation times directly.

f
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2.      An  extension' -of our-resonance studies  will  be  made to other

systems.  At Rresent we have firm plans to investigate the

p'yrene  spectrum. A likely third system is phenanthrene.

3.   The success of our tetracene work has stimulated plans to

construct an X=·ban'd spectrometer. A major economic barrier Has

been overcome with o.ur recent acquisition of a 12" Varian

electromagnet.  The physically larger X-band instrumeht will

permit the conyeni:ent variation of a number of appropriate

experimental parameters, viz., temperature, pressure, and

excitation.

4.   We propose to employ the magneto-optical experiment to perform

temperature-dependent studie's  on the pyrene systems.    This  is

intenddd to probe the existence of a triplet excimer.

5.   The methods of this experiment should be particularly valuable

in the investigations of phase transitions in molecular crystals.

Since the experimental results are strongly tied to structural

properties, it is likely that any structural changes could be

characterized in detail.  This is discussed in somewhat greater

detail in III 6.

10.  EPR Studies of Radiation Damage in Organic Cryitals.

We plan to combine our knowledge of triplet exciton resonance with

the well-known existence of strong resenances from radiation-damaged

crystals to probe in a novel way the processes by which energy transfer

may be affected by damage sites.  The site resonances may serve as a

monitor of the interaction between site and exciton spin states.  Of

course the exciton resonances themselves 'provide inverse confirmation of

-\
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any assumed interactions.  Thus, the possibility of utilizing two in-

dependent probes for the examination of a single process may well provide

a fine-grained view in€b the actual interaction mechanism.

11. Ionization at an Organic Crystal-Aqueous Solution Interface.

As indicated in Appendix II A 5, some provocative questions remain to

be answered in this study.  The chief question centers on the mechanism

for the contact. ionization process. Preliminary studies with deuterated

anthracene points to the formation of a surface complex with the iodine.

The work with deuterated anthracene, and with other materials like tetracene

and perylene should help fashion a more coherent picture of the ionization

mechanism.

12. Charge Distribution at a Crystal-Electrode interface.

In parallel with the work carried out in III 11, one is interested

in how the carries distribute themselves at the interface inside the

organic insulator.  We plan to continue our studies in this area, varying

the composition of the contact, the temperature, and the applied field.

13.  Computer·Simulation of Dimensionality Effects.

We plan to carry out a program in which a 3, 2 and 1 dimensional

lattice is simulated in a computer.  We will then explore the dynamics of

exciton-exciton interactions as a function·of lattice sizej dimensionality,

and exciton concentration.  This experiment will be conducted in cooperation

with Professor Ronald Selsby of the University of Puerto Rico, who has

already set up the program for the simulation.
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2              APPENDIX II A 1
t

Energy Conversion Processes in a-Particle Tracks
A Working Model

A 5.3 MeV a-particle has a penetration depth of 35 i lu in an anthra-

1
eene crystal. Thus it cant be estimated that the amount of energy deposited

is - 15 eV A .  If we take reasonable values for the radius of the cylin-
0-1

0

drical track (100-15OA), the energy density within the track can be esti-

mated to be (2-5)x10 eV/cm .  In organic aromatic media it is estimated20      3

2that  .the G value  for the yield of plasmons     is  4-5. Each plasmon decays

into a superexcited state which itself decays to electron-hole pairs

/FA' (ionized states) and excitons.
/1

With a-particles of 5.3 MeV energy the yield of 6-rays, which pro-

duce regions of low excitation density, is small.  If we assumed that about

one-third of the energy of the primary particle leads to energetic 6-rays,

(which lose energy outside of the track), the plasmon density within the

18   19            -3track is estimated to be in the range - 4x10 -10 plasmons cm  , since

3
the energy per plasmon is about 20 eV .

The number of superexcited states decaying to electron-hole pairs

and to excitons can be estimated as follows.. In the gas phase, the auto-

ionization efficiency of organic molecules is - 0.8 and because of1,4,5

the weak intermoluclar forces a similar (initial) yield of ionized pairs

1. See reference 1

2. See reference 2

3. See reference 3

4. See reference 4

5. See reference 5
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2
is expected in aromatic solids.  The difference, however, is that recom-

bination can occur rapidly in the solid state and is a source of triplet

and singlet excitons Which, eyentually, may decay by luminescence.  In the

gas phase, recombinatieh is much less likely.  Furthermore, Perkinsl has

estimated that 27-30 eV are required to form one initial electron-hole

6
pair in anthracene.  The actual number of carriers collected, however,

indicates that 7 400 ef of energy is required.  This difference between

the initial and actual yields· is due to recombination. Perkins' value

leads to an estimate of 0.7-0.9 for the initial yield of car.riers if one
12takes   20-24  eV   '     as ·the energy  of a superexcited state.

About one singlet .is generated .for e.anh 50-60 eV deposited in anthra-
3cene bombarded by enefge.tic„.electrons (ionization quenching is minimal).

This G-value of 1.6-2.0 is the number of singlet excitons formed directly

by both recombination and decay of superexcited states, giving an upper
  limit to the primary yield of excitons per plasmon of - 0.3-0.5, in good

agreement with the estimate of 0.2 (from the gas phase values).

Using these considerations, i.e.  that the efficiency of production of

singlets is 20%' and that of electron-hole Fairs is 80%, the initial density

of  carriers   [n] and. singlet excitons   [S ]  can be calculated. These estimates

are:

IS J
%

(0.8 -20)it 10 cm
18   -3

19             19   -3
In] % 2(3-8)x10 - (6-16)xlo cm

6.  See reference 6

1.  See reference 2

2.  See reference 3

3.  See reference 7
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The initial yield of triplet excitons is negligible, because of the for-

biddeness of singlet t9 triplet transitions.  Considering that the density

21   -3
of molecules in crystalline.anthracene is 3.6 ,x 10 cm  , this initial

density of carriers and-excited states is enormous.

Evolution of States Formed Initially

The time scale of the events: described in the preceding paragraphs
-14 -15is   o f the order  bf   ·10 -10 seconds.  The density of these excited

states decreases with time as, a, r.esult of the following processes:

(1) Electron-hole recombination resulting in the formation of singIet

and triplet excitons;

(2) Quenching of singlet excitons by carriers;

(3) Quenching of singlet excitons by singlet-singlet annihilation;

(4) Quenching of singlet excitons by triplet excitons;

a            (5) Diffusion of carriers and excitons out of the track.

We now estimate the relative importance of the above processes and

determine the approximate time' scalies·.

Diffusion Out of the Track        f

It is important to estimate first the time scale of the diffusion

of carriers or excited states out of the track.

If diffusion is considered only, the concentration of.excitons or

carriers denoted by C(r,t) as a function of distance from thetrack and

1
of time t is

1. See reference 8
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N(0)    'r  R*
C(r,t) = exp  1-

<                                   A r2(ltt/td) L .R2(ltt/td)

where R  is the approximate track radius, R is the distance from the center
0

8··.

of the track,. t is the time and N(0) is the number of species deposited per

cm of  track att = 0.   A't the center of the 'track the concentration decays

as                              -

C.(:t) = Cee> (1+t/td)-1

where  td   is  'a  'cli#'a:eter istif'c -dtif.f usrfan  t.fal:

2
R
0

td .RS  46

and D is the dif·fu·s.i.on .coeffi.ci,ent. ·Fo.r· t.rip.let excitons the ,value of

1
--          td 1 40 nsec (obtained by fitting scintillation decay  and scintillation

?
anistropy curves-0.

The value of td can be estimated in a different way.  Using the known

triplet exciton. d.iffus-:Lon coefficient DT Z 10-4-10-5 cm2 .sec-1, we obtain

Ro 8 (1.3-4)' 10.-6 cm, im, rough· agreement with the previous track radius

value obtained· by curve fitting.

-3   2    -1For singlets, it is estimated. that .D  % 10 cm sec and the char-
S

acteristic de·edy-' A#·e, t.o. d:i·ffis«on· fs: -estifmated as

1.     See re fererrce  8

2.  See reference 9

..
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(1.3-4)  10       -9
2   -12

td (S)
%

-3
210 sec

4xlo

-2   2    -1
Similarly, for charge carriers with D = 2.5x10 cm     sec      ,   we   ob tain

a minimum characteristic diffusion time of

9, -10
td(n) -

10 seconds

-11
It is evident that for times scale t < 10 sec, the charge and ex-

citon density can be viewed as constant to a first approximation.

-11
Events in the Time Period < 10 sec

From a study of exciton dynamics in organic crystals, the following

3                                      3    -1
processes are known to occur, (the bimolecular rate constants in cm  sec

are also given):

(1) Singlet-singlet annihilation

2                             -8   3    -1
Fr 1    -             ·         o             SSS+S=S +S 7 -10 cm  sec   <one singlet
r/LUG disappears)

(2) Singlet-triplet annihilation

4                 1                     -8   3    -1S t T=T +S 1

7                   8        (7       k 4)10 cm sec   (one0         #ST
singlet disappears)

(3) Annihilation of singlets by carriers

-8   3    -1S + n -+ S +n 7   - 10 cm sec (s.inglet dis-O                              .SC
appears)

(4) Electron-hole recombination             -          A

(a) Random:

1     3                      -6   3    -17  - 10 cm sec (singlets andne + All=4 S +4- T 'eh
and triplets are created)

3.  See reference 10
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(b)  Geminate:

11   3    -1n  t n   =S                    k   - 10 cm sec (only singletse eh
are created)

(5) triplet excitons are annihilated by free carriers

-9   3    -1Ttn-+S tn
7Tn - 10 cm sec

0

1                                   -11   3    -1(6) T+T=FS.+ T, 7  % 10 cm sec (singlets andTT

triplets are formed,
triplet density is decreased)

19   -3With an initial carrier density of (6 - 16)x10 cm  , the characteris-

tic recombination is expected to be random rather than geminate, at least

within the track.  This is the conclusion essentially reached by Schottl

The characteristic recombination time is of the order of

-13 -14t rw 10 - 10 sec
t

ri 4'·ti  -14
: at t - 10 seconds.

Using the formula

1     1- =- +  7t
n(t)   no                 f

the approximate density of carriers as a function of time can be calculated

(Figure 1).

1. See reference 11

1

..

.--
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11'9& -Figure 1.. Calculated density of carriers:within the track as a function
rck11 o'f time.

This calculation neglects geminate recombination, which will also

-11Deduce the- number of carriers,  but its typical time scale  is  - 10 sec.

As the carriers recombine, triplet excitons will be formed.  Within

-11
a time of 10 seconds, the number of triplet excitons produced is approxi-

1
mately

19   17      18   -3
[T] - 0..75/2 (10  -10  ) - 10  cm

and the number of singlets produced during this time will be also of the

order of

[S]  - 10 cm
18   -3

1. In the final stage of the process of thermalized electron-hole recombina-

tion, a charge-transfer (CT) exciton state is presumably formed prior to
the appearance Of the sing let or triplet excited state.  If the lifetime
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Both singlet and triplet excitons will be annihilated by each other

and by other species. :The characteristic decay times  of the s.inglet  ex-

-11citons  (at t - 10     sec) by various mechanisms are:

-1    9210
ts - (7SSS) -.10 sec due to S-S annihilation

t    - (7  n) ,. .10-  sec due to carrier annihilationSC SC

-10
t - (7 T) - 10 sec due to triplet annihilationTS    TS

-11It is evident that at times shorter than 10 seconds, the quenching

by carriers should dominate, and none of the singlets formed initially can

-11
surviva up to 10 sec.

-12At very short' times  (t < 10       sec) the triplet exciton density  in-

-11creases rapidly, .but -slows down to a. very·-·small rate of increase at t - 10

sec. The approximate triplet density as a function of time· is shown in

Figure 2 (annihilative processes for triplets are neglected in the time

-11domain  of  t < 10 sec).

-11                                 -9
of the CT exciton is longer than 10 sec, (times of the order of 10
sec have been proposed) then obviously, one cannot propose that singlet
and triplet excitons are created by carrier-recombination in times shorter
than the CT exciton lifetime. ·On the other hand, if singlet and triplet
excitons are actually produced by thermalized carrier recombination in
times 4 10-11 sec, then the CT exciton formed from the thermalized elec-
tron-hole recombination has a lifetime 4 10-11 sec.  If the recombina-
tion takes place between hot carriers, rather than thermalized carriers
then one must also consider whether a CT state is traversed at all. In

addition, CT excitons may behave in some respects like singlet or trip-
let excitons.  In the absence of more concrete data, it will be assumed
herein that the singlet and triplet excitons are formed in short times.
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Figure 2. (Calculated triplet exciton density as a function of time.  The
number of triplets formed initially is 1017 cm3, and the
initial carrier density is assumed  to  be  -  1019.cm-3.

isT>                                                                                             i
-

We note that the quenching of singlets by triplet excitons does not            :

reduce [T].  Triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet-carrier annihilation

-11have  characteristics rate constants as follows  at  t - 10 seconds:

8t + tTT - 6   '[T  3-1 - 10- sec, andTT C  TT·            )

t -+ tTn A. 6  [nl 3-1 - 10-8 sec,Tn C TC     /

18   -3                                  -9Even at shorter times,  when  n  -  10       cm     , the value  of t is only - 10Tn

sec.  Thus, diffusion is the most important process which will decrease

[T] and·can· be neglected for times less than one nanosecond.  For the time

-12   -9period of t = 10 -10 sec therefore, the triplet exciton density within

the track can be considered to be roughly constant.
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The quenching of singlets by S-S annihilation and by S'-T annihilation
' will dominate in the time domain of . 10-10 seconds or less. In particular,.

While the rate of quenching. ky singlets diminishes with increasing time,

because [S] diminishes.tand is not rapidly replenished by electron-hole re-

combination), the singlet-triplet annihilation remains constant.  Thus, any

singlet which is generated by electron-hole recombination up to a time of
-9

-  10      seconds,  has a probability of decaying  by f luorescence  o f  only

k          -10S      10

7ST[T] -  10-8  - 0.01  (at most).

The major quenching channel is the quenching of singlets by triplet

excitons.  This is the conclusion which was essentially reached by Schott
1

in  a somewhat different way, using more so histicated calculations.

< 3                         To summarize this sec tiolt-, the major conclusions of some. very simple

considerations indicate that in an a-particle track:

(1) Geminate recombination  is  much  le ss important than columnar random

recombination;          f

(2) Random recombination gives rise to triplets mostly;

(3) Any singlets formed are efficiently quenched by other singlets, by

carriers and.predominantly by triplet excitons;

(4) The fast component .of the scintillation is not due to singlets

formed initially, but due to singlets formed by electron-hole

recombination and by triplet-triplet·annihilation.

....-,
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The major assumptions which were made in arriving at these conclusions

are as follows:
....
.

(1) The ·track radids R .  The values used are probably correct to within
0

a factor of two or three;

(2) The initial formation .of ionized states is - 80% efficient.  This is

reasonable as can be··s:hown by other arguments which are based on the

y.iel.d  .of  .p ho.tdami.t:€ed  .eled..tr.6.fis' firom organic solids ;

(3) The ..dynamic rate constants ·used here and which were determined in

relatively  low -eici·ton and carrier dens·ity experiments, apply  to  the

high densi·ty. case, which 'most certainly prevails in the a-track.

The last assumption appears to be the most uncertain one, while even

large error-s in assumptions (1) and (2) are not likely to change the basic

conclusions rehched.

  Energy Conversion Mech·anisms in'Org'anic.crystals,
Magnetic Eield Stud ies.

The influence of magnetic fields on exciton dynamics have been studied

intensively in this laboratory over-'the past four years.  In our initial

studies, ultraviolet excitation was used to generate the excitons and car-

riers whose interactions ·can ·be modulated by magnetic fields of 4000 G or

less.  The main process which are sensitive to magnetic fields and the

method of experimental detection .are summarized below:

Detected ·by the Study of

I. Triplet-·triplet ·exciton fusion. Delayed Fluorescence.

II. Singlet exciton fission into' two triplets. Prompt Fluorescence.

III. Triplet exciton-carrier interaction. Photoconductivity and
triplet exciton decay.

... .----  -„-
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Exciton fission was discovered in 1969 simultaneously in this labora-
-                   1 2tory and at Dupont.' It was then thought that fission was the special and

unique property of tetracene. More recently, however,  we have shown  that  this
3

phenomenon exists in doped crystals  (pentacene doped tetracene).  Further-

more, optically induced fission occurs from vibrationally excited singlet

states that have sufficient energy, as for example, a singlet state with an

4                                          5
energy 7 3.63 eV in anthracene  and greater than 2.56 eV in tetracene  (at

low temperatures); these latter effects manifest themselves in a magnetic

field dependence of the promp·t fbuorescence.  The' effect, however, is less

than 1% in magnitude, wh.ich is, in contrast to the results in tetracene at

room temperature where the effect is as high as 40%.  The smallness of opti-

cally induced fission effect is due in general to the fact that the fission

must compete with the very efficient intramolecular vibrational relaxation

12   13    -1
(- 10 -10 s.ec       ),; in add·ition there appears    to   be   a fund amental difference

. ...43 between optically induced fission and thermally· activated fission that re-
1

-

5
--- duces the optical fission rate.

Before proceeding to the description of magnetic field studies of the

scintillation we quickly summarize 'the magnetic field effects which can be

observed with· difBerent excitonic processes using ultraviolet or visible

light excitation.

1. See reference 12

2. See reference 13

3. See reference 14

4. See reference 15

5. See reference 16
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Figure 3. Fission-magnetic field dependence.   (a)  - pure ·tetracene, or pentacene-doped tetracene at 3 000 K. (b) Anthracene (300'K), or tetracene  (77'K).
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At room temperature in tetracene, there is no mignetic field effect

C              at all on the T-T fusion process because the effect of the field on the

fusion process is opposite to the one on the fission process, and the field

effect is effectively Sancelled at or near room temperature, where almost

1
every singlet (formed by fusion) fissions.

d
A

(a) 7/ cs)
,6

r'.     F (wl                      ,                      1            Fi 6,6iro,%
1                                      

          1

0    F Col                  i                   '1
, ie-* e =>
1                                                         --

.....A i _//g*' -1/1
Y Fusion Fltsion

Figure 5.  Observed anisotropies in the delayed (fusion) and prompt (fission)

fluorescence.  Rotation of the field in the ab plane of anthra-
cene and tetracene (a) and pyrene (b).

1.  See reference 17.

-,
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,Magnetic Field Studies of a-Particles (5.3 MeV) Induced Scintillation

1

A. Anthracene

1
Klein and Voltz  have shown that the magnetic field dependence of the

scintillation in anthracene excited by fast electrons is similar to the one

shown in Figure 3b.  This small positive effect at high fields is characteris-

2tic of fission in anthracene. With a-particle excitation on the other hand,
the magnetic fie.ld effect is similar to the one shown in Figure 4 (curve 1),

i.e. characteristic of ·fusion... All of these effects show the characteristic

double cusps for every 180' of rotation of the field in the ab plane.  (See

Figure 5a).

These results provide support for the mechanisms of energy dissipation

discussed above.  With highly ionizing radiation the excitation regions due

to separate blobs (or ·spurs) .overlap and form a cylindrical track. In these

 ,i            cases we expect the singlets formed by primary events to be qvenched com-

pletely.  The only sources of single.ts left are the electron hole recombina-

tion, and· the triplet-trbplet annihilation processes.  The relative rates

are:

Formation of singlets by

(a) recombination - 4· le[n.]2

(b) fusion of triplets·- YTT[T]2

-9   -10
On a time scale of less than 10 -10 seconds, our model calculations

show that the triplet exciton density within the track should remain fairly

constant, while the carrier density diminishes rapidly.  Using figures given

1.  Private communication

2.  See reference 15.
:-'.,
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previously, the relative ratio of rates of singlet production by the two pro-

I                 ce@ses are.:  (a)/(b) R; 4 <10 x10
   >0   --x 10        /10           -   0 .0 2 51 C  -6   32    10-11x1038 1 -.1   26   27

-10
at t = 10 sec  with this ratio decreasing rapidly with increasing time.

Thus, the generation of singlets by electron-hole recombination is predicted

to be of minor importance on these time scales.

Experimentally, processes (a) and (b) are distinguishable with a mag-

hetic field.  The mechanism (a) itself, i.e. the actual recombination of holes

and electrons is not magnetic field sensitive at 4000-5000 G.  Thus, the

singlets which are generated by this mechanism are created in a vibration-

1
ally excited state which can fission weakly as UV experiments have shown.

Therefore, the magnetic field dependence of the fluorescence, if the sing-

lets are generated by electron-hole recombination, should be the one shown

in Figure 35 - a small positive effect of 1% or less at 4000-5000 G would be        -

2expected. Indeed, such a field dependence is observed with· B-excitation,.73U
, in which the excitation density is much lower than in the case of a-particle

excitation.  Furthermore, it is well known that the scintillation yield

iff with a-excitation is much lower than with B-excitation because of the pres-

3
ence of "transient" quenching species  in the a-particle case which have

a lifetime -, 10-8-10-9 seconds, and which we identify here with triplet

excitons.  The 10-  second time scale is identified not with the actual

lifetimes of the quenching centers, but with the time t the characteris-
d'

tic diffusion time of triplet extitons out of the track.

1. See reference 15.

2. G. Klein and R. Voltz, private communication.

3. See reference 7.
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B. Tetracene-Doped Anthracene

-5We have used doped crystals of tetracene in anthracene (- 5x10 mol/mol)

and studied the scintillation of the crystal upon bombardment with a-parti-

cles.
:-

Since the impurity concentration is about 5x10-5mol/mol,  the energy

of the a-particle is transferred   to the. anthracene host. almost excl'us ively,

but the scintillations originate from the tetracene traps mostly. Under UV

excitation singlet excitons are formed which diffuse freely during their

lifetime and are free to either fluoresce or eventually be captured by ·the

tetracene traps.  The relative efficiency of anthracene exciton fluorescence

(blue) to the green tetracene trap fluorescence, which we will term
F3lfG'

decreases with increasing tetracene trap concentration.  We have measured

FB/FG for both a-particle and UV excitation and the results are showft in

Figure 6.       » Grea

i             -,1
:illf
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1       1 V i
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1,            i      i
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UV-+                                                             e                                                              6=«42            9
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Figure 6.  Emission spectrum of a tetracene-doped anthracene crystal under

UV and a-particle excitation.
9
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From Figure 6. it is· evident that the emission of the anthracene

t../ host is almost completely suppressed in the case of a-particle excitation.,--/7-
This experiment also appears to demonstrate that there are significantly

fewer singlets under a-particle excitation than under UV-excitation, sup-

porting the previous contention that the singlet excitons are significantly

quenched before they can decay via fluorescence or trapping by tetracene,

as they do with UV excitation.

0

The quenching of the singlet exciton in doped crystals should be

greater because the triplet exciton. becomes trapped, hence increasing

the effective td.  The carrier density will also be affected because the

carrier will be trapped by the tetracene impurity.  However, this does not

appear to be more important than recombination: the rate of carrier trapping,

dr the carrier trapping time can be estimated by the expression

-    (7      N)-1t
trap tr

where 7 is  the coefficient for trapping of carriers by tetracene impuritiestr

-9   3    -1whose concentration is N. We set 7 - 10 cm sec (which is the freetr

1            17   -3
electron-triplet interaction rate constant)  N - 3.6x10 cm for a

-'   -9
9 10-4moles tetracene concentration, and t - 10 sec. This is much

trap
-11less important than the electron-hole recombination time which is 4 10 sec.

In doped crystals we therefore expect that the major effect of the impurities

will be to trap and immobilize the triplet excitons and to provide centers

for interaction with other triplet excitons (heterofusion).  It is then

expected that the scintillations in these doped crystals is due to the inter-

action of one host anthracene triplet exciton with one trapped tetracene

1. See reference 18.
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triplet exciton.  This mechanism can be verified by the use of a magnetic

r             field.  We have shown that the scintillation efficiency decreases mono-
i

tonically with increasing magnetic field and is characteristic of hetero-

fusion.

The triplet-carrier interaction also exhibits a similar magnetic

field behavior as the heterofusion.  However, this cannot be the cause

of the magnetic field dependence of the scintillation, since the magnetic

fie·ld decouples this interaction, thus increases the triplet exciton dens-

ity, which should enhance the scintillation output in the presence of a

magnetic field.  The opposite is observed, however,

The magnetic field induced decrease of the scintillation yield ex-

cited by a-particle (which is about 2-3%) and is attributed to fusion is

in sharp contrast to the +0.5% increase one observes with UV excitation in
1the doped cnystal .which is .attributed to fission.  This is an illustration

of how magnetic fields, which affect the fluorescence of a crystal only very

--- weakly, nevertheless  can give an insight into the mechanism of the scintilla-

tion and allows us to conclude that the scintillation, in the doped crystal

are due to singlets which are formed by triplet exciton fusion.

Additional information can be obtained by studying the anisotropy of

the magnetic field dependence, which can verify the mechanism of hetero-

fusion.  Besides the two cusps shown in Figure 5a, additional structure

2should appear on the shoulders of these cusps  if heterofusion occurs.

1. See reference 15.

2. See reference 19.

I                                                                                                                                                                                                    .
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The-location of these cusps can be calculated using the spin-Hamiltonian

of the tetracene and anthracene molecules and the orientations of the ad-

ditional pair level crossing resonances can be calculated and/or compared

with those obtained by red light excited delayed fluorescence.  These studies

are presently in progress.

C. Tetracene

Tetracane crystals were chosen for study because  in this crystal ·the

singlets (UV excitation) decay efficiently by fission into two triplet.

9    -1
excitons at room temperature with a ratd constant of 5x10 sec The char-

acteristic decay tima of a singlet exciton with respect to fission is there-

-10
fore about - 10 seconds and is short enough to compete effectively with

the quenching of singlets by triplet excitons, since the characteristic

-10time for this S-T interaction is - 10 sec (see above).

The .magnetic field effect.on the UV excited fluorescence in tetracene
0,1
N.2/

is about 30-40% when the dominant mechanisms of the singlets is by fission.

If anether quenching mechanism is introduced, the magnitude of the field. ef-

fect should decrease proportionately.

'.  As mentioned previously, fluorescence due to fusion at room tempera-

ture exhibits no magnetic field effects.  Thus, there should not be any

magnetic field effect if there are no mechanisms of singlet generation other

than fusion.

With a-particle excitation the magnetic field effect was +2%, rather

than the +30% effect which was observed with the same crystal under UV ex-

citation.  This result can be explained in two ways:
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(a) The singlets are not quenched at all, and the small positive

magnetic field effect arises because the total scintillation is diluted

by contributions from fusion which itself is not magnetic field dependent.

(b) The scintillation arises from singlets  which are generated by
electron-hole recombination and not fusion.  The low magnetic field effect

would be due to the quenching of singlets by triplet excitons.  From the

·di·fferences in the magnitude of the magnetic field effect with UV and a-ex-
18citation, one can estimate a density of quenching centers of about - 5x10

-3
cm  , which is in good agreement with the triplet exciton density estimated

previously.

At this time, it is not possible to distinguish between the two
mechanisms.  This may become possible by carrying out these experiments

at lower temperatures.  At about 240'K, the negative magnetic field ef-

fect on delayed fluorescence due to fusion appears, while the positive ef-

fect on the prompt fluorescence due to fission is still present.  By com-

paring the sign and magnitudes of the magnetic field effects with UV and

a-excitation at various temperatures it may be possible to pinpoint the

occurrence of these two mechanisms further.

Another interesting effect with tetracene was observed.  Upon pro-

longed exposure of the tetracene ·crystal to the 1 millicurie a-source,
the scintillation yield decreased with time and the magnetic field became

negative (about  -2%) .   At  the same time the magnitude of the' UV excited

effect dropped from the previous +30% to about. +18%.

Apparently, permanent quenching centers, possibly paramagnetic free

radicals, are generated within the crystal and the UV excited singlets are

partially quenched by these radiation damage centers, which is reflected in

a decreased magnetic field effect.
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The negative -2% effect observed with the same crystal upon a-particle

excitation cannot be understood that simply.  The negative effect definitely

cannot be accounted for by fusion as mentioned above.  However, one can
speculate that this -2% effect is due to the following sequence of pro-

cesses:

(a)  T + quenching center = destruction of triplet;

(b) T+S -, destruction of singlet only.

The -singlets are formed predominantly by fusion (no magnetic effect)
and are annihilated by the quenching centers.  In the presence of the mag-

netic field, the efficiency of (a) is decreased, thus increasing the triplet

density which has a negative effect on the singlet density, thus explaining
the -2% effect observed with a tetracene crystal which has been exposed to

a-particles for prolonged periods..

In fa8t the positive effect may still be present, but may be masked
t by the larger negative effect generated by the combination of processes
-.

(a)  and  (b).

The origin of this effect can be verified by studying its dependence

on magnetic field strength.  If the combination of mechanisms (a) and (b)

dominate the scintillation intensity, it will have the magnetic field de-     -

pendence shown in Figure 4, curve 2.  If fission is also present to any

significant extent, its contribution should, be evident in the l.ow field

portion of the curve (cf. Figure 3).
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D. Pentacene-Doped Tetracene Crystals

<                    In this crystal, under UV excitation, the singlets of tetracene are

trapped by the pentacene impurity molecules, which subsequently heterofis-

1sion into one triplet of pentacene and one of tetracene. This process is

magnetic field sensitive and, typically, the red pentacene fluorescence in-

creases by +25 to 40% in a field of 2000 G or more.  The low magnetic field

behavior is typical of fission and follows the behavior shown in Figure Ja.

Although delayed heterofusion fluorescence in these crystals has not

yet been observed (because it is not possible to grow 1 mm thick crystals

which are necessary in this experiment), there is reason to believe that

the delayed fluorescence should not be magnetic field dependent at room

temperature (i.e. should be similar to pure tetracene).  Thus any magnetic

field effect on the red pentacene impurity fluorescence indicates that

this fluorescence does not originate from heterofusion.  In preliminary

t experiments we have shown that under a-particle excitation the magnetic

field effect is - 5 to 10%. This indicates that the pentacene singlets

are formed directly, i.e. not by fusion. The magnetic field effect is

rather large.  Since in this crystal the effective mobility of all excitons

is decreased, it is possible that this loss of effective mobility leads to

a lower quenching rate of the singlets, thus leading to a larger positive

effect than is observed with pure tetracene.  The quenching then may still

proceed by the less efficient long range Fbrster mechanism.

E. Perylene

This crystal was chosen for two reasons:

2(1)  The singlets are known to have a low mobility  in one of the crystal

modifications, and the same is probably true of the triplet excitons;

--

1.  See reference 14.

2.  See reference 20.
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(2)  There are two crystal modifications at room temperature, the a-form
-.-

in which there are four molecules per unit cell and the molecules are

paired in a sandwich arrangement.  The B-form is metastable and pos-

sesses two molecules per unit cell and is similar to anthracene in

structure..  In the B-form the excitons are mobile, but are immobile

2
in the a-form.

Sinee the fluorescence emission spectrum is also different for these

two forms, it is interesting to investigate the following properties under

a-particle bombardment:

(1)  Fluorescence spectra of both forms;

(2)  Is there any delayed or slow scintillation component in the a-form and

in the f3-form? (We expect little in the a-form if the excitons are

t,ru ky 'i:himobile).;

(3)  Is the scintillation yield higher .than in other crystals?e
(4)  What is the magnetic field dependence of the fast and slow components

(if any) in both crystallographic forms?

We have first established that scintillations  can be easily observed.

Preliminary results show that the count rates are high, indicating possibly

that quenching is reduced.  However, this contention has to be verified.

There is a strong negative effect on the scintillation efficiency which

is anisotropic.  This result is shown in Figure 7 for the a-form.

.

2.  See reference 20.
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Figure 7. Magnetic field effect on scintfllation efficiency S of a-perylene
AA excited by a-particles (5.3 MeV) in a magnetic field of H = 10

kilogauss.

The cusps are reminiscent of the field dependence of the pyrene de-

layed fluorescence (Figure 5b).  The behavior shown in Figure 7 is different

from the ones shown in Figure 5. For every 180' rotation. of the field,

anthracene and tetracene exhibit two resonances (two cusps), which are due

to pair level crossings.  If the' energies of the two pair s.tates   0,0 

and   +1,- 1>  do not actually cross, but come very close to one another in

a given plane, either a shallow minimum as in Figure 5b for pyrene, or a

sharp maximum as in Figure 7 can occur.  The sharp minima will occur if the

energy of.the two levels approach extremely closely (- 0.01 cm l), and a

shallow minimum will occur if the two levels are far apart even at the

closest energy separation.

.....
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Using the known crystal structure of cy-perylene and reasonable values·
for the ZFS parameters of the spin-Hamiltonian, the orientation of the near-

resonances can be calculated.  These coincide with the crystallographic

axes, in good agreement_gith the experiment (no UV or red light excitation

data are available).

'Thus, with the a-perylene th,e scinkillatio.n. ap.Re.ars to be dominated

by triplet exciton homofusion,. as. is evidenced from the large (-13%) nega-
tive  effect of the magnetic field (,the ' largest· this- effect can be, theoreti-

cally, is -66%;in anthracene it is about -20%, with red light excitation).

Once again, directly formed singlets appear to contribute little to the total

scintillation.

The B-form of perylene gave results which are very similar to those of

a-perylene shown in Figure  7.     Thus,   the  fact  that the 'excitons  are  free
to diffuse in f3-perylene and have a much lower mobility in the a-form ap-

MF':0W
t parently does not affect the a-particle induced. scintillation mechanism.

This is consistent with the previous conclusions of our model that diffusion

is unimportant on a time scale 4 10-9 seconds in which quenching occurs.
0 ·

Initially, the excited states in the track are separated by about 25A -

this is the Forster transfer distance, so that the singlets do not have to

diffuse  to be quenched. Therefore, the results  for  the  a  and B forms  are

expected to be similar, as is indeed observed.

#

 '
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APPENDIX II A 2

Optically Induced Singlet Fission in ·Tetracene
u '    fW i l l i a m M. M o l l e r and Martin Pope

<                            New York University, New York 10003 Radiation and Solid State Laboratory and tchemistry Department

...
Following the discovery that singlet exciton fission in tetracene

]                                                     2crystal,is thermally activated; Vaubel and Baessler  suggested that it

should be possible to induce singlet fission even at low temperatures

if the energy of activation is supplied   o.26»ically...   They   called.  this

process · optically induced fission and presented evidence  for its exist-
3

enc.  Rdcently Klein et al, reported' the dbservation of optically in-

duced fission in anthracene and substantiated their claim by demonstrat-
ing that the magnetic dependence of the process was qualitatively identi-

cal with that of room temperature singlet exciton fissioh in tetracefa,

and that the anisotropy was that expected of anthracene.  The total magni-

.tude of the effect was less than 1% f or light of ene rgy 4 6 eV.

We have observed optically induced fission in tetracene crystal at

77'K by.measuring its magnetic field dependence.  The effect is small and

requires precise measurements.  The nove.1 part of our apparatus is a two-

phase optical chopper which exposes a photon-couhting photomultiplier alter-

nately to the sample and to a fluor6scent-plastic intensity monitor.  A

series of delays and gates synchronized with the chopper separates counts

from the two sources·and lets them'accumulate in separate registers.  The

measurements are thus made independent of lamp output 'and photon-counter

quantum efficiency.

\.

\

......... .... -*
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The 'excitation spectrum for magnetic effects, with the magnetic

field applied along the b axis of the sample, is shown in Figure 1.
The magnetic effect riseE from.zero to 0.1% at 20,300 cm-l; this energy

-1is twice the S -Tl separation (10,000 i 20 cm  ) which justifies the

hypothesis that optically· induced fission is taking place. There are
rises thereafter centered at 23,000 cm (2.9 eV) and 25,700 cm (3.2 ev).

-1                        -1

The rises are separated by roughly equal energy increments, and

may represent vibrational modes favorable for fission or the appearance
of crystal or other electronic states.  The energies 2.9 eV and 3.1 eV

have been associated witht that of a CT exciton state and the onset of

intrinsic .photoconductivity, respectively, in tetracene. Above the

ionization threshold  one would expect the excited states to consist

5.6of a mixture of crystal, vibronic, ·and upper electronic states i  which

interact with. one another.  Assuming. a vibrational relaxation time of

10    sec,  the optical fissioning rate that corresponds to a AF/F of 10
-12                                                                     -3

9    -1is about 2 x 10 sec if one-half of all fissioning attempts succeed.

This is one-hundred times smaller than the rate estimated by Vaubel and
2

Baessler, and is about one-thousand times smaller than the rate of fis-

sion.from a ·thermally excited vibronic state. As Vaubel and Baessler

have  suggested, this difference  may.be  due to symmetry requirements  for

singlet fission.

The existence of energy regions over which AF/F is constant is sur-

prising because a vibrationally excited state presumably relaxes to the

lowest vibrational level through intervening vibrational levels.  One

.-Ir -
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would therefore expect AF/F to increase.monotonically with photon energy,

since each increase in v should permit population of more fissioning levels.

Over the energy range fro'm 2.5 to 4 eV, it would ,therefore appear that only

a few levels are important for fission.  In the region between 2.5 and 2.9 eV...

...

there are no crystal states (intrinsic photoconductivity begins at 3.1 eV)

so the lack of structure in this region reflects.molecular properties.

Above 2.9 eV o.ne must consider the possible existence of crystal states

as well as those derived from identifiable. molecular progenitors, so one

cannot draw firm conclusions regarding the origin of the steps in Figure 1.

Nonetheless it c'an b·e concluded that in the flat regions between 2.9 and

4 eV there are no fissioning levels of importance either of crystal or

molec.ular origin. For photon energies between 4 and 5 eV, AF/F does in-
crease monotonically, but seems to decrease above 5 eV; this peak at 5 eV

6also .appearsin the.phatoconductivity action spectrum of tetracene.   Fis-

sion involves the delocalization of the' energy of excitation, so· it would

seem that, all other things being equal, the more delocalized is the initial

state of excitation, the more efficient fission should be.  The action spec-

trum of AF/F  should thus contain a factor that reflects the degree of excita-

tion delocalization.  Since an autoionizing state also tends to be more de-

localized, it may be that the action spectrum of AF/F  and of photoconductiv-

ity will have some features in common.

This work was supported by the Atomic Energy Commission.  Acknowledgement

is made of useful discussions with R. Voltz, C.E. Swenberg, N.E. Geacintov,

and J. Burgos.
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Appendix II A 3

*
Energy Trahsfer in Upper Excited Singlet States

An outstanding characteristic of condensed phases of con.jugated aromatic

compounds such as benzene and its hydrocarbon derivatives is that excitation

of the lowest lying singlet or triplet state leads to a process of energy

migration. Energy migration has been extensively studied in liquid benzene

and its derivatives because many other complimentary studies have been

carried out on these compounds, making it possible to understand in greater

depth the dynamics of this migration.  A relatively unstudied field is that

involving energy transfer when higher electronic states,are produced, as by

interaction with vacuum uv 1ight or ionizing radiation. The essential dif-

ference between excitation of upper electronic states and lower states is

-12 -14that the upper states decay to lower lying states in about 10 to 10

seconds, whereas the lowest lying excited singlet states can live for about

-810   seconds.  It was thus a matter of great interest when Oster and

1
KaILmann proposed that energy transfer did indeed occur in higher excited

states. The work of Oster and Kallmann irrvolved solvent excitation to

higher electronic states by means of high energy 7 rays (about 1 MeV) which,

in addition, produced extensive ionization.  They compared the fluorescence

quenching .by 'chloroform for the solvent excited by high energy 7 rays with

the same solvent excited to its lowest singlet state by uv radiation;  it

was found.that the quenching was enhanced under 7 excitation.  Chloroform

was used because it does not quench the lowest excited state of benzene to

ir
This work is extracted from the Ph.D. thesis of David Saperstein :
and will be published shortly.
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a significant degree, and it can be used in conjunction with fluors such as

PBD (2,5 phenylbiphenyloxadiazole) that are efficient fluorescent indicators

of energy migration PFocesses in the lowest excited state.  Kallmann and

Oster attributed the enhanced quenching under 7 excitation to the ability

of chloroform to intercept energy in a higher excited singlet state.  In

additi6n, they suggested that this upper excited state could transfer its

energy to neighboring molecules, at least over small distances of less than

50 X.

Since chloroform is also an, efficient electron scavenger,. the pos-

sibility existed that at least part of the role played by chloroform was

2to  alter the course  of the carrier recombination process. Levin  et   al
3in this laboratory investigated this possibility. Their work was based

on a comparison of the fluorescence quenching by chloroform for several

methyl derivatives of benzene. The solutions were selectively irradiated

: using uv light that excited the solvent to either its first (Sl), second (S2)

3
or third (S ) singlet state, and, in addition, the solutions were irradiated

using high ·energy 7 radiation.  The. fluorescence quenching by chloroform for

the same solvent, for example 0-xylene, differed for all four excitation

energies,  Sl,  S2,  S3 and 7 (see figure  1). The differences are most evident

when the fluorescence quenching for these excitat ion energies are compared

at one concentration of chloroform.  For example, in fig. 1 the fluorescence

quenching, measured as 1-(F/F ) where F  and F are, respectively, the fluores-

cence intensity measured without and with 0.1 M chloroform in solution, is

a€out 0.35 for .7.excitation, about 0.07 for S3 excitation, about 0.03 for S2

excitation and about 0.01 for Sl excitation. Levin et al concluded that. the
1    2fluorescence quenching by chloroform for uv excited (S , S  and S3) aromatic

-
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hydrocarbon ·solutions proceeded via a different mechanism from the fluor-
escence quenching by chloroform for the same solutions excited by 7

radiation.  In the case of 7 excitation, the fluorescence quenching by

chloroform was attributed mainly to charge scavenging by chloroform which

prevents radiative carrier recombination. Under uv excitation chloroform

seemed to intercept. excited solvent motecules by· some contact (short range)

process.

A large question still remained to be answered, that is, what is the

specific mechanism by which chloroform and, in fact, any of a variety of

chloromethanes interacts with lower and upper excited singlet molecules.

We undertook, therefore, to measurethe fluorescence quenching of several

chloromethanes, including chloroform„ for benzene and several of its methyl

derivatives (hereafter called methylbenzenes).  A fluor, such as PBD, was

also dissolved in the liquid to help minimize the quenching by these chloro-

methanes for the solvent in its first excited state.  The fluorescence I Y..,-

quenching for each solvent and quencher pair could ·be characterized by a

quenching constant. k where n=1,2 o r 3 depending on whether S,S
1    2

,  nhq'

or S3 is quenched.  That is:
k

sn + Q nhq, (quenching of Sn) (1)

Q represents a quencher molecule (e.g. chloroform), and k measured in
nhq'

-1   -1
lit·mol  sec  , is the bimolecular rate constant for interception.  These

rate constants for a given solvent, quencher and excitation energy were

2insensitive to changes in quencher concentration (from about 2 x 10- M to

6 x 10 M) or fluor concentration (from about 10 M to 10
M.   The                       

-1                                           -3        -1

process .(1) is not a result of static quenching by the chloromethane since
19for this process, one could expect  k   -<exp (-2 [Q ]) whereas in fact,nhq
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k      is  independent  of [Ql. However, the observation that k is inde-nhq nhq

pendent of [QJ does not. rule out the possibility that our results for .S2

3
and S  are due to the formation of a ground state complex between host and

15
quencher. For the range of concentrations used, no absorption bands

were found in solutions of host and quencher that could be attributed to a

15
ground state complex  , using light of energy < S' of the host.  If a com-

pleK is formed with an energy S S', then it would be quite difficult to

detect such a complex in the high host concentrations employed in our

experiments.  The possible role of a ground state complex will be discussed

again shortly.

1
The mechanism for quenching of an S  state of a methylbenzene by a

chloromethane can be viewed in terms of diffusional quenching. That is,
19

kf(I)

S' + Q . a 3 IS'....(g' )    SO + Q*
k                 kf(II)            

   '         (2)
r                      )   S' + Q·

k f.(III)                              _> S +Q
kf(IV)    3

i > M+Q
1                                        '

where S i s created  by the absorpt ion of light of about  4.5  eV.     The
1 4

intermediate state (S ....Q) is.created by the diffusion controlled con-
1

tact of S  with Q, given by the bimolecular rate constant a, where

k    = a kf/(kf + kr). The intermediate can decay either by back scattering,Thq

kr,  or by being quenched via  any of several mechanisms. The forward  rate

constants for quenching, kf(I), kf(II), kf(III), and kf(IV) correspond

respectively to transfer of energy to Q, radical formation, ionization, and

intersystem crossing to the triplet manifold;  there may be other relaxation

5
paths as well.  Klein  emphasized the charge transfer (CT) character of the

intermediate state and hypothesized that the formation of such a charge trans-

1fer state from the reactants S  and Q required an energy of activation;  this
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energy of activation was proportional ' to the energy difference between  the

1  18
lowest vibrational level of the CT intermediate and S . The rate of

formation of this CT intermediate was taken to be the rate determining step

5
in the observed fluorescence quenching. The relative rate of formation of

two different CT intermediates, e.g. 0-xylene with chloroform and 0-xylene

with carbon tetrachloride, would therefore depend on the re.lative heights

1
of their energy barriers, E - S , where E is the energy required toCT CT

form  a CT state from unexcited solvenr  and' quedcher molecules.    In  this

example, since the solvent 0-xylene is present in both cases, only the energy

of the CT intermediate changes.  Klein estimated the energy of this inter-

mediate using the expression:
41,

E    =  I.P.   - E.A.   -C -P (3)CT

where I.P. is the gas phase ionization potential of the electron donor

(the solvent), E.A. is the gas phase electron affinity of the electron

+
acceptor (the quencher), C is the coulomb energy of the S ...Q- state and

P is the polarization energy of the CT dipole at its equilibrium distance

of separation.  Using the absolute reaction rate theory of Eyring, Klein

gave the relative rate of formation of the CT intermediate as:

kf/(kf + kr) =.exp( -(I.P. -E.A. -C-P- Sl)/kr) (4)

where kr was assumed to be constant and much larger than kf for the various

solvents used. 5, 18

1Following the treatment used by Klein for S quenching, our data was

cast in a form embodying the result shown in equation 4.  Thus, in a com-

parison of experiments in which the same solvent (0-xylene) was quenched by

two different quenchers, chloroform and carbon tetrackloride, the ratio of

.
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the quenching rate constants k  is given by:

kf(CH(13) /kf(((14) = exp   E.A. (CHC13) - E.A.(((14)   /kT            (5)

Similarly, in a comparison of experiments in which the same quencher

(chloroform) was used to quench two different solvents, benzene and tolu-

ene, the ratio of the quenching rate constants.kf is given by:

kf(benz)/kf(tol) = exp  ·    I.P.  - S·1   (tol)  -    I.P.  - Sl   (benz)  /kT    (6)

Some of the measured rate constants k are presented in figures 2 and 3.
nhq

In each of these figures the vertical axis represents the rate constant knhq'

measured in lit·mol-lsec-1, whereas the horizontal axis represents

(I.P. -Sn)/kT in figure 2, and log 7 for figure 3.  In the absence of
eqt

electron affinity data for the quenchers, the log 7 is used where 7
eqt eqt

is the thermal rate of electron attachment of the gaseous chloromethane

(quencher).

Measurements  of the electron affinity,  E.A.,  have been reported  for

CH2C 12 (about 1.36 eV), CHC13 (about 1.75 eV) and CC14 (about 2.12 eV) by

Gaines, Kay and Page.14. However, similar measurements for
CFC 13

and CH3CC13'
2

two other quenchers used in our study, are not available. Measurements of

the thermal rate of electron attachment. 7 . for all five of these chloro-
'  eqt=

16
methanes have, however, been reported. In figure 7, log y is plotted

eqt

against E.A. for those chloromethanes where both 7 and E.A. are available.
eqt

l

Although there are only three points, these data satisfy a linear relation            

between log 7 and E.A. and this graph was used to obtain the E.A. value

for C,(13 and':,3 :(13'                                                             1                            1
Two states, S  and S , are reported on:  S  (4.4 eV) is generated by

2537 X excitation and S3 (6.1 - 6.3 eV) is generated by 1849.R excitation.

3
For S  excitation the measured rate constants contain as a multiplicative
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factor the unknown lifetime   of the excitation  in that upper state, 1nh;

i. e. k   to is measured.  The rate constants k for constant quenchernhq nh 1hq
7              -1

(chloroform), figure 2, varies from a low of 2 x 10  lit/mol · sec for

9         1   -1
benzene and a high of 2.3 x 10  lit mol- sec   for anisole, roughly a

0
hundred fold variation. The rate constants k 1   for the same reactants

nhq nh

vary  by  only a factor  of two. Similarly,   the. rate constants k for a
1hq

-1constant solvent (0-xylene), figure 3, varies from a low of 2 x 107 lit'mol

-1                                              10        -1   -1
sec for methylene chloride to a high of 3.3 x 10 lit'mol Sec for

carbon tetrachloride, a thousand fold variation.  The rate constants

k   T'  for the same reactants vary by a factor of only 20.nhq nh

Using the treatment of Klein as expressed in equations (3) and (4), one

would expect that a plot of log klh  against I.P. - S' according to equation

(6) would give a straight line with a slope of 1/kT.  This plot is shown in

t figure 2 and it may be seen that the observed slope, if indeed a straight

-1
line can be drawn through the data at all, is· closer to 6 eV than to

40 eV-lk Thus, although Klein's prediction (figure 2) of. the rate constant

k shows qualitative agreement with the experiments shown in figures 2 and
1hq

3, that is, as log 7 (e<E.A.) increased, k increased and as I.P. - Sl
eqt 1hq

increased. k decreased, Klein's explanation of the quenching process does
,  1hq

not adequately account for the magnitude of the variation of k
1hq

3Turning now to the case of quenching of S  by Q, we see that the rate
0

constants k r in figures 2 and 3 are qualitatively similar to the rate
nhq nh

constants k .  That is, they exhibit the same trends;  for example. k
1hq '  nhq

and k for 0-xylene with carbon tetrachloride are respectively greater
1hq

than that of k and k for 0-xylene and chloroform.  However, quanti-nhq 1hq
Ccl CHCltatively the relative rate constants are quite different. k 4/k 3  is1 nhq nhq
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(

Ccl CHCl
about five, whereas k 4/k 3 is about a hundred.  In addition, the1hq   1hq

rationalization of the quenching rates of an Sl excitation by a chlorinated

methane given by Klein.ift equation (4) cannot explain the observed quenching

following excitation of the solvent to S3(-6.1 to 6.3 eV) because the argu-

ment   of the exponent ial funct ion in equat ion   (4) is positive, not negative   a
1as in the case of S ; i.e., S3>CT(.4.5 to 5 eV).  Yet, from figures 2 and 3

3it appears that k increases as the energy difference between S  and the
nhq

intermediate state (CT) increases.  This trend indicates that the rate of

formation k . is affedted by some other mechanism that irwolves the
'  nhqi

energy difference between the upper excited solvent state and the CT state.

5
Since the theoretical treatment of Klein  is semi-classical in nature,

it may be that a quantum mechanical treatment of the quenching process would

be more successful in describing the quenching of both the Sl and S3 state. ,

A first effort in that direction has been made.  Assuming as did Klein that

the quenching interaction involves a CT intermediate state, the rate of

quench ing,   kf'   can be expressed using Fermi's Golden  Rule:

kf(Sn,n>l) = i /<Vt, H'|' 1 i)12Sit· P (94)  5  (Sn> E«r            (70)
20- / 7

%      H'l t, 7  <   4'T  1    4,1   96>11. 51'6'    P(EJ;  (6„>5         (7 b)k  (S')  =     -A- / \f

(E„ - Ed )2
where in equations (la) and (7b), kf is the total rate of quenching of the

intermediate state (Sn....Q) ; 9 f is the electronic portion of the wave-

function of the final state consisting of a ground state host and an

electronically excited quencher  Q · Ul is the electronic portion of the CT' i CT

state S   ....Q-,  and Y'i is the electronic portion of the wavefunction of the

initial state consisting of mutually oriented and closely spaced Sn (n = 1
>

2 or 3) and Q states, SrI....Q.  H' is that.portion of the total Hamiltonian
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9    2that represents the charge transfer interaction; S represents thev ib

vibrational overlap factors between initial and CT states in equation 7a

and represents the vibrational overlap factors between initial and CT states

and  between  CT and final states (equation  7b),   and <0(Ef).is the density  of

final states with energy Ef.  We used the extended Huckel molecular orbital

wave functions, CNDO/2 of Pople and co-workers, 8 to
describe 1//    1 |/     and 1 / fTi, TCT

Foilowing Robinson and Frosch the density of final states at Ef was esti-

mated from the absorption spectra of the chloromethanes at the energy Ef

(about 5 to 7 eV). The absorption of about 5 to 7 eV by a chloromethane
10

molecule leads to a dissociative (or pre-dissociative) state (lifetime

-14      12
about 10 sec). The width at half height of these structureless

-1
absorption bands for the chloromethanes is about 6500 cm .  This wide band

12implies a small density of final states,  )(Ef). is about 10    erg-1 (one
-1

final state per 6500 cm  ).  Assuming the largest possible vibrational

overlap. S2   = 1, kf for Sl and S3 was calculated.  A plot of the calculated'  vib

values (from equation 7b) of the rate kf of quenching Sl against the measured

rate constants k shows qualitative agreement;  i.e the slope is approxi-1hq

mately unity.  Thus, the theoretical results differ only by a constant factor

from the experimental results which vary over three orders of magnitude.

The calculated values of kf using equation (7a) for excitation to S3

show practically no variation when the factors S2
D (Ef)

are taken to be
vib    I

constant (figure 5).  This result does not agree with the experimentally

determined values of k3hqr h which vary from a low of 0.2 lit'mol-1 to a high

15of 4 lit mol-1 (figures 2 and 3)·  Ware and Lewis have pointed out that an

apparent quenching of an upper excited state can take place.if the amount of
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light that is effectively absdrbed by Sn is reduced, such as by competitive

t

        absorption by a complex of ground state quencher and solvent.  Ware and              I

Lewis attribute the wavelength dependence of the quenching process to the

specific absorption properties of the ground state complex.  This position

can be best appreciated by referring to equation (2);  they contend that the

creation .of a ES3....Q state can proceed by the optical excitation of a1.
ground state complex [S....Q/'' which can then decay via any of the channels

shown in (2).  Our position is that we have no evidence for the existence of

a ground state complex in our solutions, and that the wavelength dependence

of the quench ing process  can  also be rationalized by making  use of equations

(7a) and (7b).  We believe that a major part of the disagreement between

experiment and theory comes from the incorrectness of the assumption that

2
S    and 1'  are constant for all the quenching processes studied herein;
vib nh

rather, it is precisely their variation that is responsible for the variation
0  11                                2in the observed rate constants  k 1 By estimating the values for S

'  nhq nh·' vib

and i'nh for each pair of host and quencher, we have been able to reconcile          ;

the caldulated quenching rates.with the observed quenching rates.  We '.:shall

report on this calculation shortly.

In conclusion, we have described quantum mechanically the quenching of

an Sn(n = 1, 2 or 3) methylbenzene by a chloromethane.  This quenching is

induced through a contact CT state between methylbenzene (+) and chloro-

1
methane (-).  The rate of.quenching for S  is dependent on contact between

1
an S  state and a quencher and is dependent on the energy difference

(E   - Sl)-2.  The quenching rate for Sn, n>l, of any methylbenzene-
CT

chloromethane pair studied is character·ized only by the relative vibrational

n                        n       1
overlaps between S  with the CT state and S  with S .
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Figure Captions

1)   Quenching of 0-xylene flubrescence by chloroform;  uv excitation

(254  mg  -A  ,   220  141  -  x,   and   185  mg   -  0)   and  y exc itation

-2              -1(1 mCi Ra - 0) [CHcl37 = 2..5 x 10  M to 6 x 10   M.   [PBE] =
1.5 x 10-2.M.

2)    Comparison of··the measured ·rate constants for quenching,  klhq and

k        with the energy difference between the ionization potential
nhq1nh'

I..P. and the excitation energy of the ·solvent (Sn) for constant quencher,

chloroform (T = 295 'K).  The dashed line (----) represents a fit to

-1
the data, slope about 6.eV  ;  the crossed dashed line (-t-+-t-t-t-t-t)

-1
represents Klein's prediction of 40 eV

3)   Comparison of the measured rate constants, klhq and knhqr'h' with the

thermal rate of electron attachment y of the quencher for constant
eqt

host, 0-xylene (T = 295 'K).

4)   Comparison of the theoretical -rate constants, kf' for Sl quenching with

the measured rate constants k
1hq'

3
5)   Comparison of the theoretical rate constants, kf' for S  quenching

with the measured rate constants k   13hq 3h.

6)   Deleted.

7)   Demonstration of a linear relation between E.A. and the logarithm of

the thermal rate of electron attachment. 7 . for several chloromethanes.
'  eqt'
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Appendix II A. 4

Search for Singlet-Sibglet Fission in Upper Excited States of Anthracene

R. Voltz has suggetted in his treatment of the scintillation(1)

response of organic crystals that fission of a highly excited singlet

exciton into two lower-energy singlets may be an important energy de-               )

gradation mechanism in organic materials subjected to high energy radiation.

One. implicati n of Voltz' suggestion is that the fluorescence efficiencyof organics should rise for excitation wavelengths short enough to pro-

duce the reaction  S**-a S*  +  S*. In anthracene the lowest excited singlet

lies at 3.15 eV; the threshold for this singlet-singlet fission effect

0
then be at 6.3 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of 1970 A.

We have looked for the fission effect in crystalline anthracene by

measuring its fluorescence efficiency, relative to that of sodium sali-

cylate, as a function of wavelength. Three precautions must be taken. in

doing this experiment. First, the anthracene crystal must be doped

with an exciton quencher. This artifice is needed because the optical              '

absorption coefficient is so high that many of the excitons formed can.             5

migrate to the .surface and there decay nonradiatively. Since the ab-

sorption coefficient varies rapidly with wavelength, so does the degree             i

of surface quenching, and this interferes with efforts to see changes
S

in the intrinsic fluorescence· efficiency. To counter this we have                  '

worked with crystals doped heavily with tetracene, which traps the                  :

5excitons before  they can migrate ·to the surface. The second precaution             i

is to correct for the reflectivity of the sample; for this we have                  r
4

used published sata for the anthracene reflection coefficient. The(2)                  C

·

1third  is a correction  for the quantum efficiency of sodium salicylate,                                4

which is not quite wavelength-independent.  Data for this are published also.       r,(3)   .i

Table I shows our findings.for the relative fluorescence efficiency        t
r

l



vs. wavelength.  We see no indication of a rise for wavelengths shorter
0

1

than 2,000 A; if anything, our results indicate a. slight fall-off.

Within  for the scatter  in  our' data, 'i.e. 2-3%, we find no evidence

for singlet-singlet fiSsion.

For the overall process

(1)  S**icS**   -sfli. {S S}**  ·-d·-  S* + S*
k
SS

one  is  t · en led to· the conclusion that

(2) (-d
k    < 0.03 k.

k +k ) sf- 1C
d  ss

Since it.is known that the singlet-singlet annihilation process

(4)                                                           iis diffusion controlled   , this means that k   is greater than kd' ainceSS

kd is a scattering process that follgws the same dynamical laws as does

the diffusion of the excitons.  If one used the estimated value(1  for

-              14    11
k  .2 5 x 10 sec This could .makek  ./k.   = 1 and giwe k./k  0 0.03.
sf sf 1C d  SS

(4) 12 -1                 14    -1Jortner estimates k  = 5,x 10 .sec , giving k 2 10 sec
d           i               ss

This is not unreasonable because ·the Forster radius is about 20'A, and

at this distance, the energy transfer rate is about equal to the hopping

rate(4)
12 -1

of 5 x 10 sec Since the transfer efficiency increases as
6                                                                              0

1/R , and the fission produces molecules on neighboring site about 5 A

·14               -1
apart, one concludes that indeed k 2 .10 sec

SS

One may conclude that the probable reason for the failure to 6b-

serve singlet fission into lower lying singlet'excitons is the efficiency           '
!

of the back reaction, as measured by kSS

t
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Table I

Relative Fluorescence Efficiency of Anthracene vs· Wavelength

0
X A eV 'Relative Fluorescence Efficiency (Arbitrary)-

2200 5.66 0.964.                                                                                                                    0

2150 5.79 1.003
2100 5.93 1.062
2050 6.07 1.018
2000 6.23 O.987
1950 6.38i   1.004
1900 6.551 O.985

1850     6.73    0.970
Mea 4 0.999 + .029 (S.D.)
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PHOTOINJECTION OF HOLES INTO ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS

USING AQUEOUS I3 SOLUTIONS:  MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

by

t                tt
F. Vogel , N. E. Geacintov  and M. Pope
Chemistry Department and Radiation and
Solid State Laboratory, New York University
New York,·New· York  10003, U. S. A.

and
.--

Francis Bitter NatfanaI Magnet Laboratory ,
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Cambridge, Massachusetts  02139, U. S. A.

Abstract
I

The photoinjection efficiency of holes into anthracene by ir-

radiated aqueous I3 electrodes is decreased by· the application af

an external magnetic field of up to 100 Kilogauss.  The effect is

attributed to the bagnetic field enhanced dissociation of electro-

nically excited I2 (I2) in solution.  The 12 is proposed,as a photo-

dissociation product of excited Ii.  Atomic iodine does not seem to play

a major role in the photoinjection process. The action spectrum .is

given and a kinetic scheme'is proposed.  Preliminary results on

tetracene, perylene, and dinitro naphthalene show great differences

from anthracene.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that an aqueous solution of iodine and the
- iodide salt of an alkali metal (I-/I2) form hole injecting electrical

12contacts to an ahthracene crystal. ' This hole injection process

may be conveniently studied hy means of an experimental arrangement
in which an anthraceme· crysta]: is s,ad·dwiched' between two electrodes,

one of which is a NaI and the other a NaI/I2 solution.  A hole in-
jecLion current flows when a positive voltage is applied to the NaI/

I2 contact, and a negative voltage to the counter-electrode.  In-

jection proceeds in the dark, but is markedly enhanced when the NaI/

I2 solution in contact with the anthracene crystal is illuminated

with visible light.  Such illumination may be effected by shining
'

light into the NaI/I2 solution by way of the opposite NaI solution
and the anthracene: crystal, both of which are transparent to light of
wavelength above -·420 nm. (See Fig. 1.)

12In the prior work of Pope and Kallmann, '·  it was proposed that
atomic iodine formed the hole injecting species.  It is one of the

purposes of this paper to provide evidence that at least in the

illuminated NaI/I2 solutions, atomic iodine does not play a signifi-
cant role as hole injector, but that excited I2(I2) does.  As a by-
product of this study, additional insight has been gained into tlie

process of light absorption by the I3 ion in aqueous solution.  There
-

is evidence that at least for wavelengths longer than 480 nm, the

electronically excited   I3 ions dissociates into I2..and·I-.
-1-
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Mehl, Hale and Drury ·have recently studied hole photocurrents

..

in anthracene in which the hole injecting contact' was a solution of

iodine in· carbon tetfachloride containing a trace of ethyl alcohol.

In. this solvent,, iodine does not form any charge transfer complexes

and. the solutions display the violet color that is characteristic of
-

-I..-.----

I                                                   ··
molecu-lar. iodine. Mehl ·et al concluded that the optically excited

i iodine molecules, I2, diffuse to .the anthracene surface whare they

1 ·  decay by extracting an electron from the solid.  The resulting hole

photocurrent follows the absorption coefficient of I2 in CC 14 from

which Mehl et al deduced that the diffusion coefficient and dif-

fusion length of I2 are - 10-5 cm2/sec-1 and (3 i 2)'x 10-6 cm,
tr*

respectively. Aqueous solutions.of iodine and iodide contain I,

I   I-  I- and perhaps I2 and are .therefore not as easily inter-2'  3'

pretable as is the behavior of I2 in ((14.  Nevertheless, it is pos-

sible to distinguish the roles played by some of these species in the

hole injection process by using an externally applied magnetic field

as an additional parameter.

It has been known for many years that the visible fluorescence
\

of iodine vapor is quenched by strong magnetic fields.  The wavelength

  'In passing, it should be noted that Melil .et d13 added a small
amount of alcohol to their I /CCl  solutions in order to make these2 4 -'

solutions conductive.  It may be that the alcohol, despite its low
:'

concentration, plays a significant role in the hole injection
process by solvating the electron extracted from the anthracene

crystal. This solvation process is a source of considerable energy.
...4-V.=.--.-*.
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and magnetic field dependence of this effect has been recently re-

investigated by Degankolb et al. The magnetic field enhances the

dissociation rate of electronically excited iodine I2 into two

i                 iodine atoms.  Degenkolb et al show theoretically and experimentally

a                 that the magnetic field sensitive quenching constant is proportional
m

5                             to ·the .square of the applied, magnetic  field·.   The wavelength  de-
1. pendence of this effect extends from about 500 to 590 nm and dis-

--···plays a maximum-at 550 nm. It should be noted that the short wave-
]

  length dissociation limit of I2 state in the gas phase is also at -

1 500 nm.

Since. I  may be· an intermediate state ·in, the process of hole

1                                     injection into crystalline anthracene .from illuminated  I2/I- (I3)
aqueous solutions, we undertook a study of the hole injection

mechanism in the presence of an externally applied magnetic field.

This study necessitated the use of the intense magnetic fields
1

I available in a Bitter solenoid at the National Magnet Laboratory at
.-

M.I.T.

An effect of magnetic field on the efficiency of hole injection

into anthracene from aqueous I3 contacts was indeed found.  The photo-

current is decreased by up to 15 percent at 100 kilogauss.  Within the

context of the hypothesis that atomic :Lodine is the hole injecting

species, this result implies a decrease' in the atomic iodine concentra-

tion upon application of a magnetic field. If, however, one assumes

trthat· the magnetic effect is due to the presence of I and that
2'
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the dissociation of I2 in the liquid phase is qualitatively the same

as in the gas phase, then one would expect that the concentration of

atomic iodihe would increase upon the application of a magnetic field.

The observed decrease in the photocurrent would then argue against

2                 .the effectiveness of atomic·iodine as an. injecting species under the

experimenta1 conditions employed.  As a corollary, one would con-

clude -that· I2 (di: some as yet unknown magnetically sensitive inter-

·--mediate-generated--by ·photoexcited·Ij-·)·- --·-i-s-the···injecting -species.

1 EXPERIMENTAL

j The anthracene crystals -were. grown  in the vapor phase  in  an

inert gas.  The crystals were about 20-50 microns. thick and were

mounted in a Pope-Kallmann type cell whose dimensions were small

enough to fit in the 2" Bitter solenoid bore. One electrode compart-

ment was filled'with a transparent lM iodide solution and the other

with a lM iodide solution saturated with I2' unless otherwise noted.

The light source was a 100 watt Xenon or 75 watt Mercury lamp·with a

1/8" electrode gap. The small arc is important since the stray

magnetic field was about 4-5 gauss about 8 feet from the magnet when

it was fully energized (100 kilogauss) and where the lamp was located.

Lamps with large electrode gaps suffer unacceptable variations in the.

light intensity as the magnetic field .is varied.  The light was ·trans-

mitted by means of a 9-foot long, 7 mm diameter bent quartz light guide

into the bore of the magnet. The light was unpolarized. Two shielded

coaxial cables were used to connect the battery power supply and a
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: picoammeter, both of which were located about 12 feet from the magnet.

i         ·       The picoammeter was hooked up to an X-Y recorder and a trace of

: crystal curFent against magnetic field strength was obtained.  The

: field was usually swept at 50 kilogauss/minute which gave rise to .an
·

-12
induced current of about 10 amps, which was usually negligible.

.........

Most of,the wavelength dependent photocurrent measurements were de-

2                termined by chopping the exciting right and feeding the signal into a

1              lock-in-amplifier for signal/noise enhancement.
' .

1                      The photocurrent,.i, showed the usual saturation with increasing

1              - voltage at a field of a-bout 30,000 volts/cm. In accordance with
1                        ·

1 convention, i- refers to the current flowing in the circuit when the

*·negative·electrode (in this case the NaI solution) is illuminated by

1                 the light (see Fig. 1) and i  applies to the case when the illuminated

1.      -
electrode is positive.  Since the NaI/I2 electrode is a hole injecting

electrode, the largest current will flow when this electrode is at a

: positive potential; under illumination this current will correspond to

i-·as is evident in Figure 1.

All results reported here were obtained with saturated photo-

currents.  The photocurrent also displayed a linear dependence on

light intensity.

Quantum efficiency determinations were based on a measurement of

light intensities at 436 and 546 nm with a photodiode-.which had been

calibrated with a National Bureau :of Standards lamp.·
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RESULTS

1                                              ..

The wavelength dependence of the .photocurrent of an anthracene

5               . crystal generated by illuminating a IM NaI-saturated I2 electrode

' is  shown  in  Fig. 2a, togethdr  with  the I3 absorption spectrum.    The:

i                                    :.

1

action spectrum. of the photoconduc·.tiv·ity in. apl·thracene produced by
--

i solutions of.KI, and· LiI.:was ts.imilar .to 41:at.of -NaI/I2, The magnetic

i field was· parallel to the direction of the incident light beam, and

was perpendicular to the ab plane of the crystal. The wavelength

dependence of the magnetic field effect on the photocurrent at 100

kilogauss is shown in Figures 2b - d.  The exact magnitude of the

effect was not always reproducible for different crystals, or even

for  the same crystal. The maximum effect observed was about  - 157

i       ·         for KI/I2 solutions at 550 nm.  However, the qualitative wavelength

dependence shown in 2b - d wasreproducible.  The smallest effect

was observed with the LiI/I  solution and no effect was observed be-
2

low 500 rim with this electrolyte.  With the other two solutions, the
magnetic effect was always smaller for wavelengths less than 500 nm

than for longer wavelengths.  Above 600 nm the photocurrent was too

small to permit accurate measuremelit of the magnetic field effect.

The magnetic field dependence of the photocurrent with a lM

KI/I2 electrode excited at 590 nm.at 14'C is shown in Fig. 3.  For

comparison the magnetic field dependence of the iodine vapor

- fluorescence excited at 510 nm at '18'C as reported by Degenkolb et al.
4

is also shown.  Althozigh the f].uorescence decreases with field much
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more rapidly than the photocurrent, the resemblance between the two

-,curves is apparent. There  was  no e ffect  o f magnetic field  on  the  dark
current.

When the crystal was excited'in the.ultraviolet region, e.g., at

365 nm, within the absorption band of anthracene, the normal strong
6singlet exciton induced photocurrent.was observed _ (with the

illuminated electrode at a positive potential).  This photocurrent,

i . ,.._however,..was.not affected by the magnetic field..·   ..·---··   ·--- -·- -

DISCUSSION

1

| Origin of the Photocurrent

The large i- photocurrent observed in these experiments is due

  to hole injection from the I-/I2 electrode. Although the I- solution

  can also inject holes if singlet excitons are generated in the region

I of contact of the crystal with this electrode, the negative polarity

of the I- electrode will eliminate any significant contribution from

this electrode to the total injected hole current.1,2  The i- burrent

is therefore due to the transfer of electronic excitation energy to

the I-/I2 electrode-crystal interface.  This transfer can represent

the motion of excitation energy through the I3 solution to the inter-

face, or the motion of energy (via excitons) through the anthracene

to the interface.  As will be shown,. the contribution due to excitons
j

.generated ·in the anthracene  can be ignored.
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We consider first the case where the I-/I  solution absorbs the2

light, as a--Edsult  'of which an excited species is created  in  the

solution which must diffuse to the anthracene interface.  In this

case, the maximum i- will be produced when the maximum amount of
(i               light j.s absorbed close to the I-/I2 crystal interface.  This con-

dition.may.be rgalized by using light.that is most highly.absorbed by

the I-/I2 solution, but since this light must also pass through the
I anthracene crystal, there is·a constraint placed on the choice of the

 
optimum wavelength of light; the incident light must not be highly

absorbed by the anthracene.  Referring to Fig. 1, it may be seen that

if the anthracene surface in contact with the I- solution is desig-

nated as the origin .of a one-dimensional coordinate system, and if
the thickness of the crystal is L, then the absorption of light by

the I-/I2 solution will follow the relation

I (x)    =   IL   exp (-kIx) (1)

where x is the distance into the solution, .measured from L, kI is
the absorption coefficient of the I-/I2 solution, and IL is the

light .intensity at L.  For a particular concentration of. I-/I2'

CI, kI = SCI where e is the molar absorption coefficient of the
given solution at the particular wavelength.

In turn,

IL    =    Io    exp (-kAL)                                                                                                                            (2)

where I  is the incident ·light intensity and k is the absorption co-
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efficient of the anthracene at the same wavelength of light used to

i                 compute k .
I

i          '           By usiag the known values of k ' kL and L, it can be shown that

Fhe maximum· i  will be observed. at, 420- nm, as-was found -experimental--

ly;   see: Fig.  2a.   :Eurtherlflore,.if .the diffusion length  £  of  the
I

#                 ·excited species in .the I /I2 solution is small (as will be shown to
1

3 ,  be the case) compared with the absorption depth'of the light used,
d .
1                 then the most useful excitation region for injecting holes at the
4 . interface is that for which x 4 2; with this condition we obtain from

1                                         -

1. x=L    I
Eq. (1) -(dI/dx)    = k  IL e [I33*, and according to (2), we obtain

f                                                                                                [I3 f  Or  kI   exp (-1<AL)                                                                               (3)

1

'

where [I.3 14 is the concentration of excited tri-iodide ion in the

solution next to the anthracene surface.  Experimentally, it is found

that i-is proportional to kI when k L 1 00. This is shown in Fig. 4.

If there is to be any significant contribution from excitons

generated inside the anthracene, then these excitons must be generated

- close  to  the I I2 solution.    As  has been shown by Steketee  and de Jonge, 7

the photocurrent in this case would vary with the absorption coefficient
(

and thickness of the crystal according to the expression

i-    0   kA    exp (-kAL)                                                                                                                            (4)

This equation also predicts a maximum in i- near 415-420 nm, but it
also predicts that i- should drop by a factor of 25 between 420 to

430 mn, whereas the actual change is only about 25%, as is correctly

predicted by (3).
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We thus conclude-that at least above 430 nm the observed photo-
- -                -I

current is due to absorption of light by· the I-/I2.solution.  Below

400 nm, the light is completely absorbed by the crystal, yet a

significant cu.rrent is· observed. The photoconductivity in. the wave-

length range below 400 nm is most probably due t:6 the blue fluores-

cence'of anthracene which is absorbed by the I-/I2 solution.

With a lM .solution of KI saturated with I2' the quantum.efficiency

-#-(defined -as the numb-er 0-f -holes- Effie.ratti-d··lfer  quan-E ii--of--Ii-ght -ab-
-3     -2sorbed by the solution) is in the range of. 10  - 10 ; 0 is

3.2 x 10-2 at 436 nm and 3.8 x 10-3 at 546 nm, within an estimated

error of f. 30%.  The penetration depth of the light in the.I-/I2

solution can be calculated using the known absorption coefficient of
'

the light absorbing species I3 and-I2 in water.  In order to do this,
the concentrations of these two species must first be estimated.

The equilibrium constant K for the reaction

I- *I  +I-                                   (5)3     2

-3 .
is  (1.1 - 1.4) x 10   in the temperature range of 16-25'C.  Thus,

in a lM I- solution, the concentration of iodine, [I21, is about
-3

10   [I31.  In a solution saturated with iodine, the solubility of

I  is about 1.4 x 10 moles/liter. Using the equilibrium constant
-3

2

K,  we  calculate  that  [I31 3  [I- ]  in ·the temperature region  of

interest.  Thus, if a lM I- solution is shaken with solid I2' the

final concentration of [I31 - [I-] 1 0.·5M.

--
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On the basis of 'the above considerations which ibdicate that
-                                                                                                                                                                    I

the.concentration of I2 is much less than that of I3' and also on
..

the fact that the morar extinction coefficient9 of I2 is about the

same as that of I3 in the 460-600 nm region, we conclude that

i                 direct excitation of I2. is not sufficient to account for the re-
q

latively large quantum efficiencies observed.

Another experimental fact which indicates that directly

1              ·excited I2 does.not. directly-contribute to the photocurrent is shown

in Fig. 5.  For concentrations greater than 0.1M KI, the photocurrent
1

»                 increases linearly with [I-] (and.therefore with [I l).  The con-

centration of I2' however, is independent of concentiation since the

:                 solutions are saturated with respect to 12.  If i- depended on
2 directly photoexcited I2, it. would not in.crease with increasing [I- 1,

4 -but would remain constant, unless I- quenched I2' in which case i

would decrease with increasing [If].

The photocurrent at low concentrations of [I31' (i.e., below

0.2M), depends on
[I3 .e., the cube root of the I3 concentra-

-11/3.   i
tion.  This unusual concentration dependence may have important im-

plications for the mechanism of energy transport by photoexcited

states in I3 solutions, and will be described in greater detail else-

where.

We conclude that the absorbing species in the I-/I2 solutions

that  is most effective in generating  i-  is  the  [I3 l*  ion.     This  ex-
cited ion and/or dissociation products of the excited ion, diffuse to
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the anthracene interface where they can inject a hole into the crystal.

«                       Transport of Photoexcited States in Solution

4                       The absorption of light by the I-/I2 solution generates electro-
i

: nically excited species within the solution and it is reasonable to

1                 .as.sume that these excited states must in some way reach the anthracene

i                                      surface in order to indse'e.  tlike. hele in:jecti.ion. process. This energy
i

1 3transfer process (as in the case treated ·by Mehl et al ) can be des-
1

cribed  by a diffusion equation in which· the quantum yield o·f photo-

i   '     '        generated carriers may be expressed as
10

i ...     0 -i =   .kIE
{ o                   I

eI '    1+k    £ (6)

-2
where i is.the measured photocurrent (A-cm  ), 8 is the diffusion

length of the species that produces carriers upon striking the

anthracene surface, e is the electronic charge in coulombs, I  is the
-2   -1

light intensity in units of quanta-cm  -sec  , and y is the efficiency

with which the diffusing species generates carriers upon striking the

anthracene interface.  From (1) and the values of the molar extinction

coefficient, €, .of I  given in ref. 9, values of kI according to the

relation  kI  =  2.303  <I  [I3]  can- be calculated.   .At  436  nm,   for  example,

we estimate that kI is.- 2200 cm 1 for a LM KI solution saturated with

I.
2

A plot of 0 in relative units as a.function of kI is shown in

Fig. 4.  The dependence of t.on kI displays two straight lines, the

one with the steeper slope corresponding 20 the ].onger wavelength
.
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region.  This dependence indicates that kIL << 1 at least for wave-

lengths greater than 460 nm.  The presence of the two slopes in Fig.

i ·      4 with a break point around 485 nm indicates that there are at least

 .                 two species in solution that are concurrently injecting charge into the crystal

1                   in the wavelength region inv.estigated. The relative importance of these

species may be chamging with wavelength.  For example, it may be .that

t in the wavelength region X < 485 nm, one particular hole injecting

1                 species dominates, and for X > 485 nm, another hole injecting species

dominates.

From the experimentally determined quantum efficiency and ab-

sorption constant kI in the k > 485 nm region and using Eq. (6) with

k £ << 1, the quantity  t·=·1.7 x 10-5 cm can be calculated.  Since

9 4 1.0, £ 7 1.7 x 10-5 cm.  Typical diffusion coefficients D in

-5  2   -1
solution are about 10 cm -sec (see ref. 3); thus, using the re-

2
lation E  = DT, the lifetime T of the migrating excited state is

-5
estimated to be 7 3 x 1 0 sec.

Interpretation of the Magnetic Field Effect

In the experiments ofDegenkolbet a14 the 8(3II + ) state of I
o u         2

is formed by illuminating .iodine molecules in the gas phase in their

X' (E + ) .ground ·state.   The B ·excited state is embedded in the0g

continuum of the lower-lyino A  E state, which may be responsible for°  lu

the spontaneous (magnetic field insensitive) dissociation of the B
11

state which was observed by Wasserman et al. In addition, the
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excited 0  state is degenerate with a.dissociative Ou state.  Mixing

between these two states is normally forbidden, but in the presence

of. a magnetic field the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down

and the iodine excited statd in the presence of the magnetic field is

3 a mixture of the bound state and dissociative states.  This field-

*induced predissociation provides.:an additional decay channel for I2
I and thus leads to a partial quenching of the fluorescence.  The inter-

( action which mixes the bound and continuum states is the Z eeman- term           -'- ' - 

in the Hamiltonian and.therefore the mixing coefficient (or effective
l

| magnetic quenching rate constant ) is proportional to the square of          -
4

the magnetic field strength within the context ef first order per-

turbation theory.  Thus, plots of (5) as a function of H  according
2

to

F (01                     2- - 1 oc HF(H)                                                                  (7)

yield straight lines,4 where F(0) and F(H) are respectively the

fluorescence intensities in the absence and in the presence of at

magnetic  .f ield  H.

According to the data of Degenholb et al,  the fluorescence is
4

quenched by 50% at 35 kilogauss (Fig. 3).  The photocurrent, however,

is decreased by only 4.5% at the same field strength. The similarity

in the field dependence of the two curves shown in Fig. 3 suggests

that the origin of the magnetic field effect. in the photoinjection is

similar to tlie one in fluorescence. The results ·can be explained if

„
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the photocurrent is assumed to have two components, one depending on

1                 the magnetic field and the other independent of the magnetic field.

i

                       We propose the following simple scheme to account for the

1

  

magnetic field dependence.of i:

4                               kII
II .* l,v .-    [1:3 f                                                                                             (8)

k.

[I; f     -,!15,- .[I3--1 (9)

k

'                                                          III ]*    -  [x*J (10)
5           --

k
r                                                                 [x*]        -5         [x]                                                                                                                                             (11)

Ix*]  3 2I (magnetic field dependent) (12)
1 0

1                                      .-
i

1                      [x*]   2.IU!|  2I or Z* (independent of field)
1

(13)

I

I '      In this kinetic scheme it is assumed that [I31.  decays to a state

X* which is magnetically sensitive, whereas [I31* itself is not
,-

magnetically sensitive.

Employing steady state kinetics, we obtain:
k I
I

[I3 f = (14)k   +k
nr    d

I ·1< k I
and d           I

[x*J  = (15)
(kx + km + knin)      (knr + kl)
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where I  is
the light: intensity.

j

We now assume that the injected current is due to two components:

i-   =   a    [Ii 34  +   b [X*] (16)

[I ]4 may not necessarily be the direct precursor of the current,

4but, may itself .decay to another species  Y , which  then is active  as  a

1 hole injector. Similarly, X4 may decay into another species Z* which

1 .-injects holes.   As long as.these species are magnetic field..insensitive,
i

t.             ethe physical interpretation is basically not changed if Y  or Z  are

introduced into the kinetic scheme.  For the sake of simplicity, we
' therefore have left these steps out.

The constants a and b represent the relative fraction of the in-

jection due  to the two species  in  (16) o These constants are wave-

length dependent and will also depend on the nature of the organic

crystal because the photocurrent depends on both the electrode and the

crystal.

Using Eqs. (14) - (16), we arrive at the expression

...      /. al'II          )'t   ti   +  .b.*                   kd1  =  k   t k     (    a     kx +k m+ knrn   (17)
nr    d

When the field H = 0, k  = 0, while in the presence.of the field we

can write km = km 112. Denoting the current in zero-field by i-(0)

and the current in the presence of'the field by i-(H), we obtain from

(17),
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i- (H)                    .    a(k x   +

knm) < (b/a) k:  +  k    +  k   *A

i-(0) - i-(11)           bk   ,1  <14.    .  :1' Hex   ·1'Inl     (18)4                                                                                                       4                                                                                                                          ...

Thus, if the assumption k  = k;1 H2 is correct, a plot of the
quantity  on  the  left  of  (18)  as a function  of. 1/HZ should yield·a

straight line thdt does not pass through the origin.  This is shown

1                .in Fig. 6 and the result is indeed.a proper straight line.  If the

.line had passed through the origin, then a=O i n (16) and all the
{

,.                injection would be due to X*.
1                                                                    '
i

From the intercept of Fig. 6,

1                                    . '                                                                                                                                  k       tk

1 (b/a) kd =
x nm

(19)10
i

5                        and we can thus set k c + k    >> (b/a) k ·in Eq.  (18).   With thisnm

approximation and from the slope/intercept ratio from the graph in

Fig. 6,. we obtain

k+k             9    -2x   nm  - 1.7 x 10 gauss (20)
k'

-

m

Thus,  at H= 100 KG,  k' ·H2 =k m 1 6  (k  t k   ) .  and the magneticm                nin '

field dependent decay mode of X4 is clearly dominant.

Degenkolb et al found that k' for the dissociation of I2 in them

3     -2     -2   -1gas phase varies approximately from 10- ' to 10 gauss sec de-

pending  on the wavelength, Using the range  o f values   for km
given  by

Degenkolb et al and Eq. (20),.we find that in the absence of the field

the lifetime of X*, the magnetic field sensitive state in solution,
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could be T = (k  + k  )-1  Z 10-6
-7

x             nm - 10 sec.  Brewer and Telling-
12

huisen   have recently measured the lifetime of I2 in the gas phase;

they find the lifetime to be wavelength dependent and to be in the

range of 10-6 seconds.  Although the lifetime of I2 in aqueous

I                 solution may be different, the close agreement obtained from analysis

of Fig. 6 and the gas phase data of Brewer and Tellinghuisen is

suggestive of X* being I2 in solution.

-5
  Using Eq.  (6), a lifetime of the di·ffusing species of T 1 3x10

1 sec wis calculated.  Thus, since the lifetime of X* is. considerably
i

I shorter than 3 x 10 sec, it appears that this diffusing species is
-5

not the magnetic field sensitive X*.  The lifetime calculated from

Eq.   (6) may refer  to   [I314 or magnetic field insensitive  Y*  and/or  Z*.

Thus, at maximum H, (18) approaches.-  10; i this represents a magnetically

sensitive portion of 10% of the total current, even in the wavelength

region where the magnetic field effect is maximum. At wavelengths shorter

t   than  5000  X,   b  <  0.10 and appears  to  be  even zero .for LiI/I2 .solutions.

Possible Photoexcited States and the Nature of the Injecting Species

The bondibg in I3 can be described according to, a simple four-
13.14electron/three-center bond. scheme. 2 The bond strength is

15
estimated to be 19 kcal/mole. Promotion of an electron to the

lowest unoccupied antibonding orbital should weaken the bond..  The

absorption spectrum of the I3 ion in water displays two intense bands

at 288 and 354 nm.  If the I3 ion is assumed· to be linear, only one
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15
band is predicted.  Robin   suggests that the I3 ion in water is bent

by an angle a which changes the symmetry from Doch to (2v.  yhe two
bands can then be accounted for in terms of the two transitions

bi - al, and 14 - at, bl is an antibonding a
orbital, and al and al

are antibonding and bonding K orbitals respectively. In addition,
15

Robin calculates that the transition probability increases sharply

as a varied from· 0-30,' and decreases slightly as a is increased from
0

30 to 90 .

No detailed interpretation of the tail of the I3 absorption

spectrum in the region of X > 400 nm exists to our knowledge.  For

example, the origih of the weak' shoulder at X > 500 nm is unknown.  It

is possible that the long tail of the 354 nm band (bl s.al) is due to
absorption by 23 ions with different bond angles a.  This would be

consistent with Robin's calculations, since he predicts that the

energy  of  the  bl e al transition should decrease with increasing a,
thus giving rise to a red shift.  For a > 30', the transition
probability is also preditted to decrease.  Furthermore, there should

be increasing resistance to bending corresponding to large a, thus

the relative number of ions which are bent·by large angles a should

be small.  All of these.considerations are in accord with the '

experimentally observed decreasing absorption.coefficient with in-

·creasing wavelength.  However, there is presently no independent veri-

fication of the interpretation of the absorption spectrum.
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Friedman16 has' suggested that the two I3 absorption ·bands are

due to the process

I3 (aq) + hv'= I  (aq) t.I* (aq) (21)

since the separation of the two peaks is roughly the difference in

.energy of the two lowest electronic states of the iodine atom.  On

the basis of our magnetic field' res'upts,. we suggest that at least
'

part of the light absorption above 500 nm which corresponds to the

weak shoulder displayed in Fig. 2a is due to the process

I  (aq) + hv + I2 (aq) + I- (aq) (22)

This suggestion  appears to be reasonable since I2 is magnetic

field sensitive in the gas phase and the magnetic field strength

.  dependence of the excited species X* in the solution is qualitatively

similar to that of I2 in the gas phase.                                   '

Nature of the Photoinjecting Species in I3 Solutions

We conclude that the most likely explanation of the observed

magnetic field sensitivity of hole injection into anthracene by

photoexcited I3 solutions is that the excited I3 dissociates into the

B state of I2 which can then decay either by magnetic field-induced

predissociation or to a longer-lived excited statie Z* (eq.  (13)).

·Hole injection by I2 in anthracene accounts  for no more  than  10% of the

total photocurrent, since the extrapolated value of <18) is - 10 (see
Fig. 6).  Most of the photocurrent is due to injection by the magnetic
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- field insensitive species   [I  ]4 and/or  Z4  and  Y .
i

The magnetic field enhances the process

1                                      IZ (aq) 4 [I + I]* (aq) (23)

                  and the concentration of iodine atoms is increased.  Iodine atoms are
1                 powerful oxidizing agents (hole injectors) and one would expect the

hole current to increase.  Instead a decrease in the hole current is

.___observed in the presence of the field. , This shows that iodine atoms

in solution are relatively ineffective in producing holes in

anthracene.  The most likely reason for this behavior is that the

lifetime of these atoms is quite short because they can recombine with

I- ions according to the following scheme:

I- (aq), + I (aq) -• If  (aq) (24)

Because of their short lifetimes with respect to capture by I-,

unexcited iodine atoms have a short diffusion length and do not reach

the anthracene surface. I2 should be relativelyless effective in

extracting electrons from anthracene than I2 because it already has a

negative charge.  One path. for the. disappearance of I2 (aq) is 2I2 (aq)

4 I2 (aq) +2I- (aq).

Our results thus indicate that iodine atoms do not contribute

significantly to the light induced hole injection by ·I-/I2 solutions

relative  to that produced  by a different species derived  from  [I3 1 0
Their effect in the dark conductivity, however, cannot be ruled out,

.
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since they can be generated. thermally from I2 right ndar the
j

anthracene-electrolyte interface.  This dissociation process would

not be magnetic field'· sensitive .and is consistent with the fact that

there is no magnetic effect in the dark conductivity.

f                      In view of the fact that early work '  attributed an important
12

1                   role to atomic I in the injection process, the energetics of the hole

injection process requires review in the light of the present study.

1 -

It can be shown that I2 dissolved in aqueous systems is

energetically capable of injecting holes into anthracene crystals to

a degree sufficient to explain dark currents   of the order   of 10- 6A/cm2

or greater.  The energetics of this injection.process are approxi-

mately as follows.  The energy required for removal of an electron

from anthracene.crystal lea'ving a hole behind is

A(s) =A (s) te-(g); E - 5.9 eV (25)

The energy released when an electron is captured by an I2

molecule, producing an I- ion in aqueous solution (all equilibrium

values), is

1/2 I2(aq) = 1/2 I2(g) E - 0.1 eV

1/2 I2(&)   I (g) E = 0.78

e-(g)   +  I (g)- I-(g) E = -3.25 (26)

I-(g) - I-(aq) E = -3.12

1/2 I2(aq)+e-(g)=I- (aq) E -  5.5 eV

" *.21......
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The net deficit of energy is approximateiy 0.4 eV.  Now, the maximum

1                concentration of I2 in IM I- solution is

4                             -   [I21 1 10-3.mol/liter =6 x 1017/cm3

 

The total flux of. I2 molecules J(I2) into the anthracene surface is

.[I2]0 v = J(I2), where [I2]0 is the concentration of I2 at the

anthracene interface and v is the thermal velocity of the I2

1                 molecule in solution.  At room temperature, [I210 1 6 x 1 0  /cm  and
17   3

}                                3         18 21 2v -4 x 1 0 cm/sec, so that J(I2) -2 x 1 0  /cm sec.  With a

Boltzmann barrier of 0.4 eV, J(I2) becomes about 10   cm   sec  ,
14  -2    -1

-5    2enough to account for a current of 10 A/cm , assuming unit

efficiency for charge injection.  The observed dark currents were

-8     2about 10 A/cm  and considering the crudity of the energy calcula-

tions, it may be concluded that molecular I2 in aqueous solution is

capable of injecting holes into an anthracene crystal.  As can be

seen from (26), tHe solvation energy of the I- ion is crucial to the

5
success of I2(aq) as a hole injector.  In a previous publication,

it was assumed that only the I atom could be effective for hole in-

jection.  However, this assumption must be called into question be-

cause, as has been shown, although molecular I2 in aqueous solution

has a small energy deficit, the Boltzmann fraction of energetic I2

molecules is large enough to account for the observed dark current.

Furthermore, the concentration of I atoms in solution would be too

small to account for the dark current of 10-8 A/cm2 (the maximum

current to be expected from the I atoms produced by the dissociation
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1

-10of I2 into I at room temperature is about 4 x 10    A/Om2).

Since I2(aq) can inject holes intq anthracene in the dark in ·an

activated process, the optical excitation·of I2 which creates a

.                   species I2 should .be even more efficient in   injecting holes.  In fact,
3                         4ii             '  as Mehl has shown, optically excited I2 dissolved in CC14

can«inject

i holes, although the assistance rendered by the small amount of-alcohol

i dissolved ·in the CC14 cannot be dismissed as being negligible.

                      Experiments with Other Crystals

In addition to experiments carried out with anthracene crystals,

exploratory studies were made with tetracene, perylene and 1,5-dinitro-

naphthalene  (DNN) . The experimental .arrangements .were the same as

those used with anthracene. While there was. no detectable magnetic'
i

field effect up to 100 kilogauss on the photoinjected hole current in

tetracene,.there was a large effect in the range of -40 to -60% in

perylene and DNN.              '

The above results may be understood qualitatively by reference to

Eq.  (16) .   In this expression,  as was indicated,  the  [I3]* may be a

precursor to a nonmagnetically sensitive species Y* (which may be I-2'

for example),  as well  as  to a magnetically sensitive species X4 (which

may be I ). The relative proportions of Y* and X* will in general be
*

a function of the wavelength of the light used (X  would be favored

at lower excitation energy),  and the relative efficiencies of these

species as hole injectors would in general depend on the chemical
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nature of the crystalline substrate.  One would normally expect that

the more positive is the energetic difference between (26) and (25),
..

the more efficient will be the hole injector.  Thus, since I2 is

energetically inferior to·I2, it would be. a poorer injector, and for

{                .those materials that for one reason or another (the existence of

surface potential barriers, for example) require an energetic hole in-

i                   jector, I  would. play a more dominant. vole in the injection process

i ..1.-than would  I2 '

1                      In the case of tetracene, dark injection is totally allowed by

3              
virtue of energy considerations.  The energy required to remove an

i               electron from a tetracene crystal is - 5..3 eV and the energy liberated
i                                        ··
I                 by attaching an electron to 1/2 I2(aq) producing I-(aq) is about 5.5

i eV; it is thus evident that the I-/12 electrode should be dark in-

jecting with no activation energy.  In fact, the dark current is about

52
  as large (10-  A/cm ) as the photocurrent in tetracene provided with

an I-/I2 electrode.  In addition, there would probably be a contribu-
I tion to the photocurrent from the nonmagnetically sensitive species Y4.

Under these circumstances, 'the magnetically sensitive fraction of the

total current is quite small and there should be essentially no

magnetic field effect on the photocurrent, as was found.

In the case of perylene and DNN, the dark currents are much

-10    2
smaller than they are in anthracene, being about 10 A/cm .  It is

thus evident that unexcited I2 is not very effective in producing

conductivity, and it is also likely that a speci.es such as I2 would

not be much more efficient.  The importance of an optically excited

species such as I.2. would then be greater and therefore, the magnetic

effects would accordingly be expected to be greater in these materials.
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SUMMARY             '
1

The injection of. holes into crystalline anthracene by irradiated
./.

iodine/iodide (I ) aqueous solutions.is decreased by as much as - 15%
' in .very high magnetic   fields  (up  to 100. kilogauss) . Magnetic fields
1 are known to quench the fluorescence of vapor phase molecular iodine

(I.2); this effect is due to a magnetic field induced radiationless
-transition from the 8(3NO+11) state of I2 to the dissociative·Ov

state (atomic iodine) .   From the magnetic field dependence of the hole
1

I photocurrent in anthracene and from the wavelength dependence of this

effect, it is proposed that I2(aq) is. one of the injecting species in
the photoilluminated solution. Since the magnetic field tends to in-

crease the atomic iodine concentration, but the photocurrent is de-

creased, it is concluded that atomic iodine does not play a major role

in injecting holes in the photoilluminated solutions.  However, it may

play an important role in the dark-injected hole current, which is

also observed and is independent of the magnetic field.

With tetracene crystals, no effect of magnetic field on the photo-

injected current was observed, while with perylene and 1,5-dinitro-

naphthalene the effect was in the range of -40 to -60%.  These dif-

ferences are explained in terms of tlle energetics of the electron

extraction process.

e
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ORDINATES AND ABSCISSAS OF FIGURES - Vogel et·al

Fig. 1. Does n6t apply

r                Fig. 2. (a) Left ordinate - Relative Photocurrent; right

ordinate - log €; abscissa - Wave·length (nm)

(b) - (d) Ordinate - .Percent Effect; abscissa -

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3. Left ordinate - (iH - i ) iol x 100

Right ordinate  -   (F 1  -   F )   Fo .1  x   100
-D                                                                                                         .,

Abscissa - H -(Kgauss)

1              -  Fig. 4. Ordinate - Relative Photocurrent
i

Top abscissa  - Wavelength (nm)

1 -1
Bottom abscissa  - kI (cm  )

'

'                                                                                              3

Fig. 5. Ordinate - * x 10

Abscissa - [KI] (moles liter 1)

-1
Fig. 6. Ordinate - iH.(i  - iH)

1       10       -2
Abscissa -7- x 10 (gauss  )

H                     -

.-
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1.
FIGURE LEGENDS - Vogel et al

9                                                              -

1 Fig. 1. Experime tal Arrangement. A ..e anthracene crystal,
-4

L·... thickness, H ... direction of magnetic field.

Fig. 2. Photoconductivity and magnetic effects (a) Triiodide
9

absorption spectrum    ( -) and relative photocurrent,

i-  (*0) . Wavelength dependence of effect of magnetic
-*

·-·  ·   field (H - 100 KG) on 'i-in anthracene with injecting

electrodes (b) KI/I2' (c) LiI/I2' (d) NaI/I2.

Fig. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the relative photocurrent

:· in anthracene (-), T = 14'C, and the iodine vapor

4
fluorescence     ( -6-), excited  at  510  nm,  T  =  18'C.

Fig. 4. Relative photocurrent as a functidn of the I-/I2 solution

absorption coefficient, kI.

Fig. 5. Quantum yield of hole generation as a function of I
-

concentration in KI/I2 saturated with I2.

Fig. 6. Plot of relative magnetic effect as a function of mag-

netic field strength according to Eq. (18).

3
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The ··degre  to which the current-voltage (J-V) response of an organic           d

h4insulator   can   bd   us'ed' to provide detailed information about the microstruc-

ture of the insulator depends on the validity of the theoretical expression          !1
i-3.
ii

used to characterize the J-V behavior. Despite the fact that there exists         N
, 4

M
a. variety of formulae relating J to V and to the material thickness L, it

is often difficult to vary L, and in addition the existence of extensive             :

and perhaps inhomogeneous carrier trapping makes it difficult to interpret           1
f

the J-V dependence in an unambiguous way. It is thus a matter of some im-           1

portance to develop reliable techniques for characterizing those aspects             I
I  :

of the state of a crystal and its electrical contacts that are important             !

in electrical conductivity.  One such technique that promises to revitalize

the study of electrical conductivity in organic solids is the utilization

of exciton-carrier interactions to probe the trapped carrier and electrical
.

potential distribution within the solid.                                             1

We report here an experimental study of the voltage dependence of the

11position of a vir.tual anode (Xm) in a tetracene crystal provided with a
k:

hole-injecting CuI·contict.  Use is made of the ability of singlet and               1

triplet excitons to detrap carriers and of the fact that the application             

t
,;of an external magnetic field can· help differentiate between the roles

played by the singlet and triplet exciton.
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a

The application of an injecting contact to an organic crystal sets

up  a  charge and hence a potential distribution  ins ide the crystal   in  the

vicinity of the contact.  As in the case of a vacuum diode, the imposition

of an electrical field E in the forward directions leads in certain cases

to the creation of a virtual anode (in the case where the contact is a

hole-injector) at Xm in the vicinity of the contact.  In one particular

Ease of tetracene provided with the CuI contact, it appeared from the dark

3-V dependence that the currents might be space charge limited (SCLC) i.e.           3

J oc Vn, n 7 2. However, in the presence of 'light, the J -V dependence has              1
».

the characteristics of SCLC at low voltages and of a contact limited cur-
1

rent at higher voltage  (J oc exp  (VT)) . The action spectrum of the photo-                   1

enhanced current is shown in Figure lb together with the absorption spec-

trum for light polarized | |  to  the  b  axis. By photoenhanced,  we  mean  that

the light does not inject the carriers to any significant degree but can

detrap carriers.  As may be seen, the action spectrum is antibatic with

respect to the absorption coefficient k, and there is a large peak in the

current beyond the last long wavelength absorption peak.  The position of

the current peak is a function of V, moving towards shorter A as V in-

(1.2)
creases; Figure lb.  This effect has been observed previously

' and

has been explained pope et alf  and by Fox(4) as being due to the detrapp-

ing  of  carriers  at X by excitons. The antibatic photoenhancement  is  con-m

sistent with a bulk detrapping mechanism rather than photoinjection from

the electrode, which would give a symbatic action spectrum.  The relatively

weak dependence of J on X (and hence on the absorption depth Za of the light
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at k, kix) E zack)) indicates that the majority of trapping centers lie

mainly within a few diffusion lengths L of the anode.  The sharp fall-off

of J for X longer than' the wavelength
Xm

corresponding to the turrent peak

in Figure lb, indicates that most of the trapped carriers are close to the

anode because Za at Xm is 4 2/1, whereas the crystal is 7511 thick.  It thus

appears from the weak dependence of J on k, and the value of Za at Am

(4 2/1), that the triplet exciton is doing most of the detrapping when f

1

is << 2#.  This conclusion is substantiated by measuring the magnetic field

strength dependence of the photoenhanced current at small values of fa

(short X) see Figure 2b; lack of any inversion in the sign of bi/i at small

values of the magnetic field H is characteristic of the triplet exciton-

carrier interaction, and rules out any significant role for singlet excitons.
-

bi/i E (i(#) - i(G))/i(6) where    and 0 refer respectively to the presence

and absence of an applied magnetic field. The signature for a s.inglet ex-

citon would be an inversion in the sign of bi/i at H Z 200 G.  The positive

value (+7.5%) of bi/i in Figure 2b at the applied field (200V/75u) is how-

ever, opposite in and perhaps larger than the variation one would normally

expect in a photoenhanced current due to triplet excitons upon application

of a magnetic field. This point will be discussed shortly.(5)

(6)According to the simplified SCLC theory, highly absorbed light should

not have much of an effect on increasing the current in an insulator operat-

ing in. its SCLC mode, if the thickness of the crystal is mucR greater than

the absorption depth of the light; reabsorption of fluorescent light is as-

sumed to be·accounted for.  The simplified theory neglects the role.of dif-

fusion currents, and assumeS that the distribution of traps is uniform
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a

across the sample.  In our crystals it may be that most of the traps are

near the surface, and the question as to whether the current is SCL or con-

tact limited is still not answered.  Nevertheless, it is possible to explain

our results by making the following assumptions:

(1)  There is a potential well inside the crystal, with a potential maxi-

93,4)mum at a distance X  from the geometrical anode,
m

(2) Most of the trapped charge in the crystal lies close to the surface

of the crystal;

(3)  When trapped charge is detrapped at X , or on the cathode side of X ,
m m

there is a significant photoenhancement of current; otherwise, the

photoenhancement is small;

(4)  The lifetime of triplet excitons in the region of intensive trapping

(on the anode side of Xm) is determined mainly by quenching by trapped

carriers.

With the above assumptions, the voltage dependence of Ai/i at short k

(short absorption depth fa' large absorption coefficient k) can be ration-

alized.  When E  is small, then most of the triplet excitons will be gene-a

rated close to the surface, despite the fact that these excitons can dif-

fuse; this is due to the fact that the diffusion length of the triplet              I

(7)
exciton in tetracene ET x 0.4#· Thus, if X » ET' most.of the tripletsm

will exist on the anode side of X  (see inset Figure 2b).  Based on.as-             i
m

sumption (3), the most significant detrapping takes place when excitons
0

reach X .  Since the diffusion length of the singlet exciton fs z lOOA,
(8)

m
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then the singlet excitons can only play a role if the absorption depth

f j X .  Thus, for f « X , only the triplet excitons can detrap carriers.a m a...     m

This conclusion is supported by the magnetic field effect shown in Figure 2b,

where the triplet charaoter of the detrapping is evinced by the absence of

the low magnetic field inversion.  Nevertheless, there is an apparent con-

tradiction in the fact that bi/i is positive, whereas it should be negative.

Furthermore, bi/i can be as large as +13% when the applied voltage V = 4011,

as is shown

i 

Figure la. This contradiction vanishes when one uses assump-

tions (3) and   (4), and solves for the dependence of the concentration of

triplet excitons at X  upon the lifetime of the triplet exciton.  The exter-
m

nal magnetic fie·ld decreases the interaction between the triplet exciton

and the trapped carrier and hence increases the lifetime of the exciton (see

assumption (4)).  The spatial distribution of triplet axcitons is given by

the equation

Iok £2  r
--     (1)    T(x) = 2 2  l exp (-kx) - exp (-x/BT) 1

D(1-k ET) L

and

BT =/ErT where D,TT  are the diffusion coefficient and

lifetime of the triplet exciton, respectively.  Since TT  is magnetic field

dependent, then, at the distance X , the effect of a magnetic field on the
m

triplet exciton population can be evaluated by noting that TT(H)/TT(0) in

the case of anthracene is 1.07 under conditions corresponding to assumption

(4) above.  If tetracene behaves similarly to anthracene, then equation (1)

can be solved  to give T(Xm'ib/T(Xm'O) '
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In Figure la, one notices the peak in bi/i at a wavelength X E X.

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                               mAt this wave length k 1'  .and applied voltage, the magnetic field dependence

is similar to that shown in Figure 2a; this dependence is characteristic of

the singlet exciton.  The fact that bi/i increases rather suddenly at k
:··.                                                                                                                                                                           m

whereas Ai/i is either constant or decreases monotonically for km <X<km'
is also consistent with the conclusion that for X <X<k  the triplet ex-m m

citon dominates, and that only at X=X  does the singlet exciton becomesm
0

active.  Since the diffusion length of the singlet exciton is only - 100A,

Am   can  be useli to determine
Xm,

Using this value  of X n in equation  (1),

one finds that at 40V, there should be a 20% increase in T(Xm) upon the

application of a magnetic field.  Considering the fact that the detrapping

efficiency is reduced everywhere by 7/ because of the 7% reduction (based

on the anthracene value) in the triplet-trapped carrier interaction coef-

(5)ficien·t,    the net increase in detrapping.at
Xm should be about +13%,

t which is the observed value.

As V increases.X  decreases, and equation (1) predicts that the
'm

value of bi/i should decrease; this is observed semi-quantitatively, in

Figure 2b.  From data such as is shown in Figures Ia, and 2b, one can mea-

sure the movement of X  with electric field.  At 40V/75u = 5300V/cm,m

Xm = 1.9u, at 200V, Xm 0 lil.
The movement of X as V increases is not inconsistent with eitherm

SCLC or electrode limited current theory. The· large increase in current

as X  approaches X is, however, difficult to.explain· on the basis of am
6

simple SCLC theory.  According to this theory, there is an infinite                  1
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reservoir of free carriers at the vertical anode and diffusion currents

can be neglected.  Light absorbed in the reservoir would therefore have

no effects on the overall current.  For thin crystals (- 10-20#)  and

finite carrier reservoirs, there can be a considerable difference between
::.

the SCLC behavior predicted on the basis of the simple SCLC theory and

that calculated using the realistic boundary conditions.  For thicker

crystals, the I)Ole of diffusion currents at elevated voltagesshould not

be significant   Thus, if SCLC obtained in these crystals, then the large

increase in current at X =  Am for a 7511 crystal at an applied voltage of

200V cannot be explained·by involving diffusion currents.  If there is a

spatial and energetic redistribution of trapped charge from the surface

region to the bulk of the crystal, then there certainly can be a signifi-

. (9)cant change in the SCLC by the absorption of light at X . On the other
m

hand, if the current is not completely SCLC, then the absorption of light

at X  would in a sense cause the photoemission of carriers over the poten-m

tial barrier into the crystal, where they produce an increased current.

These alternate hypotheses are being explored presently.

In considering the appearance of singlet exciton detrapping for

A = k n' it is well to keep in mind that the ratio of triplet to singlet

(4)   5excitons is about 10 .  Taking into consideration that the singlet

exciton would have a higher velocity than the triplet exciton (factor of
100 in the case of anthracene), then one must conclude that the singlet

exciton is much more efficient in detrapping than is a triplet exciton.
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A reasonable deduction from this observation is that the energy of the

exciton plays a role, and that at or near X , the increased momentum im-
m

parted to the detrapped charge is important in injecting the carrier into

the crystal.  This conclusion is in keeping with results .normally found

for the case of direct photoemission from a contact into a crystal.

In conclusion, it is noted that a non-electrical technique is avail-

able for accurately probing the charge and hence the potential distribution

near an active electrode.  Using this technique, it should be possible to

develop a more realistic theory of contacts, and of the electrical behavior

of insulators.

This work was supported by the U.S.A.E.C. and N.S.F.
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(a ) Magnetic Field Dependence of Photoenhanced Current as a
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Luminescence and Photooonductivity of Nitronaphthalenes                   i
t.
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1                                                                                   1-
Abstract

-This work reports the first observation of phosphorescence
-1

from polycrystalline nitronaphthalenes.  The phosphorescence spectrum
i

1 is red-shifted from its molecular counterpart;  its relative intensity
decreases as the temperature is increased from 77'K, exhibiting a

t4         relatively weak activation energy.  The emission is attributed tot
:71            · triplet (*tb) states whose lifetimes at room temperature are 3511sec                          i.,1

t.and 0.4 Bsec for 1,5-dinitronaphthalene and 1,8-dinitronaphthalene
1       respectively.  At room temperature in 1,5-dinitronaphthalene single                F
1 crystal platelets, the photoconductivity observed is extrinsically                f4                                                                                                                        I.
i

1

generated, holes being more efficiently trapped than electrons, and is
1         tentatively attributed to mobile excitons which migrate to the electrode·"                                                                                                                                                                                          T1          ...               ':1i         and dissociate there producing holes and electrons.                                    r

4                                                               '4

./

1                               1. Introduction                                              1
1

rlIn recent years, electronic energy conversion processes in                     11
12aromatic solids have been studied extensively. '

However, little                    .is known about the effects of substituent groups on the luminescence,
4exciton motion, and carrier. generation and transport mechanisms in these ..
4

11.solids. Nitroaromatics such as the different nitro

derivatives of                  *                                                                                                                        0
**Also at Feltman Research Laboratories, Dover, New Jersey 07834                    9
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naphthalene provide an interesting example of the effects of

-NO2 groups on electronic properties of organic aromatic solids.
-1

In this paper we report our investigations on the luminescence and
-

  photoconductivity of two i"somers of dinitronaphthalene, 1,8-dinitro-
naphthalene and in particular 1,5-dinitronaphthalene.

2 2  Luminescence of Nitronaphthalenes

The molecular electronic states of the nitronaphthalenes, such

as in solutions of EPA4, have been previously characterized.3  In
2

i      contrast to naphthalene , the nitronaphthalenes do not exhibit room

1       temperature emission. However, at 77'K in EPA, they exhibit phosphor-
J

1      escence which has been characterized as a triplet to singlet ground

       state  i , ) transition.3  In EPA at 77'K, the phosphorescence has a lifetime
2i      of approximately 10-  seconds and the emission spectra are similar to

+1
..1 -1  3 4

 

that of the naphthalene triplet, but red-shifted·by 2000 - 4000 cm  .  '

i      Only phosphorescence, and no fluorescence, is observed with molecular

      nitronaphthalenes.
This implies that the singlet-triplet intersystem

crossing rate is much greater than in the pure aromatics, which is due
4

to an enhanced spin-orbit coupling induced by the nitro groups.

1      As in the case of the pure aromatics, the electronic structure of solid

nitronaphthalenes is derived from the molecular states.  One may there-
fore conclude that, in contrast to the aromatics, the solid nitronaph-

thalenes will essentially have only triplet excited states.
-

We found that solid 1,5-dinitronaphthalene, 1,8-dinitronaphthalene,

and 1-nitronaphthalene exhibit a luminescence at low temperature

and their lifetimes and spectra were determined.  In the lifetime

measurements, the phosphorescence was producad by a nanosecond nitrogen

pumped dye laser tuned to approximately 3500 % and recorded by an

Ether:Isopentane:Ethanol in 3:3:5 proportion

I   I 4.'  . .i. I.      ... A  ./  ·:3  -/5
C   ,        .    1 "..'.-.·'..,.'.'        ''-1  f.    S

*.
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I
Intertechnique Didac 800 signal averager.  The lifetimes, calculated

by employing .a successive approximations curve-fitting computer

program, are summarized in the Table.  The temperature dependence of·

TABLE

1,5-dinitronaphthalene 1,8-dinitronaphthalcle

Phosphorescente
600 i 120 cm-1                        -16                                                                 960 + 160 cmActivation Energy

Triplet Lifetime -  110 msec 80 msec
5--       6

(EPA, 77'K)
i

Triplet Lifetime 60 + 5 msec 26 + 5 msec
(Solid, 77'K)

-

.i                                                                         ·

i        Estimated Triplet
1 35 Bsec 0.4 Bsec
"        Lifetime (Solid, 300'K)

1

1 the phosphorescence of the polycrystalline samples was also measured

.i in the range of 77'K to approximately 120'K.  As the temperature
0

increases from 77 K, the luminescence decreases.  Above approximately

120'K, the phosphorescence intensity is lower than thd sensitivity

threshold of the apparatus.  The results for 1,8-dinitronaphthalene

i are illustrated in Figure 1 and·summarized for 1,8-dinitronaphthalene
  and 1,5-dinitronaphthalene in the Table.  At room temperature the trip .ts

: undergo radiationless decay to the ground state, as evidenced by the

absence of room temperature luminescence.  As the temperature is decre :ed

below 120'K, the phosphorescence appears and becomes more intense
-1

(Figure 1), exhibiting an activation  energy of 600 f 120 cm   in
-1

1,5-dinitronaphthalene and 960 i 160 cm in 1,8-dinitronaphthalene.

Zelow approximately 88'K, the phosphorescence intensity no longer incr,  ses

as rapidly, indicating the dominance of other pathways for radiationlet

decay.  At.77'K, the lifetimes of the triplet excited states in the

9

0
.
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stlid are 60, 26, and 17 msec (1 5 msec) for 1,5-dinitronaphthalene,                 4
1,8-dinitronaphthalene, and 1-nitronaphthalene, respectively.  These                  <
values are less than the reported values for the rigid matrix samples, W

5-7i.e., 110, 80, and 23 msec, respectively. Also, unlike with the                   1
i

pure aromatics, we have observed that the polycrystalline phosphorescence             f
,

spectra for'1,5-dinitronaphthalene and 1,8-dinitronaphthalene are                      
red-shifted approximately 800 cm and 1200 cm , respectively, from

-1            -1                                     1
4

itheir EPA solution counterparts.  This red-shift is much larger in                    i
2                           1nitronaphthalenes than in the pure aromatics such as anthracene  and

j        may be attributed to greater intermolecular interaction terms for 0
i        triplet states in the nitronaphthalenes.4 -From the lifetimes at 77'K

and the temperature dependences of the phosphorescence, we estimate
that the triplet excited state lifetimes at room temperature in

1,5-dinitronaphthalene and 1,8-dinitronaphthalene are 35 Bsec and
K.

0.4 psec, respectively.  Because of the uncertainty in the phosphorescence
*Y i activation energy, the lifetimes reported are probably correct to within                     k

a factor of three only. The lifetimes in the solid at 77'K are
shorter               than the EPA values at 77'K.  As in anthracene, this may be due to                    i

8the quenching of the triplet excitons at impurity sites. In order to              E
XIdetermine if mobile triplet excitons exist in nitronaphthalenes, we                 ,·

investigated the photoconductive properties of 1,5-dinitronaphthalene. t

This crystal wah chosen because single crystal platelets can be grown.

3. Photoconductivity of 1,5-dinitronaphthalene
f

Photoconductivity techniques have been utilized extensively                       1
within the last decade to ellucidate some of the excitonic properties,

9-12e.g., the diffusion length, in organic crystals. For example, in
\

anthracene, light absorbed as deep as 2000   within the crystal can
generate mobile species which can migrate to the crystal-electrode

13interface and inject positive carriers. In 1,5-dinitronaphthalena                   a
we have observed that light absorbed deep within· the crystal can
extrinsically generate both electrons and holes with nearly equal

. I

e
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efficiency when water electrodes are employed.  This is in contrast to

the behavior observed in anthraqene, wherein electrons are extrinsically
16

generated with appreciably..smaller efficiency than holes.

It has been demonstrated that in organic molecular crystals, the
9

1        extrinsic photocurrent may be expressed as:
1

. .

1 6£

1                          i    IoeA ( el + 1
)                     (1)

i

where e is the extinction coefficient, 1 is the diffusion length,

1
A is the' efficiency of charge production for e >> ( 1/2), Io is the
incident light intensity, and e is the electronic charge.  Hence,

j       for €1 << 1, the extrinsic photocurrent should be linearly dependent
fi        on e.  This is the case in anthracene wherein the extrinsic photoconductivity

1         has been attributed to singlet excitons with diffusion length 1 . 400 R. 13
*

1              In· 1,5-dinitronaphthalene however, singlet excited states rapidly decay
-7 J

by intersystem.crossing to the triplet manifold due to the strong spin-
4orbiE coupling. Hence any extrinsic photoconductivity observed

may be tentatively attributed to the migration of triplet excited states

to the crystal-electrode interface where the charge injection process

occurs.  The dependence of the photocurrent on the extinction coefficient,

and:thus the possible role of excitons in the photoconduction mechanisms,            ;

may be determined by varying the incident photon energy. For energies

up to 4 eV, the excitation spectra of both positive and negative

photocurrents in 1,5-dinitronaphthalene are approximately linearly                   i
14

i dependent on the absorption coefficient of the crystal (Figure 3).                   f

In addition, at a photon energy where the crystal absorption is strongly

polarized (i.e., 340 mg in 1,5-dinitronaphthalene, see Figure 3), the

absorption depth can be varied conveniently by using polarized incident              f

light.  Hence, by changing 0, the angle between the electric vector of the

incident polarized light, and a crystallographic axis, one can vary the             f
10

absorption depth of the light. In the case of 1,5-dinitronaphthalene,             3

we observed that the photocurrent was linearly dependent on the polar-

ization of the incident light (Figure 2).  These experiments provide

evidence for the existence of mobile excitons in 1,5-dinitronaphthalene.

"
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From the approximately linear dependence of the photocurrent on

extinction coefficient,  one may conclude that €,1 << 1 (see Eqn.  1).
14

i         Fromithe published absorption spectrum of the crystal (Figure 3)

one obtains the approximate optical density·at 340 mp.  By assuming that

A           the. thickness, of the crystals used in the.absorption measurements were

i of comparable thickness to the ones employed in our photoconductivity

I         experiments we estimated the extinction coefficient at 340 mp to be a
t

1                 3   -1
least 10  cm- .  This leads to an upper limit to the diffusion length,

t f, of the excitons of 10 4 cm, with 10-5 cm as the most probable value.
,·                                                        -5

         Furthermore, from the extrapolated lifetime (T) of - 10 seconds at·

room  temperature,   and  from the relationship ' between the diffusion
1/2

coefficient, D, and the diffusion length, 2 = (DT) , we estimate the

diffusion coefficient of the' triplet excitons to be of the order of

10-4 - 10-5 cm2/sec.  This value of D is about one order of magnitude

--c j

smaller than the values of D in purely aromatic crystals such as
15

tetracene with a comparable triplet exciton lifetime.

At photon energies greater than 4 eV, it is observed that the

p          photocurrent at first increases more rapidly than the absorption co-

efficient (Figure 3) and then drops off rapidly, whereas the absorption

continues to become stronger as the wavelength is decreased.  The rapid

increase in the photocurrent relative to the absorption is characteristic

of the onset of autoionizing transitions, as observed in purely

aromatic crystals.  The ensuing decrease in the relative efficiency of

I
charge carrier generation at still shorter wavelengths is consistent. with

1 ·                           '

the hypothesis that the onset of lower-lying valence band transitions
12

gives rise to a lower ionization efficien6y. If this interpretation

applies to 1,5-dinitrbnaphthalene, these resulti lead us to conclude that

the band gap in 1,5-dinitronaphthalene is approximately 4 eV.

\
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li4. Summary and Conclusion

1%e

J
Our experiments indicate that in the solid nitronaphthalenes,

b-;

        . the excited electronic states are predominantly triplet excitons,                     U
A

12,

trwhich are (, -K) in nature.  At room temperature, the triplet
 :                                                                                                                                      "
4         excitons, with a lifetime in the microsecond range, decay via radiation-
1                                                                                                                                                                                                          :1

less transitions to the ground state.  Below approximately 120'K, the triplet         1
excitons phosphoresce, the relative phosphorescence efficiency increasing            h

i        as the temperature decreases, exhibiting an activation energy of approx-
-2                      F1       imateiy 800 cm-1.  At 77'K, the lifetimes are approximately 10

M

1         seconds.  At room temperature, under. an applied field of - 5C,000 V/cm,              4N
A         the triplet excitons in 1,5-dinitronaphthalene can migrate to a water-

It

  crystal interface and inject both electrons and holes. The triplet excitons        1

         have a diffusion length of approximately 10-4 - 10-5 cm and a diffusion             f
,-    1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              t.'1         coefficient of approximately 10-4 - 10-5 cm2/sec at room temperature.
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Appendix II A 7 (B)

Lumiriasdende and Photoconducitivity of Nitronaphthalene                     il
8
C

P
In recent years, electronic energy conversion processes in or- ,„

14

N1 2                        A
ganic molecular crystals have been studied extensively. '   However,

little· is known about the effects· of substituent groups  on the luminescence,
'A

exciton motion, and carrier generation and transport mechanism in these             6

 
solids. Nitroaromatics such as the nitro derivatives of naphthalene pro-           A

1}

:i

vide an interesting example of the effects of -NO2 groups on electronic
"

properties of aromatic solids.  We have investigated two isomers of dini-           3: 3

11

d
tronaphthalene, 1,8-dinitronaphthalene and 1,5-dinitronaphthalene.  We              ti

have reported the first observation of phosphorescence from polycrystalline         3
l.

nitronaphthalenes which is attributed to triplet excited·states.3 More-
"
L.

over, at room temperature we have observed that the triplet excitons can

migrate to a crystal-electrode interface where they dissociate to pro-             1
e..5

ducing holes and electrons.                                                          ..,

Unlike their purely aromatic counterparts, neither the molecular            it.

nor sblld dinitronaphthalene exhibit room temperature luminescence.     At                              w
4

77'K in EPA,.however, the nitronaphthalenes exhibit phosphorescence

t(T 4 10-2 sec) attributed to a triplet to ground state (w*+w) transition,

1                                                       2
red-shifted by 2000-4000 cm

from that of naphthalene and occuring at               
about 18,000 cm-1 (0-0 transition of 1,8-dinitronaphthalene). The absence

of molecular fluorescence implies ·that the singlet-triplet intersystem

crossing rate is much more rapid in the nitroaphthalenes than in the pure            

aromatics, due to the enhanced spin-orbit coupling induced by the nitro
/.

5
..... group. As in the case of the aromatics the electronic transitions of the

 
solid nitronaphthalenes  can be derived from.those of molecular states.

t

Hence, one may conclude,that, unlike the aromatics, ·the solid nitronaph-           i

thalenes will essentially have only triplet excited states.

.

E
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We found that solid 1,5-dinitronaphthalene, 1,8-dinitronaphthalene,

and 1--nitronaphthalene exhibit a luminescence at low temperature. Their.

lifetimes and spectra were determined by employing a nanosecond nitro-

gen pumped dye laser as an excitation source for the phosphorescence which

was recorded by an Intertecbvique Didac 800 signal averager.  The life-

times, calculated by a successive approximations curve-fitting computer

program, are. tabulated below.  Also, the phosphorescence decreases as the

temperature increases from 77'K exhibiting an activation energy which

1is also given in the table.

Table 1

1,5-DNN 1,8  .DNN

-1
Phosphorescence Activation Energy 600 1 120 cm-1    960 i 160 cm
Triplet Lifetime (Solid, 77'K) 60 i 5 msec 26 1 5 msec
Estimated Triplet Lifetime (Solid, 300'K) %35 usec 00.4 usec

The polycrystalline phosphorescence spectra of 1,5-dinitronaph-

-1
thalene and 1,8-dinitronaphthalene are red-shifted 0 800 cm and

1200 cm-1 respectively from their EPA counterparts.  This red-shift is much

larger than in the pure aromatics and may be attributed to greater inter-

5molecular interaction terms for triplet states  in the nitronaphthalenes.

From the lifetimes at 77'k and the activation energies, the room tempera-

ture lifetimes can be estimated (see Table 1).

In order to determine if the phosphorescent triplet excited states

were mobile, we employed photoconductivity studies.  Photoconductivity

techniques have been utilized extensively within the last decade .to elu-

cidate some of the excitonic properties, e.g., the diffusion length, in

6-9
organic crystals. In 1,5-dinitronaphthalene we have observed that

light·absorbed deep within tb= crystal can extrinsically generate either

electrons or holes with nearly equal effieiency when water electrodes

:)
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are employed.  This is in contrast to the behavior observed in anthracene,

,
wherein electrons are extrinsically generated with appreciably smaller

10   ,
efficiency than holes.

It has been d&monstrated that in organic molecular crystals, the

6
extrinsic photocurrent may be expressed as:

1 694

i = Ii e A (EEST)

where e is the extinction coefficient, E is the diffusion length, A is

the efficiency of charge production for E>>(1/£), I  is the incident

light intensity, and e is the electronic charge. Hence for E£>>1, the

extrinsic photocurrent should be linearly dependent on E. This is the
0

case in anthracene where singlet excitons of diffusion length £ '6 40OA

11
give rise to an external photocurrent. In 1,5-dinitronaphthalene

however, singlet excited states rapidly undergo intersystem crossing to

the triplet manifold.  Hence, any extrinsic photocurrent must be due to

the migration of triplet excited states to the crystal-electrode inter-

face where the charge injection process occurs.· In 1,5-dinitronaphthalene

the dependence of the photocurrent on the extinction coefficient was

measured by varying the incident photon energy. Below  4eV, the dependenc e

  is approximately linear.  From this dependence and the relationship

££<<1 we estimate the diffusion length £ of the triplet excitons to be

approximately 10-5 cm.  Also, the diffusion coefficient, D, is estimated

to be 10-4 - 10-5 cm2/sec from the relationship £ = (D )1/2.

Thus our experiments indicate that unlike the pure aromatics,

the excited states in nitronaphthalenes are predominantly triplet

(w*+A) in nature.  At room temperature.these excited states (Te10-6sec)

do not luminsece but are mobile and capable of generating both holes

and electrons at a water electrode.  At low temperature, the triplets
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phosphoresce with millisecbnd lifetimes.

This .work is supported by the Feltman Research Laboratory of

Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey 07801.
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The Mechanism of Quenching of Excited Triplets

of  Mononlethyl  Derivatives  of  Benz (a)ahthracene by Molecular

Oxyged

by

Rcbert Benson* and Nicholas E. Geacintov**
Radiation and Solid State Laboratory and Chemistry Department

' New york University,  New York,  N. Y. 10003

ABSTRACT

The quenching (by oxygen) of photoexcited triplets of benz(a)anthracene,
eight of its inonomethyl derivatives and other aromad3 hydricarbons dissolved in a
solid polystyrene matrix at 298IK was studied. The varia'.ions in the quenching
constant  7  withiu the BA family are related to variations in the electronic matrix
elements    4    . Variations within the series of niolecules including nambthclene,
chrysege,  pyrene.  a, h-dibenzanthracene,  BA and anthracene are mainly related to
vari3.tions in the Frinck-Condon factors, a result which is in good agreement with
the quenching studiss in fluid solutions of Porter and co-workers.   Within the BA
farilly, Y is lowest when sites of high electron densities, such as  the  G,  7.  8 or 72
positions, are substituted by a methyl group, which indicates that the oxyg64 121.uk

is electrophilic in nature. The reactivity of these electron-rich sites is estimated
to ba at least ten times greater than at other sites of lower electron density.   The
molecular orbital coefficients of all of the BA derivatives studied were calculated
by the INDO method, the electronic matrix elements were evaluated in terms of
these coefficients, and finally a qualitative correlation between    7-     and the calculated

0              valuas of   0     was established.   The reactivities of the BA derivatives vAth respect
r             to oxygen and their chemical and biological activities are compared.  Tile latter in-

clndes a discussion of their carcinogenic properties and their effectiveness as
sensitizeri in the photodynamic effect.

*      This work represents parti al fulfillment  of the  requirements  for  the  Ph. D.
degree at New York University.

**   To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

The quenching of the phosphorescent triplet state of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons by molecular oxygen may be viewed as a radiationless transition within

the intermediate bimolecular aromatic hydrocarbon-oxygen collision complex.  In the

initial state of this complex the aromatic molecule is in its triplet state, while in the

final state  it  is  in the ground electronic singlet state.     Khan and Kearns  1,2  have

considered the nature of the intermolscular interactions giving rise to these transitions.

Theoretical predictions2,  as well as a variety of experimental evidence recently

summarized by Kearns3, indicates that the quenching of phosphorescent triplet excited

states by triple.t ground state oxygen, involves partial energy transfer from the

aromatic molecule to oxygen«  As a result, one of the electronically excited singlet

states of oxygen is formed (either the 1 g   (0.98eV) or the   1€+ g   (1.63eV) state;
the aromatic is left in a vibrationally excited singlet ground state  (  M                           :1  *).  The quenching

can thus be represented by the process

3       3             1*    1M+0 2 M + 02           (1)2
.K

..

; A detailed consideration of the quenching mechanism indicates that the quenching

constant 7' depends on the following four factors:
 

(1) Bimolecular encounter rate

.(2) Conservation of Spin

(3) Franck-Condon factors

(4) Electronic matrix elements

9
The rate of encounter of two molecules depends on the diffusion of the two

interactiong molecules and thus depends on the medium in which the aromatic molecules

are dissolved.
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The final state in. (1) is a pure singlet while the initial state ts in general a

singlet-triplet-quinte<mixture. 4 The partial rate constant   for  each of the  nine  (2)
,

possible intermediate complex states depends on the singlet amplitude of that state. 5 Summed

over  all nine intermediate pair states, the total  singiet spid apiitude  is  one,   and the total

triplet and quintet arnplitudes are three  and five respectively. This gives  rise  to  the  so-

called spin statistical factor of 1/9 for the quenching mechanism in (1). This factor in part

accounts for the fact that not each encounter between an oxygen molecule and an excited aro-

matic triplet gives rise to quenching of the latter,  i. e., quenching of triplets is not a

diffusion controlled process. 6

Furthermore, there  is a difference  in the quenching constant of triplets  of

different molecules dissolved in fluid solution6,7 or in a solid polystyrene matrix. 8  The

quenching constant Y tends to decrease as the triplet energy E  of the aromatic molecule

increases.  This may be understood qualitatively in terms of diminishing Franck-Condon

factors, as the amount of electronic energy which must be dissipated by the vibrational

modes  of the aromatic molecule increases with increasing  ET  

c        Calculations by Kawaoka, Khan and Kearns2 indicate that the electronic matrix

elements coupling initial and final states in the bimolecular intermediate complex are

approximately independent of the aromatic molecule. The variation in the Franck-Condon

factors dominate the variation of 7  with.different aromatic molecules. Qualitative ex-

perimental confirmation  for this hypothesis  has been obtained 6-8, although other factors,

most probably variations in the electronic matrix elements do play a role. 8

In order to demonstrate possible variations in the electronic matrix elements

a family of molecules was sought which would display only minor variations in structure

and magnitudes of Franck-Cbndon factors, yet would exhibit differences™d sw mies,

in physico-chemical reactivities.   Such a family of molecules is benz(a)anthracene

and its mono-methyl derivatives. The chemical reactivities of these molecules depend
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on the position of the methyl group on the aromatic skeleton and detailed correlations

between reactivities and theoretical calculations have been made by Pullman and

Pullman. 9 The triplet energy in this series of compounds depends somewhat on the

position of the methyl group,  but the variation in E    is less than O. leV.for the eight

different monoimethyl derivatives of benz(a)anthracene and the parent molecule itself.

The variation in the Franck-Condon factors is therefore small and the significant

variations in 7which  we have observed are attributed to differences  in the electronic

matrix elements, which  in turn depend  on the molecular orbital coefficients  of the

aromatic molecule.

EXPERIMENTAL

Eight monomethyl derivatives  of benz (a)anthracene were provided by

M. Newman, Chemistry Department, Ohio State University, and were used as received.

Benz(a)anthracene (K&K Laboratories) was purified by vapor zone sublimation in a

stream of nitrogen.
: The polystyrene  used- as a matrix for the aromatic hydrocarbon in these

studies was obtained by first purifying styrene monomer by vacuum distillation and

then polymerizing it in a degassed and sealed ampule at 95'C for three days.   The
10polystyrene thus obtained was purified by Mark's method.

The samples were made by freeze-drying a benzene solution of the aromatic

compounds and polystyrene. The concentration of aromatic hydrocarbon in the dried
-2polystyrene was about 10 Molar. The solid residue after freeze-drying is a

-        light,  fluffy and opaque solid with a high surface-weight ratio, which phosphoresces/-
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brightly upon UV excitation in the absence of air. These polystyrene samples

are dried further for 48 hours in a vacuum oven at 70'C to remove traces of

solvent.    If this  step is neglected, the initial values  of Y are too high,   but then

decrease to the equilibrium value within several weeks at room temperature.

The phosphorescence decay times were measured at different pressures

of oxygen. The phosphorescence was excited with a 0. 3msec flash fitted with a

filter combination which had a maximum bandpass in the 340-350 nm region.  The

phosphorescence was viewed with a Hammamatsu shotomultiplier

type R446. The signal was fed into an operational amplifier.whose output was

connected to the input of an Intertechnique Didac 800 digital analyzer in the signal

averaging model. About ten decays were accumulated. The decay curve was

usually resolved into 200 data points  and was fed into a computer which performed

· a least square fit to the exponential decay curve. Typically, the decay curve was

non-exponenfial within the initial period corresponding  to  one  half  of a decay time,

but then was exponential within at least 2-3 decay time intervals; only this latter

part of the curve was used in the decay time calculation.
.

The polystyrene matrix itself has an afterglow with a broad maximum near

520-540 nm. Typical phosphorescence spectra for four different compounds showing

the width and position of the phosphorestence maxima. are displayed in fig. 1. These

curves have not been corrected for photomultiplier sensitivity and it is evident that

the contribution of the matrix to the total emission near the onset of the first

phosphorescence maximum is small. Nevertheless, a 580nm short wavelength

cut-off filter.was used in all decay time measurements.
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                     RESULTS

The decay time 17 decreased with increasing oxygen pressure according

to the well-known Stern-Volmer Law.

1 1- S  - -t- 'r Co» J                                mT          to

where   is the lavacuo lifetime and  (32    is the oxygen pressure (in microns).
Two such plots from which the quenching constant Ywas determined by a least

-squares fit are shown in fig. 2. Values of  , 7- and  ET  of all the compounds

studied are summarized in table I. Values of ET  <Ifilt =8  in a rigid glass at 77'K

are also shown.

       It is interesting to compare relative values of Fobtained using the solid

polystyrene matrix with those obtained by Porter and his co-workers who employed

fluid solutions of the aromatic hydrocarbon in their laser flash photolysis oxygen

quenching studies. ' This comparison is shown .in fig. 3. Despite the differences6.7

ili the time scales (a factor of 106.- 107 longer in our polystyrene matrix studies)

and the physical environment, the qualitative agreement between these two methods

is quite good. Even coronene, which seems to have an unusually low value of Y",

gives the same relative result,

DISCUSSION

The general decrease of 7-with increasing ET shown in fig.  3 is
,„I.'.

attributed mainly to the variation in the Franck-Condon factors. The variations in 7-

displayed  by the monomethyl derivatives  of benz (a)anthracene (table  I)  on the other

hand,  do not follow the trend indicated in fig.  3. For example, the 7 and the 12

methyl derivatives of banz(a)anthracene  (BA)  have the lowest triplet energies,
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       but contrary to a prediction based on the trend in fig. 3, these two compounds exhibit

the  lowest 7, rather  than the highest  T  .   4 -Inethyl  BA  has the highest ET value,
but also the highest value of 7-. We therefore conclude that the variation in Tfor this

family of compounds is not due to Franck-Condon factors, which in any case should be

small since the variation in ET   does not exceed 0.10 ev<  8006-  ). We interpret

these variations in  7- as being due to the electronic matrix elements and the evidence

supporting this conclusion will now be considered.

The 6, 7,  8 and 12 positions of BA generally have high electron densities

and therefore are considered to be the reactive positions of this molecule.  9  When

these regions of high electron density are blocked· by a CH3- group,  7- is lower than in

the other cases when regions of lower electron densities are blocked. This result

points out the electrophilic nature of the oxygen attack in the quenching process. Since

the   reduction: in  4- is partial  when  the  6, 7,   8  or 12 positions are blocked, the oxygen

molecule must interact with the aromatic hydrocarbon at other sites on the aromatic

skeleton (where the electron density is lower) as well. Since the bond length in oxygen

is. somewhat smaller  than  a C-C distance  in the aromatic,   it may be assumed that

the okerall electronic matrix element for quenching is the sum over all possible

interaction sites between the small 02 molecule and the aromatic molecule. A crude

estiniate· of the relative reactivities of the different positions can be made from the

experimental data. For simplicity, we shall approximate the contribution to  7-  of the
.....

most  reactive  6,   7,   8  and 12 positions by their average    13     ,   and that  of all other

(lower electron density) sites by R     . The quenching constant is then  7- 3 4 p  + ·2(2     ,

where     is the number of active carbon sites which lies in the range of 12-14.   An in-

active site is defined as the site at which the electron density is negligible. Calculations

of the orbital coefficients by the INDO or ..Hruikel methods indicate that there are at least

two carbon atom sites in BA which have a negligibly small electron density as compared
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to the other sites.  If one further assumes that hli attached CH3-grolip completely

deactivates the site on the ring to which it is attached, one can write using the data
-

in Table I, 3 3  49(04      =0.21,  and   9- +(« -·1  -0.26.    Depending upon which value

of      Z is chosen, the ratio of  4-/2      lies in the range of 13-15.   Thus,  it is

possible to conclude that on the average, the reactivity at 6,  7,8 and 12 positions

is about one order of magnitude higher than at positions of lower electron density

on the aromatic skeleton.

A more quantitative comparison between    Y and electron densities on the

aromatic molecule can be made by determining the explicit dependence of the

electronic matrix elements on the molecular orbital coefficients which we have
12

calculated by the INDO method for the excited triplets of all the BA derivatives

studied. The theoretical expression for  T     may be written2

T = 22- 2
4 0,+Ff

(3)'.

where  F     is the Franck-Condon factor,   e the effective density of states and   (3&·r
is the electronic matrix element connecting the initial and final states of the

''

complex,    @,·  may arise either as a result of an exchange or a charge-transfer
15interaction. However, Kaufman et al have provided evidence that in solvents of

relatively low dielectric constant       (324 has little  (if any) charge-transfer character,

V/e have therefore limited ourselves to a calculation of     Ce  by the exchange

mechanism.  The initial state is Ti (M, z11,1    3     3 + -    ), and the final states are
3

(using the notation in ref. :b).  14,1 ('M, 'fi,>,4,13 'M''t) d    '14' 0 M,
I  J.

85)
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For these three final states, the transition amplitudes are

913. = 0

O,3  «c  C  0, Ck)«14)  I  rLJIT/(1) 45'U)2                                                      04

- <1(11 (  1,4(*) 1 Fii'I e(ei o>                (453

0,3     'L      (4.,lt:,T':*1  7 ;  1    4,(03*(1)2 (4c)

$ 1' is the highest bonding  and              the lowest antibonding orbital  of the aromatic  mole-r1

cule in the complex and both possess partial character of the oxygen molecular orbitals

according to
D

Ait, -St,f'[f -St, Trf
(5)

where     ly             or   St 4,        are  the  overlap  integrals<K£   b 4    and       f          are  the
unperturbed aromatic molecular arbitals.

10 A, Ae Al
P-c +  Z  C,i It,C

(11        =      l,   P       +     4 8        6                41  1 4 z
(6a)

(12, e Cl  get Cr pp + 1,(4' 83 (6b)

.       An 0 1,2
where pc indicate 2p carbon atomic orbitals  and the  C n and  C in   indicate the INDO

molecular orbital coefficients. Because the oxygen molecule is too small to interact

effectively with more than one or two carbon atoms at a time (we have neglected

simultaneous interaction with more than two carbon atoms),  we have divided the basic

set in (6) into an interacting and a non-interacting (m, n 2.3) set in calculating    .
In the Huckel approximation, the carbon atoms can be divided into a starred and an

14  and in that case  Cl  =  C l  and Cl  =  C21.unstarred set of carbon atoms

We note that @    =0   i. e. the transition to a final state in which oxygen
12   '

is in its      'E  state is forbidden by the exchange mechanism 2b.   This  aspect is

discussed in more detail by Kaufman and Gijzeman. 15 G andB' were evaluated
\ 13 '13
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I

2
by substituting (5) - (6) and the explicit expressions for the oxygen orbitals    into (4).

16
Furthermore, the Mulliken approximation was applied to the atomic integrals.

The results are

0,3 4  ED,c-'.cto«]£5;(<P'(100(15-IFQJFTi) F»+<F;lk)pilkjr':15'lt)&71)21  w,®

....

9(< (10  flle)11<' 1  Pele)FIED + <5'(t) Ff(19L r-' 1  871)  lilt),3  £*1   ,=3
U.-\3

182 1                           (785

Ff, +EC.' C;I,-cici'J  %-< p'(© fl©I rili'l F'Le) p»

+  U.Ult) exte l ed I py'(0 4«to> i S,Sy «)                             ('b,

where  P     (i  = x, y)  are the oxygen atomic orbitals  and S  is the #**1%#tm&#R overlap

/  Cl    O \ ard 49 art
integral   <P       P, pnd Wle) **4 geometric facto*which 8*e functionsof the

relative orientation of the c-c and 0-0 axes. In deriving (7), the assumption was made

that each oxygen atom interacts strongly with a carbon atom next to it,  and that the

interaction of this oxygen atom with the second carbon atom id negligible in comparison.
17

The explicit dependence of 7 on the INDO coefficients and those on
1 -1 1  -1 2

electron density is shown to be proportional  to [Cl  Cl       +   0    0       1      - which applies,
2 2  '

for example, when the c-c and 0-0 axes are lined up as in fig. 4a (case a). If these

axes are lined up as shown in fig. 4b, the oxygen molecule essentially interacts
2

with only one carbon atom at a time and this dependence is reduced to [Chl Ill.      (case b).'1 1'

In attempting a quantitative correlation between Y'and the coefficients, we assume that

Q CH-
in case (a) :3 group at the 7 position, for example, deactivates the 7-17 :and 7-19

bond regions (see fig.  1 for these designations).   In case (b) on the other hand, only the

7 position is unavailable for interaction with oxygen. The overall quenching constant

should therefore be propoitional to the  "available"electron densities
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1      -1 \ A  |  7   - | )2
I          Y'g   Flc!, CI'i C.ICJ )'-  -2.(C„t C.,-'4C„,-= ,(86)

1\ .
all bonds 2 bonds

near position n

or

12
/3   ,    C    ./ 12;     1 F i  /, -i j (8b)

Y 4   2.(-c,· C.  / --  (_ Llt  C+41 J
l=l

for cases  (a) and (b) respectively. The index n denotes the carbon atom to which

the methyl group is attached. The quantities in (8) have been calculated using the

INDO coefficients for each molecule and are plotted as a function of   r in fig.  4.

A rough correlation between the "available" electron densities  and      )'' is obtained
2

for both cases. The quenching constant     F , however,   does not depend on       it

alone,  but also on F . This factor is expected to be higher for the 7 and 12 derivatives

because of their lower ET value. Therefore the  for these two compounds, after

correction for the Ff factor, should be moved downward as indicated in fig. 4,

which would improve the correlation somewhat, since it is really Y FF , rather

thanr, which should be proportional to   3,*   . No explanation can be offered for

the fact that 4-methyl BA shows an abnormally small "available" electron density as

compared to its large value of   .

SOME COMPARISONS WITH CHEMICAL

REACTIVITIES AND BIOLOGICAL

ACTIVITY

18Newman and Otsuka have measured the relative rates of reaction of molcic

anhydride with all of the monometbyl derivatives of BA. Maleic anhydride undergoes
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an addition reaction across the 7 and 12 sites of the central BA ring and the reactivity is

greatly enhanced when the CH3- groups are at these positions. A methyl group enhances

the electron density at the carbon atom to which it is attached. If there are no steric

effects, the reactivity of these sites in electrophilic reactions should be increased upon

methyl substitution. In oxygen quenching, the rate constant is reduced when there is a

methyl group at the 7 or 12 positions, which shows that in the intermediate collision

complex, the oxygen molecule does not attach itself across the central ring to the

7 and 12 carbon atoms (as is the case in some peroxides), The reactivity of BA towards

ozone  is also reduced when there are CH3-groups  at the.7  and 12 positions, since  the
19yield of the transannular ozonide is reduced.

It is well known that niethyl groups attached at certain sites of the BA

nucleus confer a high degree of carcinogenicity to this compound which is otherwise

inactive.   The 6, 7, 8 and 12 monomethyl derivatives are carcinogenic while the others

20are inactive. The carcjnogenic derivatives are precisely the ones which are least

reactive in the oxygen quenching process (table I). INDO calculations show that the

electron densities are the highest at the 6, 7, 8 and 12 positions for both the ground.

state (which is presumably the reactive species in carcinogenesis) and the excited

triplet states. Thus their reactivities in electrophilic reaction should be similar.

Since the most carcinogenic derivatives are the least reactive (table I), it is possible

that the steric blockage of the most reactive positions prevents detoxifying reactions

lavivo, in which the compounds which are· potentially carcinogenic, are converted to
21harmless metabolites.

Another biological effect in which these compounds are active is the

22
photodynamic effect    .   In this effect the combination of light, aromatic hydrocarbon

and oxygen ia lethal to organisms such as para.mecium.  It is believed that the lethal

agent is singlet oxygen which is generated by quenching of the photoexcited aromatic

22
hydrocarbon triplets by oxygen. Epstein et al have shown that there is a statistical
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correlation between the carcinogenicity and photodynamic activity of a large number of
23aromatic hydrocarbons. However, the monomethyl derivatives studied by Epstein

did not fit this trend, since the most carcinogenic 7 and 12 derivatives exhibited the

lowest photodynamic activity. 721**%39 1he result may be understood in terms of the

data given in table I. Simple kinetic considerations show that the steady-state singlet

oxygen concentration due to the quenching reaction (1) is proportional to iP'ls  , in the

limit when the actual triplet lifetimetis not dominated by the oxygen quenching,  i. e.,

the second term in (2). Since both 7- and 2f are the smallest for the photodynamically

least active  7  and 12 derivatives, the results of Epstein  et  al are readily understood  in

terms of the singlet oxygen mechanism of the photodynamic effect.
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Table I. Lifetime in vacuum  i  ), oxygen quenching constant  ( 11, and triplet energy
levels   (ET) of monomethyl derivatives 'of  benz (a)anthracene  (BA).

. . * E -1 **r -1  -1      F     -1      T, cm
'S, sec, , i u sec 'T, cm

.

BA
0.24 0.24 16,650+50 16,500

4-Methyl BA 0.27 0.28 16,690770 16,670
3-Methyl BA 0.25 0.26 16,580+80 16,720
2- Methyl BA 0.23 0.25 16,530+ 60 16,640

11- Methyl BA 0.24 0.26 16, 450+80 16,780
8-Methyl BA 0.23         ' 0.23 16,500+60 16,650
6-Methyl BA 0.26 0.21 16, 740+ 80 16,980
7- Methyl BA 0.15 0.20 16,080+-70 16,310

12-Methyl BA 0.078 0.19 15,920190 16,260

*
In polystyrene at 2980K

**
Isopentane-methyl cyclohexane rigid glass at 77'K; M. M. Moodie and C. Reid,
J. Chem.  Phys.  22,252 (1954)

i

.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Phosphorescence Spectra of the 4,7,8, and 12 monomethyl derivatives        *,
of benz(a)anthracene in a polystyrene matrix at 298'K.(Uncorrected for photo-
multiplier tube and monochromator response.)

Figure 2:Reciprocal phosphorescence lifetimes of 2-methyl and 12-methyl

benz(a)anthracene as a function of oxygen pressure ( polystyrene matrix, 298'K)·.

Figure 3: The oxygen quenching constant 7' in relative units as a function of
triplet energy of different aromatics ( N-naphthalene, Co-coronene, Ch-chrysene,
P-pyrene, D-a,h-dibenzanthracene, BA-benz (a) anthracene,A-anthracene) . & -this
work, solid polystyrene matrix, 0 -hexane( Kaufmad, Porter abd Gijzeman,  ref.  7),
0 -  benzene, (ref.  7), + -cyclohexane, ( Patterson,Porter and Topp,  ref.  6).

4 4The solution values of 1/ are reported in units of lit  mole sec ,· while the
polystyrene values  (6) are reported in units of micro secl. . The plot was conse
tructed by multiplying the numerical chrysene value (A) by 8.66, i.e. normal-
izing  the Y' values in polystyrene  and the liquids  to  that of chrysene  ,  and
expressing all other values of '7' relative to that of chrysene.
Figure 4: Plots of the measured oxygen quenching constant Y of benz(a)anthra-
cene and its monomethyl derivatives as a function of the "available" electron F

density according to equations 8a (A) and 8b (B). Inserts show two possible

relative orientations of the oxygen molecule (0-0) relative to a carbon-

carbon· bond.
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' APPENDIX II A 8(c)

Mechanisms of Quenching of Triplet Excited States

of Aromatic Hydrocarbons by Oxygen and
Nitric Oxide

A. Oxygen-

Molecular oxygen is a triplet in the ground state, but has two excited

1                                           1singlet electronics states, the 8 state 'at - 1.0 eV and the E state at

- 1.6 eV. In recent years evidence has been presented that the quenching

of photoexcited aromatic hydrocarbon triplets proceeds by partial energy

transfer to molecular oxygen in the following manner.

3  k l l l
T+0 -+S +0(b o r E)1 2 0 2

Tl is the aromatic hydrocarbon triplet. Since triplet energies are typi-

 

cally in the region of 1.9 - 2.6 eV, the excess energy  AE = E(Tl) -

E<102'18 or E)  is taken up by the vibrations of the aromatic hydrocarbon,

generating a vibrationally excited ground state singlet S .  In this model,

the quenching rate constant k is expected to decrease with increasing AE

because the Franck-Condon factor F becomes smaller.

Experimentally the quenching constant k is determined from Stern-

Volmer  plots according to

1  -   71.-  -'   k    [02]0

where T  is the triplet lifetime in vacuum and T  the measured triplet
0

lifetime at the oxygen pressure [02].  Theoretically, k depends on an elec-

tronic matrix element J, the Franck-Condon factor F and a density of states

factor p.  The latter is taken to be equal to the width of a typical vibron-

ic level and is usually taken to be approximately constant over reasonably



2

narrow ranges of AE.  According to the golden rule we may write

2   2k =  h-  J Fp

We measured k for a series of hydrocarbons and present the data in

Figure 1.

3.0 . anthracene

Relative
4               -42„) obenz(a)anthracene

A.V
epyrene

0 a,h-dibenzanthracene

echrysene#.0
* naphthalene

e coronene

1 8 9 1 8
P

1.5 2.0 1.5 3.0

ST,eV C=<aE)
Figure 1.  Oxygen quenching constant k as a function of triplet energyof aromatic hydrocarbons.

The results in Figure 1 indicate that F is the dominant factor in

determining the magnitude of k.  However, the molecule coronene exhibits              i

an unusually small quenching constant, significantly smaller than predicted
by the variation of F with AE.  This may be due to the effect of electronic          i

W

matrix elements. i1

1

1
t

- -IrIt'

1
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In order to examine specifically the effects of electronic factors

in determining the efficiency of quenching by oxygen we investigated k for

a series of methylated benz(a)anthracenes, where structure is.given: below

2.

1           3                                           -- -

1, 11 1 1
to I»3/ 2.' -CH3 group at different sites

.....-.

L 1 1 Jr9 v y V
.8   7   G

We investigated the quenching constants for the 2,3,4,6,7,8,11 and 12

monomethyl derivatives, as well as the 6,8 and 7,12 dimethyl derivatives.

With the exception of the last compound (which is nonplanar) the variations

in ET as a function of the positions of the methyl group are minor, and

the variations in F are therefore relatively unimportant.  The following

results for k were obtained:

2.20
-2.2.5 k as a function

*

2.2 It 1.66                                                                   1
1.41 -CH3 group at indicated positions

2.03 1.73 i.lz
(BA) benz(a)anthracene (no -CH3) groups: ...2.10

.....    -

6,8-dimethyl BA .......................2.00

7,12-dimethyl BA ......................1.78

All the k's are in relative units and we note that when the regions

of heaviest electron density (the L region indicated by heavy dots, and the
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K region by the heavy bar) have a -CH3 methyl group attached, the relative

quenching constant is lower.  We interpret these results as follows:

(1) Oxygen is capable of interacting with the aromatic hydrocarbon at all

sites of the ring system;

(2) The interaction is electrophilic in nature, regions of high electron

densities being favored;

(3) The variation in k with the different methyl derivatives is due to

variation in J;

(4) In benz(a)anthracene itself, the reactivity of the K and L region car-

bon atoms is approximately 7-10 greate  than at any of the other sites

of the aromatic ring.

B. Nitric Oxide

Unlike molecular oxygen, nitric oxide does not have any low-lying

electronic levels. The lowest existed electronic level of NO is at - 5.5 eV.

t Therefore, the energy transfer mechanism of quenching is unlikely, and be-

cause of unfavorable Franck-Condon factors, most of the triplet excitation

energy is expected to reamin on the aromatic hydrocarbon.  These considera-

tions indicate that k for NO should be much lower than for 0 .
2

We have determined relative quenching constants for coronene, chry-

sene and a,h-dibenzanthracene.  With coronene the data was ambiguous, but

the quenching efficiency with NO is at least ten times less'than.with 02.

With the other two compounds the following results were obtained:

k(02)/k(NO)

chrysene - 12

a,h-dibenzanthracene - 220
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Thus, quenching by NO is indeed much less efficient than with 02.

With quenching ·by oxygen, k(02) decreased with increasing ET.  With
NO, however, our preliminary'data shows that for chrysene k (NO3 -is 6.8

times greater than forJa,h-dibenzanthracene (DBA), even though ET(DBA) =

2.3 eV and ET(CHRYS) = 2.5 eV.

This phenomenon may be due to a charge-transfer interaction in the

NO-aromatic cemplex.  The charge-transfer interaction is expected to in-

crease as the energy gap AE =L-E T decreases, where I i s the ionization

potential of the aromatic.  However, more measurements on k(NO) would have

to be made.with different compounds to lend validity to this tentative

conclusion.

This work was supported by the Petroleum Research Foundation and

Environmental Protection Agency.
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EPR OF TRIPLET EXCIl'ONS IN TETRACENE CRYSTALS:
SPIN POLARIZATION AND TI·IE ROLE OF SINGLET EXCITON FISSION

L. YARMUS, J. ROSENTHAL:ind M. CHOPP*
Depart,ne„t of Physics, New York  University, New  York, New  York  10003, USA

Received 12 Jutic 1972

The room temperature electron paraniagiletic resollance slicclruni of triplet exciloils in single-crystal tetraccile is
reported.lrroln experiments pei formedat 24 Gl·izlhecxcitonspin haloillonian, 3('1' = gNi .S + D- ts#* - fs.(S + 1)1
+ E*iS : - S,2,* j. is fit to tl,c measured angular dependeiic(: in the a'b plane. i he spin hatiiillonian paraineters are.

g = 2.002, D* - -0.0062 cm-1, and E* = +0.0248 + 0.0005 cni-'. Extensive spiti polarization and em ission have
been observed and are attributed to the formation of the triplet population froni singlet excit6n fission.

1. Introduction the theory. Later, iii a more extensive series of experi-
metits; Haarer and Wolf [4] added the naphthalcne

--< The first systematic investigation into the possibil- spectru,11 to tlie anthracene results. Thi,s, at the be-
.. C . ity of observing electron spin resonance of triplet ex- ginxihig of Gui experiments, tlic latter two systcins

citoll states in molecular crystals was made by Stern- were tlic only such inolecular crystals iii which triplet
licht and McConnell $. Probing the essential differ- exciton magrietic resonance had beeii obsen,ed.
ences between the spectra of exciton states and ex- We report heR pieliniinary obsen,atioii of the niag:
cited, isolated molecules, they showed that a chat'ac- netic resonance spectrum .of triplet excitons iii single-
teristic excitoi, spectrum may occur when the inter- crysta] tetraccne. The choice of tetraccne is motivated

:

action between translationally in:quivalent molecitles by several considerations. Its position in tlie poly-
(Davydov splitting) is much greater than the internal accne series cleally suggests it as an appropriate sys-
interactions of the spin system (i.c., the zero-field tem of study to follow the anthracene atid naphtha-
splitting). Tlie averaging process that arises fr.0111 i'no: · lene experiments. 1ts structure is knowii [5] . While it
tion among incquivalent sites produces only two lines has not been studied as extensively as tile latter two
and suppresses tlie appearance of hyperfine structure. crystals, a corpus of literature on the dynamics of its
Although the iii fluctice of inequivalent sites is essen- triplet exciton state is growing. Thcie are, however,

1             tial, it is present inferenti:lily in tliat the spin hamil- formidable difficulties for the resonance experiment.
i tonian for the exciton niay be deduced from a knowl- Sitigle crystals with tlie size, purity, and quality that
#                 edge of bot]i flic hamiltonian for tlic individual inole- are coimnoil for :lilthracene and ilaphthaletic are 1101

cute and tlie molecular orientatioiis in the crystal. available. The triplet lifetime, reported [6] variously
. In an iniportant pioneerilig effort Haarer et al. [3] in the range of 50-100 usec, compares very unfavoT-

observed a resonance spectrum in single-crystal anthra- ably witli that of anthracene which is of the order of
cene and conseqi,ently provided stiong support for . 10 msec and with tliat of naplithalene wliicli is an or-

der of magnitude still longer. The single fact that SU g-
gested tlie possibility of observing a magnetic resonance+ NDEA Title IV Fellow.
Spectrum and ultitilately lead to tile success reported$ In a postsclipt the autliors refer to a paper by Deigen and

Pekar 121 in wilicll the vailishing of nuclear h )'perfiile st.ruc- here is the very higli efficiency of triplet production
ture in paramagiletic exciton states h:id been pointed out. (almost 1 00%) that results frorn excitation into th:
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9              first excited singlet band. ']'he singlet cxciton so Rro-
duced decaysinto two triplet excitions [7] il, a thermal-:

i                    ly activated process that hasiloW bccoine,Rnown as sin- B.85\e TETRACENE :o b PLANE

g l e t e x c i t o n fissio„ [8,9]:·We sliall see  iliat fission
plays a major role iii the experinielits reported here. 8.7 -

8.6 -

2. Expetiniental
7 8.5 -
=
..
0

The specti um was determined at room temperature     f 8.4 -
with a 24 GHz spectromet r that employs 100 kHz         - .

Ifield inodwlation for crystal-video detection. For mi-
8.3 -

crowave powers of 5 niW alid a time collstant of 1 sec,
the minimum detectable nuniber of spitis is of the or- 8.2 -

der.of 1010 per gauss linewidth. The exciton spec· o Absorption

o Emissiontrum was obtained by tising tile double modulation 8.1  -

technique that proved important in tile experhnents
ofliaarer and \\'o! f [4]. This modification cotisists

20 40
60             80           too           120            1 4 0          1 6 0            1 6 0

simply in chol,ping the exciting radiation at ati op-
O'axis b axispropriate frequeticy (90 Hz hi the present work) and

e idegrees)1              phase detecting in sequence the field and optical mo- Fig. 1.. Anglilar depeiidence of tlie triplet exciton EPR spec-dulation compoilents. A single crystalT, approximate- trilm of single-crystal letracenc in the a'b 1)lane. Data taken.

hz,3, li' 3 mm X 2 min X 0.15 mm, mounted on a quartz at 300'K with frequency of 24 GHz. Solid Pircles indicate»...:4

light pipe, atid oriented 6ptically*, was used in this eiiiission, open circles absorption.             experiment. The radiation souice was a 1000 walt
                 Hg-Xe lanip (Ii:novia 977-B]) followed by a watei determined transitiotis are shown in fig. 1. An excep.

. .:-1 heat filter and an interference filter (Ealing-TFP) to tional novelty of tlie spectrum is the presence of spin

·               select a wavelcngth that
would provide uniforii, cxci- polarization througliout. in fact, over an interval indi-

1              ·lation of tlie cr>'stal. Both 3660 and 4360 A filters cated iii tlie figure, one member of the spectral pair is
.2              were used. '

emissive, and fig. 2 shows an example of such a pair.1                                                                                              It should be noted that, to within our angular resolu-
i tidn, the disappearatice of emission occurS at the

3. Experimental results cross-overs of the tratisitions. We shall return to a dis-
cussion of these issues.

The resonalice spectrum was examined only with ·Tlie justification for attributing the observed reso-11             the static magnetic field in tlie a'b plane, the plane of nancek· to·triplet excit;ins is·strong. 7.'he lines are liglit-the actual crystal. Limitation to a single plaiic results sensitive, oilly two in number, and sliow no discern-
i from  the  currelit experilnentai· geeme try ;i t presents ible hyperfine structure. Furtherinore, the intensityno barrier to interpretation. No systematic investiga- of tlie lines is consisteilt with tlie anticipated steady-

tion of saturation properties or linewidths has been state population and the known sensitivity of tliei                inade, althougli the latter, varying soniewhat, remaiti spectrometer.
in the neighborhood of 5 gauss. The experimentally According to tlie theory of Sternlicht and·

McCoililcll [l], the triplet exciton spectrum for mo-
lecular crystals sliould satisfy a spin hanii]tonian oft The crystal was kindly tent to us by M. Pope. Wc utider- tlie formstand tliat the original owner was Dr. 1-1. Bissler to whom

we are indirectly grateful.
4- A slight dispa rity between optic :ind crystallograpliic b 1<*  =  gBII· S + D*[S22* _  SCS+1)] 1·E*[S'2* - 32.1axes isa point of coinme;it iti ref, 1 81 y          (1)
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trum is fit to first order. The molecular parmiicters,
D and E, are given in table I where ValliCS for naplitha-TETRACENE :  2 b  PLANE Icne and anthraceile arc slio\,il for comparisoli. Al-

j                                      0 = 40° from O'oxis though ilic present alialysis only itilplies Iliat the sigils
are opposite, we sliall sce Jater that the cinissive char-                 '·'

9                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 6acter of the spectruin allows.us 10 deterinine the ac-
1 h'/' tual signs. Values for letracene may be compared with

6

1 .., i 069$1 A  . :,  ;  # '4 D t , . · ,4- lJ. e .i  : B f f..9,P.ik.
the molecular calculations of Brinen and Or.off [10] 0:                1

1.:..64*4'*'li : f*11 r,·'.l t.;It ),-ft'  ':11.3 i. . i;:.fi                                        D(theor) = +0.063 cin-' ;E(theor)= -0.004.6 cin-1.              E4                                                                                Diagonaliziiig the spin hainiltonian expressed ill tile
a'b axes yields the values of D*  and E' given in table
1. The princil,il axes of the· cxciton· filie structure ten-

:

1
8.3 8.6 .- sor ate specified by ilic direction cosines in tlic lilatrix

' k G        k G

X* .   f    Z :!:

.i

1      ·'           .Fig. 2. A typical example ot an emission-absorption pair ir, a' 0.9634 0.2634 70.0372 'y                  the EPR spedtruinof si,igle-crystaltetracene. The high-field                                                                                         1
line is einissive. Data taken at 300 K. and 24 G}k. Vertical b -0.0269 0.2463

,

0.9714- litie iiidicates discontitiliity iii magnetic field value.

1·

i             This is the saine form as the spin hamiltoniaii (with-
c' 0.2663 -0.9330 0.2390 

14            out hyperfine structure) for an excited molecular tiip- Tliesc directions make the z* axis closest to the b axis,1

LY...3 1ct state. 7716 zero- field splitting parameters and piiii- consistetit with the ide,itity of these axes for anthra-
/35             cipal axes of tlic exciton #Tne-strticture teiisor are cene and the neai identity of crystal sti'licture for the6. starred to maintain explicitly the difference between two mdeculcs.

1 tlic·two cases. The above hamiltonian re.Ilects the                                                                                                      i
               co,stal synimetry while that for the isolated molecule

-                  reflects, of course, the molecular symmetry. A minor 4. Discussion
probleni exists in fitting the spectruin to tlie hamilto-

5

,

nian because of its triclinic crystal syninietry (al- The character of tlic spectral lines undergoes dra-.:

1            thougli the symmetry is triclinic, tlic departure froin matic variation with chalige of angle in the a'b plane.1 monoclinic is sliglit). The source of the difficulty is The emission noted in fig. 1 in the regio11 flankitig the'

seen if we make comparison with antliracene, a niono- cross·over points gives way to two absorprive but
1             clinic structure, in whicli the b axis cali be identified spiti-polarized lines iii the interval between. Ititcrest-

as a principal axis of tile fiiic.-structure hamiltonian. ingly, tile polarization appears to vanish in the cent'ral
For tetracene no principal axis is present in tile plane region, i.e., around 8 = 90'. Clearly tile conlpeting

1.              of observation. Tlie problem is met, in the spirit of the dynatiiic processes ivliicli produce tile distiiictive
Sternlicht-McConnell theory, by noting that JIN' is traits o f tliese  transitions must vaty considerably
derived frbm the molecular spin hamiltonian: - across the spectrum.

Optical electroi, spin polarization has become re-
JC*=· (J{'A+JIB) , (2) cognized asa universal property of orgallic triplet mo-i lecular stites, a fact tonfirnied by 3 number of recentwhere A and B represent the two incquivalclit mole-
cules. Tratisforming froin the knowil i. priticip:11 axes experiii,ents Ill]. These researches have. probed the
at the A atid B sites to axes in thea'b plane, the spec- various selective populating and depopuliting mech-

\

t The long, short, and perpendicular axes of the molectile are
the x, y, and z axes, respectively, of the molecul,1-r l'inc Strlic.-

t Only tile theoretical value of D is given in this re ference.
The vallie of E is noted as a private cotiimunication from

         ref. fsJ.
turc hatiintoi,iaii. The molecular orientations are given in

Orloff in Geacintov et al.  IS j.
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, Table l
Spin hamiltoliian parameters for triplet excitons and excited molecular triplet slites

Naphthalene 141·, Anthr:iccne 141 7'elf:icenc Ithis \\orl. 1

D (cm-') +0.0967 (.)0.0694 + 0.0005 +0.0520 +0.0005E (cm-1) -0.0159 (:)0.00836 - 0.0052D¥ (cni-1) .-0.0028 + 0.0002 (5)0.()0575 -0.0062E" (cm-') ·f0.0474 f 0.0002 (t)0.0330 2 0.0002 +0.0248 i 0.0005
B                                                                                                                                                            2.002

gx *:   2.0031       i   0.0003
gl.*: 2.0035  + 0.0003

anisins whicli lead to sucli a non-equilibrium colidi-
tion..The preseiit work (and tile naphthaleile results dizild 1  =  ai -.Bill i +  L.,(iv ..,1.-  w ..11 )

r-\

of Haarer and Wolf [4] implies that the property ex-                                                                                         3
j*i J' 1  11

tends to triplet excitoii states in molecular ch,stals.
The selective mechanisms, however, may be different. - Ey,·i"in/.   0.= 1,2,3),            (3)
For the tetracene triplet exciton. selectivity in popu-

j

lation is located in the fission process, wliereas depop- where ni is the toncentratioii of triplet excitotis in
ulation occurs througli 1110nomolecular aiid bimolec- tlic itli Zeem:in state, 0, is the source term and A- theular (fusion).annihilatiot, processes. By clioositig ati mononiolecular decay rate. Tlie spill relaxation mech-appropriate magnetic field it is possible to prepare 3,1ism is preselit in ihe transitio i probabilities li,i/'.the angular momentum ch31'acier of the pair St:ile that The fusion process iii which excito,is in the /th state-h
results froin the fission. 1'111ls, a prerequisite for spin anniliilate those in the itli occurs with a rate constant.--1

.,.3  -, j polarization exists since, except for the two cross- Tij' hi principle tlie angzilar dependetice of ai and 7,·1·£W / over points, the intermediate 10>-level is inore delisely may be deduced froin existing theory [12,13] . Thepopulated by this mechanism than the outer 1+1>- and relaxation rates for tetracene arc not presently avail-
1- 1>-levels (using The higli-field representation). This able from either expdritnent or a satisfactory theory.is discussed ftirther by Swenberg et al. [ 12]. We are hopefiil tliat a careful correlation betweenAt thjs tinie, 01113' some tentative remarks can be measured spin polarization ratios·alid solutions to the 4made about the effect upon tlie spectrlini of tjle var- rr.te equations will produce a range of relaxatioii timesious competing populating, depopulatitig and relaxa- th at cati be tested against experiinent.
lion mechanisms. Jn the emissive region spill relaxa- In a single experiment to test the role of fission intion must not be too rapid. lt is likely that it doesiii- the population process, we attempted to observe re.
crease aild suppresses enlission in the interval beyond sonaiice lines by creating the exciton populationthe cross-over (60' and greatcrin fig. 1).Iii fact it tlirough direct sitiglet-triplet absorption. This prelim-may beconie much illole rapid iii the 90' region inary attempt was unsuccessful. Although we  wouldwhere little spin polarization is observed. The possibil- have expected a difference iii the character of the
ity of extcilsive change in tile relaxation rate across a lines at a given orientation for the two forms of exci-90' interval is supported by the saturatioil ineasure- tation, the possibility of creating spin polarizatioii
ments of 7'J  for ai,thracctic 14]. The siiiiple consider- even under direct excitation is tiot unlikely. Swenberg
ations i,resctited here must, of course, be qualified by et al. [ 12] sliow that selective population is possiblerecogilizi,ig tlic role of the biiliolecular depopulating in this cak also, a result whid, is general and not re-
mechailism since the conceiltratioll of triplets is of· stricted to tetraccne. These ititeresting possibilitiesthe order of 1014/cm). are being eXatiiined utider inore suitable conditions\ A tiiorc qumititative exainination of tlic present of excitatioti atid detectioti.
results requires a solution  of the  relevalit·rate equa- We have lioted earlier the abrlipt change from cinis-tions. These liave the foriii sion to'absorptioii at tlic cross-over points of the spec-
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trum. While it is dcubtful that the location of illis Geacintov for introduciiig us to the probleins of nio-
transition is merc coincidetice, none of our qu,nlitative 1:cular crystals and exciton fissioli iii many hours of
arguni:Jits account for it. 10 offer direction for spec- patient instrtictiort. The foinier's elithusiastic eilcour-.
ulation,.we.niight remitrktliat at these pi,ints the en- agement was particularly instrumental in our clecisioti
ergy levels are equidistant, satisfying a cotidiiion for to atte npt the present experimelit. Mr. A. Narbut
cross-relaxation [141 and, thus, an enhanced cquili- ably assisted in tile preparation of the diagr.ims. One
bration. This question, too, may be illumi,iated by of us (M.C.) wit;lics to acknowledge the kind loaii bythe results of direc, singler-·triplet excitation. D. Haarer of his dissertation. This work was supported

The fission process in letracene yields yet another iii part by an Atomic Energy Commission grant to the
interestitig result. Since, as shown by Swenberg et al. Radiation and Solid State Laboratory, New York Uni-
[12] eiiiission occurs froii, the 10>-level, we may iden- versity.
tify the Zect'nan state of each transition iii fig.  1  and
therefore determine the sign of D (and lience E). The
identification is consistelit only with a positive value
of D, as required theoretically [10] .
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Appendix II A 9 (b)
0
f Electron Paramagnetic Resonance of Triplet Excitons

in Organic Molecular Crystals.

An extensive examination of the paramagnetic resonance spectrum of

triplet elcitons in crystalline tetracene has been undertaken successful-
ly.

Experiments have been p,e:r.formed at room. temperature with· a high-

sensitivity K-band spectrometer. Using both
' laser and mercury lamp  ex-

citation, sufficient triplet exciton population was attained by singlet

exciton fission to allow a complete diaracterization of the spectrum in

the cleavage plane of tetracene.  The lines are narrow (2-4 gauss), sat-

urable, and sufficiently intense t.o permit reliable line-shape studies.
7lle spectrum has been fit to a spin Hamiltonian that is in good agree-

9,>

-ment with · that deduced from magnetic  field studies  of prompt fluorescence

performed earlier in this laboratory.  Most striking, however, has been

the  observation of spin polarization throughout the plane of observation.
In some regions of the spectrum the polarization. is sufficiently intense

to produce stimulated emission from one line of th6 two-line spectrum.

The spin polarization has now been observed in two separate Cry-

stals although the regions of emission do not coincide in the two.  This

discrepancy reveals the codplexity of the   mechanism   that   ultimately   pro-

duces an observable non-equilibrium spin state. An essential ingredient

is the·initial, selective population that arises from the spin-conserving

fission process in which the triplets   are.  created.      This   is   accompanied
.-,

by an appropriate superposition of monomolecular (lifetime) and bimole-
4

cular (annihilation) depopulating events and spin relaxation, the latter



\

8

-2-,

two of which are known to be angular-dependent.  In an attempt to unravel

the.relative importance of these various processes, we are studying the

appropriate rate equations.

Conceived as a pilot program, this investigation shows conclusively

the feasibility of resonance Atudies of short-lived, excited states of

small, or-ganic crystals. In. particular, the work has un.covered the ex-

istence of an unexpected degree of departute from thermal equilibrium

that arises in singlet exciton fission.  Given the liklihood that fis-

sion is a general decay process, confirmed recently by the identification

o f optically-induced fission in anthracene,  (see  II A 2), this result

assumes special significance.

A preliminary report of this researc]1 has appeared.2

Preliminary experiments on single-crystal pyren.e have produced an
ra41 identifiable resonance spectrum. We have observed. a very rapid change

in line shape and intensity that is not presently explicable. That is,

a strong resonance is observed with magnetic field directed along either

the a or b crystallographic axis but a 3-40 .departure from these dir-
- -

ections is sufficient to reduce the signal below sensitivity. Although          -

t]ie   issue  has  not been ·pursued suffi ciently, our speculations focus

at present on the unusually small Davydov splitting as a possible source

of this anomalous behavior.

.,
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON DELAYED FLUORESCENCE FROM PYRENE CRYSTALSiT

L. Yarmus, C. Swenberg, and J. RosenthalPhysics Department and Radiation and Solid State Laboratory
New York University

New York, N.Y. 10003, U.S.A.

and

S. Arnold
Physics Department.   <Queens College of tlie City University of New York

Flusliing, New York 113'67, U.S.A.

Abstract

The dependence of delayed fluorescence from pyrene crystals on
magnetic field is analyzed in terms of the exciton-pair model of
Merrifield.  The applicability of this model to the investigation

of triplet excimers is suggested.

.
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L. Yarmus et al

Magnetic field dependence of the delayed fluorescence from
molecular crystals has proved fruitful for the understanding of triplet
exciton dynamics [1].  The present state of that understanding is
16cated in the analysis of anthracene by Johnson and Merrifield [2] and
the subsequent efforts of Suna [3] to probe the fundamental assumptions
of the Merrifield theory. Motivated to test the tlieory on a second\

system, we have undertaken· a study of the field-dependent delayed
fluorescence in pyrene single.crystals and report here our preliminary
results.  Several immediate reasons suggest pyrene as a candidate for
this test.  A reliable crystal structure is known; high-purity single

cryitals are ·available; "and, of course, as a simple aromatic hydro-
carbon it offers a model system.  A more specific reason, however, is

:

the established presence of ·both fluorescent [4] and phosphorescent

2-- [5] excimer emission from pyrene.  It is of some importance to deter-
mine whether or not magnetic field studies can elucidate any aspect of

.. 1 the excimer state.

The pyrene crystals, grown from purified material by the

Bridgman method, exhibited triplet lifetimes of 5-6 msec. Triplet

excitons were produced by direct excitation and the blue fluorescence

was detected by a photomultiplier (Amperex XP 1002, S-20 cathode).

The magnetic field was produced by an automatically rotating electro-

magnet (0-13 kG.) whose instantaneous orientation determined the X-

position of the output X-Y recorder.  Fluorescence was verified to

be proportional to the square of the incident radiation intensity.
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Fig. 1 shows the angular dependence of delayed fluorescence

observed at room t.emperature, for the case in which the magnetic

field .is rotated in the bc' plane with the field magnitude fixed
at 12 kG. The indicated ,position of the b-axis is estimated ·to
be known to. f ·20, whereas the position of any point on the curve

can be estimated to an accuracy of at least 0.5'.

The experimental results can be understood by the two-state

exciton pair mechanism [2]

kl    k2*..

T + T 22
(TT)      4     S                                                                                  (1)k-                           -1

I j where SP denotes the fluorescent singlet state and the pair (TT) re- ·

· presents an intermediate correlated state of the colliding triplets

which is assumed to form, scatter, or annihilate ·at rates specified..

hy the ki.  When only variations in the triplet spin wave. functions
· are.considered, Johnson and Merrifield [2] have shown that the steady-

state solution of the pair spin density matrix equation in the high-

field limit (Zeeman interaction >> zero-field splitting) yields for

the annihilation rate

.-
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7 (w)    =   7 (0   ) - 7 (00 )    -   7 (0)
2  2                                   (2)1 t. w /8

where w is defined in terms of the energies of.the two eigenstates, of
the pair spin Hamiltonian which have a singlet component as

w = (E  - El)/k-1.  The energy difference of the pair states depends
upon orientation and D and E, the zero field'spin Hamiltonian para-

meters of the molecular triplet state and is given by

EO -E l=D   1-  3/2  (cos27l + cos272)  
(3)

-  (3/2)E  cos2al + cos2a2 -  COS2Bl  - 'COS2B2     •

The a., B., 7i (i = 1,2) denote the angles between the applied-- 1    1

magnetic field and the long, short, and normal axes, respectively,
of tlie two inequivalent molecules of the crystal [6]. Defining

a branching,ratio, k = k2/k-1, the annihilation rate at resonance,
7(0),  and  very  far from resonance,  7(co ,   and  the. line width

parameter, 8, are given by Eqs. (18), (19), and (20) of reference

[2].
4

Applying this analysis to the data of Fig. 1, the theoretical fit

».
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9   -1shown (solid circles)" holds  for k„ = 7.6 x 1 0   sec (d; 10%),„    -1
9   -1                   -1                -1k  = 3.4 x 10 sec (3 10%), D = 0.066 cm  , and E = -0.036 cm

2
..A,
'11.

These values of D and E are in excellent agreement with those de-

termined by the EPR spectrum of pyrene-d-10 diluted in single crystals

df  fluorene   [7]  and  k- 1  and  k2  are  approximately 3 times la.rger   than
their corresponding values in solid anthracene [2].

IThe. results·· of th·e present analysis, although partial,  show
clearly the validity of the pair-state theory when applied at the

level of'precision allowed by these experimental data.  A .more open

question, however, is the possibility of employing thege field-

dependent effects to probe triplet excimer states.  This depends

upon whether or not parameters determined sensitively by tliese states

....are measured with adequate precision.  The most precisely measured

number   (f  0.5°) in these experiments   is the interval between  reso-

. nances (cusps  in Fig.  1), a quantity which depends  only upon  the D/E
ratio. Calculation shows that for the bc' plane a variation of D/E

· by more  than a factor .of  two is required to produce  a cliange  in  the

above interval that is outside the limits: of our precision. Of course,
it is likely that the monomeric and dimeric triplet states of the

pyrene molecules  will have different D/E ratios,  but we have  no

knowledge of any calculations that would give a useful approximation

to the magnitude of the discrepancy.  Thus, we should conclude that

although field-dependent delayed fluorescence could well serve to  identify triplet excimers, the results reported· here for the room

7
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temperature emission from pyrene require only triplet-triplet exciton

annihilation and not excimer-excimer fusion.
-
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04.:* Figure Caption

Fig..1. Expdrimental results and theoretical' calculations (solid

cir.les) of the anisotropy of delayed fluorescence in· the-1
bc' I plane. Data taken at room teofp'(frature fo'r a fixad

magnetic field of 12,000 gauss.
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Appendix II A 10 (b)

Magnetic Field Dependence of Delayed' Fluorescence in Molecular Crystals.

Our program to explore and exploit the value of magneto-optical

studies in molecular crystals includes.a recent experimental charac-                1
.1

terization of the effect of magnetic fields on delayed fluorescence                 1

from crystalline pyrene.  Our goal·here is to probe the limits of the               i

:

.present theoretical understanding of this problem as exemplified in a

single model system. The requirements of crystal availability, purity,
li

and structural characterization are-adequately satisfied by the pyrene

system.  Beyond this, however, a recently identified triplet excimer                4

(3)
1

state offers a special attraction.

Using a motor-driven, continuously rotating magnet system with

associated optical instrumentation that provides very convenient accumu-

lation.of  data,  we· have examined delayed fluorescence in three crystallo-

graphic planes as a function of both magnetic field angle and magnitude             ·;

(0-13 kG.).  The results for high field have been shown to fit the pair-            1
S.

i

state model of Johnson and Merrifield. The main body of this work               &

is presently.being incorporated in a full analysis of line-shape des-.

I3ii

cribed in the theoretical section.

A preliminary report of this work fs presented in paper (1).                4
1

i

i

1
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APPENDIX II A 12(b)

Heterofission of Singlet States into Triplet States*

1
In a previous publication  we reported the discovery of a new ex-

citonic process called heterofission.  This process, observed in pentacene-

doped tetracene crystals, is an exciton fission process, in which a trapped

pentacene singlet exciton fissiorginto a mobile tetracene triplet  and  a

trapped pentacene triplet.  Since then more data have been coblected and

more accurate calculations have been performed using a computer.

1                    In our early calculations of the orientation of the resonances of

the magnetic field effect on the red pentacene fluorescence we mistakenly

changed the labels for the molecular site designation given by Campbell et
2

al.  The corrected calculated orientations are: A peak separation of 60'

with resonances at +13' and -47' are calculated for pentacene in site I;

for site II the peak separation is the same (60') but the resonances are

--  located at +42'  and  -18' . Experimentally we observe sharp resonances  at

+14'  and  -48',  which  agree very well with the calculated orientations -for

site I; only very weak structure appears around +45©· and -15' which are

identified with the resonances for site II, calculated to be at +42' and

-18'.

3In the case of heterofusion   the  two sets of. resonance peaks  are

              equivalent, i.e., they have the same magnitude.  Since heterofission is

1.

the reverse process to heterofusion we expected to observe the same be-

havior, but in our case the two sets of peaks have different magnitudes.

.
 This work was extracted from the Ph.D. thesis of Jose Burgos and will

be published shortly.
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One possible reason for the difference between our heterofission results

and those of heterofusion is that our crystals were heavily doped, as com-

pared with those used by Groff et al., the crystalline structure may have

been distorted enough to produce this asymmetry.  After more experiments

and calculations we come to the following conclusions:

(a) The relative magnitudes of the resonance peaks were unchanged when

crystals of different dopant concentrations were used (10 -100 ppm).

(b) The fact that the two prominent peaks·are so sharp and are found at

the calculated orientations indicates that pentacene goes substitu-

4tionally into the tetracene crystal. Since the crystals· used were

5grown under different conditions  we have no reason to believe that

this substitution could have been selective, i.e., only going into

site I. Unfortuna.tely the crys.tals are s.o..thin (5 - 30K) and .the con-

centrations of pentacene so low (10 - 100 ppm) that it· was impossible

to get accurate absorption measurements to check this.

(c) Assuming that the pentacene molecules are randomly distributed in the

tetracene lattice, i.e., both sites I and II are equally occupied,

then the asymmetry of the resonance peaks has to be the result of dif-

ferent fission rates from the two sites.

Using the simplified theory of fission and fusion, as described by

6
Merrifield, the fission rate is given by

- SE/KT -   AE /KTk  =k e
= 7s[So] e                             (1)S      0

where

AE=2ET -E S
k0

7  = bimolecular rate constant = -
s        ·                       [s.]

<                     [SI] = density of molecules in crystal
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       '    and for heterofission

9,-   k-2    CE   2
7s =                                                                (2)

8=1 - 1+e 1.,C  1 2 + e,  1 CE 1 2
A·-

£where C   is tHe singlet component and CT  the triplet component of the

£th state of the pair (TT') ; €·' =. ·  and  €' =.F - the k' s corresponds

to the process

i  T . T' =e'    (=') 2<,       0
. le>A s*s

'5'         T* S  

The C  and C  are dependent, among other things, on crystal geometry,

making ·it possible for 7s  to be different for the two inequivalent sites.

Calculations of the C   and C   for the tetracene-pentacene system show

t no appreciable differences be.tween the two sites . This means, that within

the framework of Merrifield's simplified theory, 7s is the same whether

the fission starts from site I or II. That leaves us with the exponential

term in equation (1) to explain the difference in fission rates.  Only a

relatively small difference in the trapping depths in both sites could

give rise to a significant difference in their fission rates.

The trapping depth is given by the difference between the energies

of the tetracene and pentacene singlets and depends on the crystal field

seen by the pentacene molecule in the tetracene lattice· and it is fair to

assume that the field at site I might be different from the field at site

II.  On this assumption we proceed to calculate 'what effect this will have

on our results.

1
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The total red fluorescence F is assumed to come from two different

sites; the fluorescence from these sites is designated as FI and FII

These two sites are assumed to have different activation energies.  We

thus have

F=F+F                       (3)I    II

If both sites are populated with equal probabilities,   then:

- AEtr
T     4„12-  . 7„  2 -E-- D  Ipo 1  [Ts 1

FI
=

(4)AE
I

- -----

kT
1'RI + kNR       + 7HF  e     .         [T6 ]

and

AE
tr

1                   -kT  3T kRII  ( 7tr  e              /  [po]   [Ts]
FII -                    AE                            (5)_  II

kTk-  tk  +7 e
ITolRII NR HF

8EII
kT

F        k_   + k__ + 71[F eI        RII    NK ITD  

F                                                     (6)
II                         SE_   I

kT
k]RI    kNR   +   7HF        e               [To  

assuming k I = kRII
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where

kR  is the radiative rate constant
tt                          ·

k   is the non-radiative rate constantNR

7    is the bimolecular energy transfer rate constanttr

7HF  is the bimolecular heterofission rate constant

AE   is the energy activation for diffusion
tr

8EI,II is  the energy activation for heterofission of site I and II,
re pectively

[P ]  is  he density of pentacene sites

[T ]  is the density of tetracene sites

 Ts]  is the density of tetracene' singlets

[Ps]  is the density of pentacene singlets.

For high temperature T such that:

-8EI/KT7 e [To] >  kRI + k R                        (7)HF

and

-AE  /KT
II

7 e
I.To ]   >       IC_     ;     + k R (8)liF RII

f

(8EI-AE  )FI _     II
F "' e KT

II                                                                                  (9 J

Now, experimentally we only see fission from one of the sites (because

we only observe  one  set of resonances)..   We  also  know  that  the  s.ite  with  the

smallest activation energy should be fissioning the most· (percentagewise) .

Let's assume.AE  > AE  .  If the resonances we observe come from site II itII

means that equation (7) above does not hold and that FI should be independent

of temperature in the range we are working.  If this is the case then the  temperature dependence of F = FI + F should be governed by F because
II                        II
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FI  should be constant (had reached its maximum value) and therefore the maxi-

mum value that F will attain as the temperature is lowered will be % 2F  where

F   is the value at room temperature. Experimentally that is not the case; but

F      Z 4OF (10)77'K       0

This implies that both sites are fissioning.  The reason for the absence of

one set of resonances can be explained by examining equation (9)

AEI-AEIIF
I - KT
F - e               (9)
II

and assuming that: the difference (AE -8E  ) is such that FI >> F forI II II

T ·= 300'K to 100'K and therefore the change in F = FI + F due to the
II

magnetic field ·on F is ve-ry small and therefore the resonances of F canII II

t 'not be observed.

We have analyzed the experimental results with a computer, and making

the ·above assumption we  came  out with the following results.

(a)   AEI = .135 E .01 eV

(b) AE « .06 eV
II

(c) AE = .02 i .005 eVtr

7HF [TC']                                                      3(d)
k»Itt, »

- (7.3 k .5)x10 assuming kRI = kRII
--

7trEpol                                       '(e)           = 25fLO kr +k refers to tetracene

kG+kNR
-....
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7ssIT0]         4(f)        ,  = 1.5x10

kG + kNR

-10   3    -1
(g)  From (d) 7HF =

(2»5)x10 cm sec

The most important result coming out of this computer analysis is that

it predicts that the resonances corresponding to site II, absent at room

temperature, should be observed at T 4 80'K if AE :8· .06 eV. We have
II

looked for thi  effect at T = 77'K and, within our experimental accuracy

of i.5%, could not detect any resonances corresponding to site II. There

are two possible explanation for this negative result; first, the activation
+  ...   ..:'..   ....

energy for site II could still be lower than ..06 eV in which case the reso-

nances will appear, if at all, at lower temperature; and second the rates

were calculated only for thermally activated heterofission which is only

accurate for T ) 150'K.  There is evidence that excitons, optically acti-

..._ vated to energies larger than the sum of the two triplet energies can under-
78go fission even at low temperature.' In our case a tetracene singlet

transfers its energy· (2.4 eV) to a pentacene molecule, before this excited

pentacene molecule relaxes  to its lower singlet state  (-  2.10  eV);  this
optically induced heterofission (OIHF) rate is temperature independent and

accounts for a constant magnetic field effect on the fluorescence coming

from site I at T 4 140'K.

The freezing out of all fission from site I was implicit in the calcu-

lations leading to the. predictiod of resonances from site II at low tempera-

ture.  Since OIHF is still operating from site II and FI is still a small

fraction of the total fluorescence F, it is not surprising that the reso-

nances from site II are not observable at this temperature. If the crystal-

line structure does not change all four resonances should be observed at

liquid helium temperature.
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Cross sections for photoionization of molecular anthraccne and for photogencration in the solid are calctilated

usiiig approximate wavefunctions and assuming the process to occur by a transition directly into a simple continuum.
The results differ from earlier reported values, are ill better agreement with observed photogeneration efficiencies,
and are more nearly consistent with autoionization as tile dominant mechanism in both processes.

1. Introduction 6.3 eV of incident photon energy. For the free mole-
cule, autoionization has been invoked to explain the

g                   Considerable effort has been devoted in elucidating discrepancy between the reported onset of photo-                        r
i·,             the mechanism of intrinsic photogeneration in solid ionization at 7.4 eV and the Rydberg series liinit at
4                                                                                                                                2anthracene [1] . Simple consideratiotis suggest that, as 7.15 eV [5]. Again, the proposed explanation assumes- C 'f

a consequence of the small intermolecular overlaps in- a sinall cross section for direct ionization; it is postu-
volved, the oscillator strength for a transition directly lated that the direct process is inefficient and that an

9                     ·into an ionic state should be small (==10-5  or less) autoionizing state at 7.4 eV gives rise to a large cross 3.-.
when no mixing with neutral exciton states is allowed section and apparent thresliold at this energy. Most
[2]. It was therefore conjectured that photogenera- recently, autoionization has been observed iii the

;                 tion might proceed througli excitation of an inter- photoelectron emission from anthracene anions in
: mediate neutral exciton state that mixes witli the solution - here too, the explanation of the data iii-
.g

ionic states of the crystal and can subsequently decay volves a small cross section for direct ionization [6].
1               either into an electron-hole pair (autoionization) or The chief problem in calculating photoionization
2             .into non-autoionizing states. The small variation of cross sections for large molecules is the inherent dif-

photocurrent witli absorption coefficient at a given ficulty of obtaining realistic final state wavefunctions.                     i
photon energy has been interpreted.[3] as evidence The procedure of using plane.waves orthogonalized to                         I

i  , that autoionization dominates in the photogeneration a limited set of cores states is poorly convergent; ig-
'. process, while the independence of the kinetic energy nores the Coulomb potential, and is not expected to
6                of the photoemitted electrons with respect to photon be realistic, especially just above threshold, where it in

energy and of the quantum efficiency of photoemis- fact predicts vanishingly small cross sections [7] .
sion with respect to the method of excitation have These difficulties are partially circumvented by using
been interpreted [4] as evidence for the dominance hydrogenic continuum wavefunctions orthogonalized
of the au.toionization mechanism in photoenlission at to the core states of the sanie symmetry.'Cross sections

for direct ionization calculated by this method are
reportedly far larger than needed to account for the

*..Now at the Department of Physics, State University of New overall photogeneration efficiency in the solid [8],
,                         York at Binghamton, Binghamton, New York 13901, USA.

and are col'respoildingly large for the photoionization** The Radiation and Solid State Laboratory is supported by
the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Science of the free molecule  [9] . Taken as physically meaning-
Foundation. ful, these results would argue against the need to iii-

voke autoionization.
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We present calculations of·photoionization and representations of D2h,
photogeneration cross sections using orthogonalized
hydrogenic continuum wavefunctions. Although our
approach is similar to that taken by Hernandez [8,9], XEI= 3 c;;n XEt"'  '                                                         (1)

Ill

our results are in substantial disagreement witli his, in
part because of incorrectly chosen basis functioiis used and the final state wavefunctions 4, are corrected

4 in the earlier work, in part because of numerical dis-' for their behavior in tlie region of the molecule by
agreement concerning orthogonalization to tlie molec- orthogonalizing them to tlie core states of the same

.,ular core states, and to a smaller extent because of symmetry,
differences between the two treatments of the plioto-
generation process. The purpose of the present work is
to present these new results and to discuss tlieir im- 4 1= XEi-23 5. (12,1 XE  .
plications for the mechanism of intrinsic phologenera-
tion. -  The linear combinations of spherical harmonics

that appear in eq. (1) are listed in table 1. For l> 1,
these differ from the linear combinations used in

2.. Method of calculation refs. [8,9] where they were chosen incorrectly, and
since the contributions of larger values of l become

For the case of molecular photoionization, taking increasingly significant witli increasing energy above
*i as the initial state of the 11101ecule and *f as the thresliold, a different energy dependence from that
final ionized state, the photoionization cross section originally reported should be expected. Furthermore,
in the dipole approxiination is mixing of two or more 'P El that transform according

--Y,
0-47,20Efi|<*fle r'*i>12,

to the same irreducible representation and have the
same value of l can now occur, leading to additional

where Efi is the incident photon energy, £ is the energy broadening in the final state and to other com-
polarization.vector of the incident light, and a is the plications. Since our main goal is to correctly calculate
fine structure constant. Ionization is assumed to occur the appropriate cross sections iii the context of the                          J
from a one-e]ectron orbital Wi into a one-electron or- method proposed in refs. [8,9], we ignore this latter                   i
bital *f with the core orbitals remaining unchatiged, difficulty..fol-the preseilt. Th.e--cross_section is

then                           <so that only <,04 0 71'Pi> need be evaluated.                                                                                                                                  i.1
Basis functions for the final state are constructed

0 =  '5-7 00                                                                                                                        94.from the regular Coulomb continuum wave functions*, 1,                             :
4  0                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               1.t

e

XEI„,(r) = RE/(0 Yim (0' 'p) ' '1

where                                                                                      -1
4with the origiti at tlie center of tlie niolecule and the                                                                                                         .·I

07 = 47 20:Efi| <pfE/1 Er"Pi>12 ,                                   (2)effective charge chosen to correspond to the experi-                                                                                       ,  ji
mental ionization threshold. Symmetry is taken into and uavg = (Ox+Gy+Oz)/3 can be calculattd as the

i account by considering linear combinations of the average over all polarizations.                                                 :B
2.

XElm that tratisforni according to the irreducible In the solid, construction of the final state wave-                       f
function from the lowest lying conduction band would

filbe appropriate if the Coulomb interaction varied slow-                 p* lt is Of some interest in this context to note that the cal-
culated rates of carrier generation by the exciton-exciton ly compared witli the periodicity of tlie lattice over                     11
mechanism are comparable for a lattice of hydrogen atoms the region of interest. This situation clearly does not                      b
and for an anthracene crystal with orthogonalized plane obtain in the region near the molecule, where the                     U
waves as the final state. The implications of this result with contribution to ·the dipole inatrix element should be\                  regard to the present approach inust be interpreted cauti-                 ·                                                                                       1ously, however, since neither of tile exciton-exciton cal- most significant. We therefore assume a final state                   2
culations actually uses hydrogenic continuum wavefunclions wavefunction constructed in tbe same way and with
orthogonalized to the. anthracene core states. See ref. [ 10]. the same energy dependence as for tlie ionization of

604
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Table ·1                                                                                                   *Basis functions for D2h symmetry (b3g ground state)                                                                            '

Polarization Representation I=l /=3
t.of incident light of final state

1                                                                wavefu Action

x                                        au                                                                                 (Y3,2 - Y3,-2 )/21/2
j I biu Yio

CY 3,2 + Y3,-2 )/21/2

Y30

Z                                      b
·

2u i(Y 1.-1 +Yi, 1 )/2
1/2

(Y 3,3+ Y3,-3 )/21/2

CY 3,1+Y3,-1)/2 1/2
1 '.               b3u         (Yi,-1 -YN,,9/21/2 (Y3,3- Y3,-3)/21,2

(Y3,1 - Y3,-1 )/21/2

i

the free molecule, but with the effective charge choseni

j                    to correspond to a threshold of 3.92 eV, the average 4.0 (a) PHOTOIONIZATION
OF MOLECULAR

i /0experimental onset of intrinsic photogeneration [11] . ANTHRACENE
                                                                                                                                                     a avgj *--  - --
1 This procedure then resembles the method of ortho- 3 0 -4j gonalized plane waves, but using hydrogenic continu-         C A'     --*-

.'  j               um wavefunctions. An average is performed over all          Q                   _ -e-- _
-

11 . ...
E                              _ -- --  + ..e-<91/3

·<                  polarizations of
the incident light and of the Davydov         9  2.00- -      - - -0--

components, leading to essentially the same expression        b      '- -
i               as eq. (2) for the cross section. Strictly speaking, a7

local field correction factor F should also be included 1.0

in eq. (2) for the solid. With a refractive index of 1.74, Fay/3 rox/3
-6- L ___e--1----ethe Lorentz local field correction factor appropriate O.0:tz= Z-el-Z---*-1---0

to a molecule of infinitesimal extent is 1.27 - 1, and (b) PHOTOGENERATION IN                                  .1since it is not clear precisely what factor to use for                                                                              ,                   1
SOLID ANTHRACENE                      06.0                                               1the real molecule anyway, we set F - 1. Our procedure                                                                                /

differs somewhat.from that of ref. [8], where a some-                                                                           ,
/                                        -·.A

 ';a tf; rl ;Il'.ttlg procedure is used and where        3 5.0
0  , f  e Ovg-

The calculations are carried out by expanding the         g                                        /
-

continuum wavefunctions in powers of r measured 6   4.0-'                                                  /
/                                1froin th  center of the molecule [12]*', and by using                                          =                                                         ',1

Huckel wavefunctions for tlie ground state molecule
30                      /                                                                                        '[13], supplied to us by J. Hernandez. The matrix ele· /

/
/ment in eq.· (2) can then be reduced to a complicated U            :

LY
b.sum of one-center and two-center integrals, and these 20                           '                          1                          1

00 0.5                       1.0                       1.5can be evaluated using programs we have developed INCIDENT ENERGY ABOVE THRESHOLD (ev)                             4for this purpose. As in the calculations of Hernandez,
.:

1

.

* The final state continuum.wavefunction cited in ref. [12] Fig. 1. Calculated cross sections for (a) photoionization of                      i,
and used in our calculations appears to differ from that molecular Anthracenc using an ionization threshold of 7.4 eV, .11

quoted in the appendix ofref. 19j by a factor 21/2. Were and (b) photoge!ieration iii the solid assuming an ionization
Iwe to have used the wavefunction quoted in ref. [9 j , our tlireshold of 3.92.eV. aavg is tile cross section averaged over                           5\ .Ucross sections would be further reduced by a factor 6f 2. all polarizations of the incident light.
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i

1                4/ is oithogonalized to all the Tz-orbitals and todll . quantum e fficiency of photogeneration v extrapolated.·:                                                                                                                                                                                                                   1tlie occupied 0-orbitals that transform according to to zero electric field. The overall efficiency is
about                  .1 '            the same irreducible representation a RZ./. Contribu- 10-4, but the v. associated with the initial ionization

1                 tions to the cross section up to and iticluding / =3 process is about 10 to 100 times larger than this be-               8
were calculated. cause of tlie rOle played by geminate recombination*.

So interpreting v as a cross section by setting No,/k :

- 10-3 to 10-2 cm2, where N is the number of
3. Results molecules per unit volume and k is the absorption            i

coefficient, gives 0, %2 X  10-21  to 2 X  10-20 cm23                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 /
The calculated cross sections shown in fig. 1 are a at 4.4 eV of incident energy. The calculated cross                         S

factor of 5 to 10 smaller than those previously sections, oil the other hand, must be reduced by a
reported [8,9] . The y-(molecular short axis) polarized Franck-Condon factor estimated to be about 0.1 to

-                and x.(molecular loilg axis) polarized cross sections 0.5 for the 0-0 transition [16]. This gives a calculated            ;
1                     are a factor df 100 smaller than those previously cross section of about 3 X 10-20 to 1 X 10-19 cnil,              1
4                   reported, and their small magnitude results from the in reasonable agreement with the experimental value
1                   near cancellation of (xi·,1 E.rl,Pi> by tlie contributions if direct photogeneration holds.

associated with brthogonalization to tlie cotiiplete set The present calculations are somewhat approximate
of A-orbitals. Since the cross section for z-polarized in that such e ffects of known importance as core

': 3 light involves orthogonalization only to the occupied .polarization, interference between atomic scattering               .,

1                 orbitals, and since only a limited degree of cancellation centers [17], etc., are ignored. The agreement ob-i                occurs iii this case*, it might be possible to significant- tained between the order of magnitude of tlie experi-4
1

-14
ly reduce the calculated cross section by a more mental photogeneration efficiencies and our results
thorough orthogonalization procedure than used here. for direct ionization cannot be taketi as compelling

Considerable caution must be used in comparing evidence for the relative significance·of direct ioniza-
1                   the calculated energy dependence of the cross sections tion compared with autoionization. The smaller

in fig. 1 with experiinent. In practice, the energy de- values of our cross sections compared with earlier
1                                                                                                                                        1pendence of the photogeneration and photoionization calculations by a similar method could, in fact, be
61

quantum yield should be strongly affected by the considered as more nearly consistent with the pos-
w                   fecombination probability. of the ionized electron as sibility that autoionization dominates the photo-                        i4              "i                a function of its initial energy, as well as by the generation, pliotoemission, and photoionization pro-.'1

1 Franck-Condon factors involved in the transition to cesses.

various vibrational states; this latter effect should move
tile area under the curves of fig. 1 out to higher.energy,
ahd introduce considerable structure. Also, for photo- , Acknowledgement .                       1
generation iii the solid, dips in the photocurrent are                                                                                              I

.                 known to occur at energies associated witli the excita- The author thanks Nicholas Geacintov for his
tion of lower lying valence states [14] . All of these stimulating coniments, James Fahs for his valuable
effects have been ignored in the present simplified suggestions concerning these calculations, and John
calculation. Hernandez for supplying some of the details of his

For the solid, the relevant experimental quantity calculations. The author also thanks Hubert Aulich,
for comparison with the present calculations is the Bill Baron, and Paul Delahay for supplying a preprint

of their paper and for their comments.
i

* For z-polarized light, the ortliogonalized contribution to
\                                                                                                                                                                                             ithe dipole matrix element Ei (00£.r10/>(910i) is about References-0.5 times the direct contribution ( 0f I & rl 0i ), whereas it is

between -1.2 and -1.02 times the direct contribution for
x and y polarizations. These results differ from those of 111 M. Pope and H. Kallmann, Discussions Faraday Soc. 51
ref. 181. (1971) 7, and references therein.
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Introduction

In this sectioni we describe the extension of our pre-

vious investigations into heavy ion interactions.  These

investigations cover the energy range from + 5 keV to

+ 100 MeV and analyze atom-atom collisions leading to

K-   and   Irshell x-ray production, low- energy nuclear (elastic)

stopping'powers,  and the effect of crystal structure,  in
terms of channeling, on the interaction of heavy ions with

condensed matter.

In addition, we present a brief review of our research

into positron annihilation. The annihilation character-

istics of positrons provide a probe for examining the inter-

actions in solids including the influence of defects and

impurities.  A description is·also given of the continuing

effort, in collaboration with the School of Medicine, to

determine structural information concerning DNA molecules

from studies of partially denatured molecules.

Visiting Professor Alfredo Dupasquier returned to Milano

during the summer of. 1972.  Dr. Li-Jen Cheng of Taiwan has

joined the group for the academic year 1972-73.  One doctoral

thesis has been completed and defended this year. The   pub li-

cations and presentations are summarized at the end of the

report.

The National Science Foundation continues to support the

positron research effort and the physics department has

received a two-year extension of the Science Development

       Grant.
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1.   Accelerator Facility

In the past year, the beam capabilities of our large

(400 keV) accelerator have been improved.  This was accom-

plished by inserting a magnetic quadrupole lens in the beam

transport system. Presently we can obtain current densities,

9  1  -  100 Ba/cm2,  in all three target chambers. Previously

we.were able to obtain such current densities in only one

tp.]7giet chamber. In addition, a series of beam scanners has

bpen installed in the beam transport system simplifying the

operation of the accelerator.

The 909 magnetic spectrometers used to characterize the

incident ion beam have limited us to using ion beams of atomic

number equal to or less than 40.  This limitation has been

: circumvented by constructing a crossed magnetic and electric

field analyzer which allows us to obtain beams of any element.

This system was constructed with funds provided by the physics

department through a National Science Foundation grant.

;1                                                   1
1

11                                                                   '

:, „ lili  .
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12. K-Shell Ionization in Ion-Atom Collisions'

Recent progress in the Atudy of this phenomenon has

brought detailed understanding of the first of two possible

ionization processes. - Under conditions where the projectiles

act as bare charged mass points, only Coulomb excitation of

the target K-shell electrons can occur. The Coulomb K-shell

ionization cross sections per unit projectile charge agree

in detail with comprehensive theoretical predictions that in-

corporate effects of the finite projectile charge on the

collision partners .  - Pro jectiles with atomic number compar-

able to or larger than that of the target atoms carry an elec-

tron cloud into the encounter at velocities small compared

to the relevant projectile-electron velocities. This causes

, Pauli excitation of atomic shells through the exchange forces

set up in the overlapping clouds. Coulomb and Pauli excitation

differ in basic ways and can give rise to quantitatively widely

different K-shell ionization cross sections with distinct

collision-energy dependences. Published and new experimental

data exhibit such distingui.shing trends.

+Copy of invited paper presented by Werner Brandt at the

International Conference on Inner-Shell Ionization Phenomena,

Atlanta, Georgia, April 1972.
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1.   Introduction

We present a portfolio of the figures shown during the
invited  talk on the. subject, with commentary.    The  new

2        material is being compiled into a series of papers soon
to be submitted forrpublication elsewhere.

„               The paper gives an evolutionary account of the study of
K-shell .ionization by heavy charged projectiles, which
incorporates the information accrued during the lastsixF

t          years at New York Udigersity, and data from other investigators.
7          Our initial work was inspired by the·pioneering precision
t          experiments of Jhan Khan and his colleagues at the Livermorev              Radiation Laboratoryl,  and by 'the early. problems the field. I.

posed to us in the application 'of characteristic X-ray pro-
duction to the study of channeling of charged particles

2                         · »in crystals.

Roman Laubert shared in this endeavor from the beginning.
>         Ivan Sellin, now at the University of. Tennessee, partook

in the earliest measurements of cross section ratios. George
Basbas,  who  came to us from Chapel Hill, developed ·our

' data analysis procedures and has studied the· effect of the
choice of best wave functions on theoretical K- and L-shell
ionization cross. sections. Grzegorz Lapicki collaborated
in extending our cross section corrections to L-shells.
Arthur Schwarzschild, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and
Anthony Ratkowski, New York University, participated in the
experiments performed with the BNL tandem van de Graaf
accelerator.  We are grateful to Louis Brown and his colleagues

,../.         ,./
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3

I.for their gracious hospitality when we conducted experiments

with the van de Graaf acceleratot at the Department. of

Terrestrial Magnestism of the Carnegie Institution of                    4
7

Washington. i

7

2.   Preliminaries
#.

(.i) We consider a projectile (1) of nuclear charge

Zle and mass Ml impinging with.velocity vl upon a target                .4

atom (2) of nuclear charge Z2e.and mass M2.  The target

K-shell ionization energy tico is characterized by a2K
:inumber  8'  K'

8 E 11CD /Z2K2RY,                   (1)K    2K

where Z2K = Z2 - 0.3 and Ry =. 13.6 ev.  eK <-1 embodies
th€-non-hydrogenic effects on the K-shell ionization energy;

BK values range from 0.7 for light elements (Z2 - 10) to
0.9 for the heaviest elements. ..

The processes under investigation must be viewed in

the center-of-mass system of the projectile and the target

nuclei. The distinction between projectile and target,

therefore, is prima facie an operational one:  the object

which fills a hole created by the collision in its electron

cloud under the emission of an x ray or Auger electrons

is the target.  In the following, this is in fact always

the·laboratory target. Some care is required in assuming

-   the converse, viz., a projectile becomes a target by

t
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obberving its x ray, becausb the electronic state of the

projectile can be strongly influenced by the fact that it

moves through a target.

For a comprehensive discussion of various projectile-

target pairs, it is convenient to introduce the reduced-\

particle-velocity variable

' -1
EK E (goa2K)   = 2vl/eKZ2KVO,           (2)

where

i,,90 = "(02.K/vl minimum momentum transfer

for K-shell ionization,

f        %K 9 2K target K-shell radius,

a v Bohr radius and velocity,O'  O

respectively·

Another common reduced velocity-dependent  variable

6            (v2K =  VoZ2K)

'.                          nK e (vl/v2K)2 - (eK/2)2 EK2           (3)3                           ..

4.is proportional to the projectile kinetic energy El as
f                                                          2
:                      9   =    40   El (in MeV/amu ) /Z2K .5

-             (ii) Only heavy projectiles (relative to the electron)
4       are considered here. We discuss two classes of projectile-
R
: target systems. The first is characterized by Zl << Z2'f.

1
 ;

the second  by  Zl  +' z2 '
t1-

i
.i

..1...»g-
....."Z'193i™,S3=Frr...JME=F„  ,t=' ' Pt5 r, ImmeREE:L.,-A..... ..
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F
A                                                                                                                                                                                           -1
&                 When Zl << Z2, the projectile K-shell radius alK = aoZlK
 '                    is

so large compared to that the projectile K-shella2K·· electrons cannot influenbe the target K-shell ionizationsDJ I
i             at any projectile gelocity. The projectile acts in these             encounters as a moving bara massive point particle of chargeZle that excites the target »electrons via -the Coulomb inter- -

 .          as

Coulomb excitation. 'I·t always dominates the excitation

action betwe€& them. N'For brevity, ,we .refer to this process

of target K-shell electrons by heavy projectiles when Zl << Z2,When 21 + 22' the extensions of the projectile andl
*             target.electron clouds become comparable. The exchange

19.

i

t-            forces set up by the Pauli exclusion principle,in theoverlapping target and projectile electron clouds dominatethe excitation process during collisions at low velocities.
, They can force drastic changes in the level structure·and
cause electron promotion through the formation of quasi-molecular orbitals.  One may,characterize this class ofexcitation processes generically as being caused by Pauli-excitation of atoms in collision. At high velocities,EK > (Zl/Z2)' the projectile becomes stripped of itselectron cloud, and Coulomb excitation dominates once more.(iii) Practical target limitations lead to two typesof measurements of characteristic X-ray production crosssections.

Thick-target measurements at projectile energies
El < 1 MeV/amu are performed under conditions where the

t=-7-,2-LVA/3079*:2.Z...'-I..--- -  -
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8

(3
target stops all projectiles, The x-ray production cross

-<.

2         section, cx, follows from thedifferentiation of the x-ray

yield Y(El) f- x-rays/projectile) with respect to the

projectile energy El
t

4„ dy(El )
9

aX (El   =
-

+  S(El) + B Y(El) '  (4)n2 L dEl

i

'         where n2 is the atomic density of the target, S(El) the
t

stopping power of the target for the projectile, and F

the absorption coefficient of the target for its own x rays.

1 i All attempts to minimize the propagation of errors
'11 in Eq. (4) have shown that, at present, thick-target

cross sections can be determined, at best, to a relative

--accuracy.of 20%.  Absolute values require calibration

and are less well known.
& .-

Thin target measurements at projectile energies

a4       .Ei > 1 MeV/amu proceed with small projectile energy losses
'          ' in the target foil. The cross section is directly proportip_nal

to Y(El) (For thin targets, Y(El) is the total yield of

K-shell x rays.),

ax(El) =                             (5)
Y(El)

Nit XY '

where Ni is the number of incidentparticles, t the target

thickness, and C y an instrument constant.  If the beam is

monitored, using a detector with acceptance angle OD' by

the number Ns of particles that are Rutherford-scattered by
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i

an angle'#,1

1        1                Ns = Nit(daR/de)Lab  D'                (6)1
t

            then (El in MeV)
'.,

f

2Y(El)  OD   ·1.296 ·Z12Z22[    41                    aX(El)  =   N        (29              2         Ijcsc  (·0/2) -2     +...   (mb) .
1                                         1                                 (7)

s                  E

1

Thin-target cross sections have relative accuracies oforder + 2%.

Theory gives ionization cross sections of variousshells GK' aL' ...  The relation between these and therelevant OX, e.g.,

-1
'2K = 72K a2KX'

(8)where 72K = Z yn" ,introduces further uncertainties
V CA

3.*·

through the fluorescence yields y for various                        1
, 2Kytransitions v. In the present context, changes in y2K

with the nature of the projectile and El are assumed, ongood grounds, to be small compared to the effects .discussedin the following.
:
.
-
:

3. Low-velocity K-shell Cross Sections
The thick-target Al(K) yield curve for protons is shown             '

in Fig. 1. Two"accelerators covered the range of energies.              .:
-3

The overlap was achieved with. H2+ ions accelerated in the                 W

%

t

4.

..T€,141 .7.51.rd'»Y.':.1«5:hMl#tTEepft.9,4*4# 74<24*1*AguvR,40*t'., 2.....«, P...' 
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Fig. 1. Thick-target yields of Al K-shell characteristic

f             .. X-rays as ·a function of the incident proton

j                energy El (in keV/amu).  The experimental uncertainties

e                are comparable to the size of the dots.4.
'7

.

8                                                -I
6

  high-energy. accelerator.     The data range over nearly eight

4      orders of magnitude for a particle-energy variation of two

*
orders of magnitude.  The size of the points marks the

uncertainties of the data..

i

.B                                                                                                                                  /
4

.i
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|

             The resulting Al(K) ionization cross sections3 are1..
plotted in Fig. 2, together with data reported by Khan et al.
The curve marked Born represents the plane-wave Born approxi-

mation (PWBA) calculation of Merzbacher and his caworkers.4,5

E{keV/amu)
104 20 50 100 200

1
1

H'-  A Z
:

e This work
e Khan

103 /
Ck -

borns

«          11  1-.

- BORN /56
'Ep j

./

10-1
t.

l-Iili.-2 1            2COULOMB

IO              BINDING                                                                                                           

I 13- 11     -                             :*10 20 50 100 200
E(keV)

Fig. 2. Al(K) ionization cross sections as derived with
Eq. (4) from the yields reported in Fig. 1.  The

theoretical curves are discussed in the text.

From ref. 3.
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     Although
the theory accounts for the general rise of the data,

experiment and theory clearly disagree: the experimental

cross sections fall nearly two orders of magnitude below

the theoretical- predictions,  and the predicted dependence

on particle velocity is incorrect. Even the absolute magnitudes

aside, PWBA asserts that the projectile properties appear in

:GK only through a proportionality to Zi2 and a dependence on

vl, not on Mi·  Specifically one can write

PWBA
GK    = GoK f (nK; eK)/nK' (9)

where

aoK = BE a2K2(Zl/Z2)20 (10)

The function f (nK; eK) has been tabulated..5  It can be

scaled as

f (r,K;    eK)  =   eK'  f(r,K/eK2; 1) . (11)

Equation (11) is exact when nK << 1, is a good approximatign

at  nK   8 1, but becomes inaccurate  for  nk >  1.

Figure 3 shows, at low particle, velocities, a pronounced

isotope effect, i.e., a dependence of the cross sections on

Ml for the projectile pair (He4, He ).   The discussion of3, 3

such effects in the form of cross section ratios, which by

Eq. (9) always should be unity in PWBA, cab deal with

accurately known quantities because many experimental un-

certainties cancel. The isotope effect domes from the

1

"
..M.R.5., ....»'.
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V/Vo
0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25               1.5

....T

2.5 "COULOMB
G.                         1He"
 He3

2.0

1.5                                                                                                 -                                                         '
e

BORN         e      
    g

C
1.0

e This work
0.5 0 Brandt etol.

0            10 20 30   40   50

E(keV/amu)
Fig. 3.  Isotope effect in the ratio of the Al(K) ionization

cross sections for Hey and He3 projectiles at equal

projectile velocities.. :.From Ref. 3.

deflection of the projectiles in the field of the target
nucleus. It can be accounted for approximately by multiplying
PWBA

a.    with a Coulomb-deflection factor,9E10(Tdqi), where EA 10
is the exponential integral of order  10,   and  d = Zlz2e2/2El. 6,7
The solid curve represents the ratie of these factors for He

3and He  : the target nucleus deflects the heavier- projectile
less than the lighter one, and hence target K-shell ionization

is more likely for the heavier projectile at the.same vl.
PWBA ,Referring to Fig. 2; the cross section 9Elo G (curve
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keV/cmu

1,0 20    50     190 290 t 4 9,01 1     . 1

ALUMINUM Z2 13J3.5 -                                                               R 2K

COULOMB 9(D)
0

3.0 - 0(H)

R2K 0
9(He)2.5 -                                                              0 40-(H)

0

2.0 a  9(He)
1

40(D)
0

1.5 -

BORN 4                _           T o1.0- Ooon
PO
\0 0 0

0.5- :0. 0 0 O 0 6   0

BINDING 2-*A--- -                  -

0·          '
0    0.1    0.2   0.3   0.4   0.5   0.6   0.7 0.8 0.9      1.0

Cqo (201

Fig.- 4. Reduced Al(K) ionization cross #section ratios for
.

various projectile pairs.  ·The theoretical curves
..  1

are discussed in the text.

marked "Coulomb" includes Coulomb deflection) accounts for
only part of the gap between theory and experiment.

The next step follows from a consideration of the

effective ionization energy of the K-shell during excitation.

Since the particle must penetrate deepfy into the K shell

to cause ionization at these low velocities, to distances
-1of closest approach - q . the electrons become more0  )

  tightly bound to the K-shell region. The increased binding-
   reduces the likelihood of ionization.  In the adiabatic limit,

the energy for K-shell ionization changes from 0  of theK
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111-1
disturbed target K shell to

€eK,
where

€E EK(EK) =1+ 2(21/GKZ2K)g(EK) ' (12)

The values of the function g(EK) can be calculated with

high precision (to < 1%) from the expression
i
t.

g(EK) = (1 + EK)-5(1 + 5EK + 7.14EK2 + 4.27EK:3 + 0.947EK4);
'

(13)

i

it has the asymptotlc behavior

r l for LK -+ 0
+         g(EK) = i

-1
0.95EK     for &K >> 1: (14)

i       Since aK + (€ OK)-9 for EK << 1, the influence of this
3
*,' binding· effect through the small perturbation on ·eK<

 : 2Zl/Z2, can become very significant.  Figure 4 illustrates
this with selected cross section ratios. The binding effect

t.„       almost cancels in the crosd section ratio of two isotopes,
i

i.: in this example the projectile pair (D2, Hl).  The pair

1    . (He*, Dl),
of. equal charge-to-mass ratio such that the

72

Coulomb deflection effect virtually cancels, exhibits the

i       binding effect clearly:  the cross section for ionization
1

by the projedtile with the la)ger Zl is.significantly lower

than that for ionization by the projectile with the smaller

Zl. This agrees with theory, shown by the solid curve, if

j :     in Eq. (9) .€eK replaces eK' in the spirit of a perturbed

8
stationary-state approximation. The· ratio for the pair

(He4, Hl) shows first. a Coulomb upturn at low EK, a drop

i.

1
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to the solid binding curve near 6  = 0.5 and a subsequentK

   

rise which is somewhat faster than predicted  here.    The
data reach 1 for EK = 1.  This discrepancy will be dis-

3            :       cussed  shortly.

The solid curve marked Binding in Fig. 2 incorporates
-·             both the   Coulomb and the binding corrections  in the form

 ·                                                      ··aK   =·COK   9810(7rdqo€)     nK..1    f (nK;     €eK)
./

9E  (7rdq €) C nK
10     K            (e :  0-1

fi
,< e

#                                 0=
COK ce \    2 2, 0. (15)-

.1.

:K                       K
<<

.«        The curve agrees with experiment.
,

41 This scheme has been extended to L-shell ionization
cross sections.   An example is shown in Fig. 5.  The PWBA

..·.-curve is compared with the Coulomb deflection correction
10(dashed) curve of Hansteen and Mosebekk and - as the

r lower solid curve - the Irshell cross section calculated
„             ina form analogous  to  Eq.  (15).    As  in all other examples'·                     ·                             11.12r investigated, there is agreement with experiment.

4.   Universal Graphs

Equations (9) and (11) assert that all experimental
expdata, aK  ' should form a common curve when plotted as

e °exp/8r                   vs. nK/eK2.  If, moreover, the calculation ofK  K     ' -O K
the function f (71K//0 2: 1) is.a.good one, it should fallK'

on the locus of all data so plotted.

/

........      : $'.2-
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10'

PROTONS
on MAu (L)

102-                      iti

baro                             4 Fig. 5.  Comparison of Au(L)

ionization cross sections (11,12)
with the theory in FWBA, with

10'- that of Hansteen and Mosebekk (1.0)
which includes Coulomb deflection,
and with the theory formul.ated ,

PWBA for the three L subshells in a
manner analogous to .Eq.  (15) .  (9)

100-

.' Ber9stein,lewis

10*_           . 10,7,1915,,swift -
(1954)

Hanstcen et al.
(1910):              -

+

Y

5.1                                U                                10                                                                                                                                             f

E (MeV)
i.
..

.1Figure 6 exhibits. such a compilation.  'We note· that                  i.
i

the data do not follow a single curve but scatter widely;               R
i
.,and that the PWBA curve falls far too high at low velocities,
9

just as in the example shown in Fig. 2.        '                   
      1

By contrast, on preparing the data as prescribed by                i

Eq. (15), one universal experimental curve emerges, in                  k4
.A

Fig. 7. Its locus coincides with the calculated function f.            t

Equation (15) accounts comprehensively for all low-velocity

.:F.

f

r
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10-3 |0-2 10-1                 100
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Fig. 6. -Reduced plot of K-shell ionization cross sections

as suggested by theory in the PWBA quoted in
Eqs. (9) and (11).  The data do not form a universal
curve, and the theoretical curve disagrees With

the data.

K-shell ionization cross section data within experimental

accuracy.

5.· High-Velocity K-shell Cross Sections

When the particle velocity increases such that

T K/(€ek)2 2 5 x 10-2, the experimental points in Fig. 7

begin to deviate systematically from the curve to higher
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... CS\.                  2/
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€8QK  / go
to-6               9/

10-'

|0-3 |0-2                 10-0                 100                  10'

3//00%

- ' .

Fig. 7. Reduced plot of K-shell ionization cross sections

as prescribed by Eq.  (15) . (G. Basbas, W. Brandt

and R. Laubert, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 15, 555 (1970)).

The data form one universal curve. Its locus

coincides with the theoretical curve within experi-

mental accuracy. The remaining spread to values

higher than predicted by the solid curve in the

range 0.05 < 71
K/(EKek)2 < 1 can be accounted for

and will be built into this universal plot by

incorporating the high-velocity polarization

effect discussed in connection with Figs. 8 - 12..
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<           valuea.  They maintain this trend until they merge again

with the curve    when   Tl K/(€eK)2->    1. The incipient deviation
5

from the binding-corrected curve to larger values was

already apparent in the ratio curve of Fig. 4.  Figure 8

illustrates this trend even more explicitly:  when EK > 0.5,
+          the ratio rises from the binding-corrected curve (dashed

line) and, near EK = 1, becomes larger than 1. 13

6
A similar phenomenon, of such ratios larger than 1,

14'

is known for high-velocity stopping·powers. A theory
»

S          ·accounts for this ratio through  a Z13-dependent term in an

approximation which is a classical equivalent of the second

Born approximation. It includes the polarization of
15

bound states in the quadrupole approximation by the particle

passing at large impact parameters.  In our context, this

corresponds just to conditions where EK >> 1, as discussed

e         earlier.  We have applied the treatment of the polarization6.

15
.effect as developed for stopping powers to the ionization

.of K-shellsl3, with asymptotic predictioris indicated in.Fig. 8

by the curve  for  EK >. 1. One expects  the two limiting expan-

sions for EK << 1 and EK >> 1 (dashed curves) to converge,
9

when  EK -+ 1,  to  the EK
dependence shown  by  the  data  near  EK =  1 0

The inherent uncertainties of thick-target data do not

permit a decisive experimental test of the crossing behavior.

We performed accurate thin-target measurements with the

Brookhaven National Laboratory tandem accelerator. Figure 9

summarizes the results. The data (solid points) confirm
16

L'·h...
. -    .../'..#gll---  i
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\
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i                                                                                    O.0: \0 '
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$

\-           -9(He) --*1.0                                                                040- CH)                                   0                /
O 9                  BORN

10           00
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0      ,'
0 0(He4)/40-(H)0.5 - \A S  ''

'gv (6.
6 0-(Hep)/40-(H)

qoazK = (8/2)(Zzvo/r)
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0.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.0

1

<4002Kfi          b
: :

q |2X              |

4Fig. 8.  Ratio of Al(K) ionization cross·sections for He·
13and H projectiles. The abscissa is divided into

EK s. (goa2K)-1   1 to embrace low and high particle
velocities. The cross sections contained in this

graph span many orders of magnitude as shown by
the nomograph on the top scale.  The PWBA predicts

the line at unity.  The solid curve at 4% < 1
shows the binding correction (cf. Fig. 4).  The

dotted curve results when the Coulomb correction
is included according to Eq. (15).  The curve at

EK > 1 displays the polarization correction
derived in refs. 13 and 15.
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Fig. 9.·  Ratios of K-shell ionization cross sections as

1/2a function of nK for Al and Ni under bombardment

16
by particles Zl and Zi''such that Zl S Zl' << Z2*

The upper scales give the particle energies in MeV/amu

and nomographs of the ionization cross sections for

Zl = 1 in units of GOK' Eq. (10); specifically

CoK(Al) = 27 kb and GOK(Ni) = 1.2 kb. Solid symbols

denote the high-energy thin-target data, open

symbols are Al data from Figs. 4 and 8.  On the

Ni plot, open symbols represent data for Cu (22 = 29)

from C. W. Lewis et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 26,

481 (1971).  The curves depict the theoretlcal

Zi dependences for small and large nK as exhibi·ted

in Fig. 8 and discussed in the text. 13,15
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in detail the rich strudture predicted, for example, for

Al and Ni targets. The.y·sotope effect for (D2, Hl) has
subsided, the ratio is unity and thus affirms the baseline

for our reasoning.  For 8Zl =.1 (He vs. H or D) the ratio

rises with increasing nK from below 1 to above 1, and crosses

through unity  when  nK  -  8%2/4.
17In the semiclassical approximation we expect the ratio

1/2to become' unity near EK E. 2nK    /eK = 1.05 because at  this          -
velocity the maximum contribution to the integration over the

impact parameter, p, of the differential ionization cross section
00

8 £ -4 2(da2K  C<  x u·K2    (u)   du  dx,   with  x  .   pqo, as derived   for
X

EK << 1 but taken here to be a valid guide up to 9  + 1) occurs.K
at a and the effects of "inner"2K' binding (when p < a  1 and

2 K'
11                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  2outer" polarization  (when  p  >  a ) cancel  on the average.                    '2K

After crossing unity, the ratio passes through a
maximum and approaches unity from above.  For AZ, = 2 '

1

and for Ni vs. Al, the ratios show the same trends, but are
scaled as expected from the dependence of these effects             -E

on AZ1/Z2.  The curves correspond to those drawn in Fig. 8.          5
16Since this work was published ., we have·developed a

comprehensive formulation that interlinks the behavior              f

in the domains of small and large (K Values in an approxi-
mate manner.  The first and still tentative theoretidal

curves of this kind, shown in Fig. 10 for light projectiles >

on Al and in Fig. 11 for projectiles on Ni, are-supported
by new cross section data.

U
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K-XRAY PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION RATIOS FOR ALUMINUM
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Fig. 10. Ratios of Al(K) ionization cross se
ctions as a K

function of particle energy in MeV/amu.  The
 data

are taken from Fig. 9. The theoretical curves
i

9.. merge asymptotically into the curves drawn i
n                  

i,

-

Figs. 8 and 9.                              
                  2

1

f

While ratios test sensitively the relatively small

z          incremental dependence of the Coul
omb ·excitation cross

sections on variations of Zl' the influence o
f all these

.

f          effects on the absolute magnitude
 can be enormous, as we

2

t have demonstrated for low velocities in Fig.
 2 and through the

juxtaposition of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.· In Fig.
 12 for 0 (Zl = 8)

e               on Ni  (Z2 = 2.8)  the solid. durve represents Eq.  (15).   The

dashed line shows the result of including th
e high-velocity

   polarization effect, as calculated from the theory underlying

a

i

F
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-Fig.  11.  Same.as Fig.  10 for projectiles  on' Ni.

the curves in Figs. 10 and 11.- The experimental points were

measured to  test the prediction and follow.it closely. Good

agreement between this theory add experiment is found also

for F and N projectiles 9n Ni..

A computer program will soon be available for the

calculation of K-shell ionization cross sections. It is

based on presently tabulated PWBA values 5 but includes the

effects of Coulomb deflection, binding·and polarization.

I.

6.   Coulomb and Pauli Excitation

When the nuclear charge of the,projectile As. chosen

.·I ---•'1-1-.···   ./  le#'I)*.-.."- "-e '.
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 '        Fig. 12. Ni<K) x-ray cross section for oxygen projectiles
t

(Zl < Z2). The solid curve is calculated according
i

6f                  to Eq. (15) with a fluorescence yield YK(Ni) = 0.38.
t

E                  The dashed curve represents the theoretical pre-
1

diction of the increase caused by the high-Velocity
1

f                  polarization effect  as discussed in connection

I                                 ·with  Figs.  10.and  11. The polarization effect

shifts the maximum of the cross section to larger

values at lower particle velocities than predicted

by the PWBA.

i

1

--I-
//35' -:fpe'..ZE .  ... .. ..... . .1- ...... ... rr.- ... ·""-21/rin'I--.*'"-,1,;pit'rg/".1"--1/'r'-
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to be comparable to that of the target, Zl w Z2' the physics

of inner-shell excitation at low velocities changes.  The

projectile dressed with its own K-shell enters the target

K-shell of comparable  size, and Pauli excitation dominates.

A clear demonstration of this dominance can be given if

one includes experimental cross sections for  Zl  -  Z2  on
the universal graph scaled for Coulomb excitation, Fig. 7,

18
as has been done in Fig. 13. Clearly, at low velocities

these reduced cross sections (1) can be many orders of

magnitude larger than the Coulomb excitation cross sections,

(2) do not fall on a common curve, and (3) appear to con-

verge at large velocities toward the Coulomb cross section

curve. We know that at velocities lower than those covered

by this graph the cross sections pass through a maximum

and drop precipitously toward a sharp threshald.  As Cacak et al.19

demonstraced simply in terms of a hard sphere model, the

low-velocity threshold is consistent with the graphic notion

that Pauli excltation ceases when the distance ·of closest

approach, Z
lz2e2/El' between projectile and target atom

becomes larger than (a + a  )  and the K-shell wavefunctions, 2K lK '

no longer overlap  during. the collisions. In slow colIisions

Pauli excitation can be understood in the framework of the

promotion scheme through transient molecular orbitals, as
20proposed by Fano and Lichten. .At higher velocities,

I Pauli excitation becomes a complex dynamical process which              '

     retains only in a statistical way some of the characteristics
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Fig. 13. K-shell ionization cross sections of various

targets as excited by the ionb indicated in the

figure. The reduced variables and the curve are

the same.as in Fig. 7. From ref. 18.

of the promotion mechanism.

As the projectile velocity increases, the projectile

| 

electron cloud"in collisions with target electrons  can be

excited21 and eventually stripped off.. Pauli excitat
ion
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./.
1 ·then becomes impossible· and Coulomb excitation takes over.

By the approximate criterion that stripping 
is complete

I

when vl > vlK' the change-over. from Pauli t
o Coulomb

excitation should commence when, say, nK 2 0
.1 (Zl/Z2)2,

and be complete when nK > (Zl/Z2)2 C

We performed measurements. to test these expectations.

As a case in point we measured K-shell cross sections for

the same projectile, 8016' on Ni (Z2 = 28 > Zl = 8) and

Al (Z2 = 13 2 Zl = 8).  Figure 12 demonstrat
es.that in

the first projectile-target pair Coulomb exc
itation dominates.

By contrast, Fig. 14 exhibits for the second
 pair the trends

discussed for systems  with  Zl  +  Z2. The low-velocity  data

22
: stem  from .ref.  18 and Sakisaka  et al. The high-velocity

data are new cross sections measured .for this discussion.

At low velocities the. cross· sections· are orders of magnitude

larger than expected for Coulomb. excitation (solid curve) .

The data merge with the Coulomb cross section including the

polarization effect (dashed curve) at m 3 Mev, which is

at VK 2 (Zl/Z2)2. After that.the points follow the Coulomb

excitation curve closely and give once more a
 demonstration

of the importance of the polarization effect 
for·K-shell

ionization.  With the-increase in Zl/Z2' the 
shift in

size and position of the cross section maxim
um is even

more pronounced than·in Fig. 12.
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'the high-velocity polarization effect.   The

departure of the data points from the curve

at low velocities is taken to be a measure of

Pauli excitation.
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7.   Summary

Systematic investigations of the serious disagreements

between the theory in the plane-wave Born approximation

and recent experiments reveal basic inadequacies of the

plane-wave Born approximation. In fact this theory for

a /a   is applicabl.e only in the limit (Zl/Z2)-0 0.  WeK oK
modify the theory to remain valid when (Zl/Z2) is small

but finite, and compare with data measured under conditions

where only Coulomb excitation occurs. In this form the

theory accounts for the K-shell ionization cross sections

over wide ranges of projectile-target combinations and

projBctile. velocities in a detailed and comprehensive manner.

If reduced properly to simulate the conditions of the limit

61/ZB)-4 0, a single universal curve emerges .which comprises

all cross section data within their experimental uncertainties.                 N.

The locus of this curve agrees with the PWBA prediction. The

results point to the need for new approaches to the problem

of Coulomb excitation of atoms with approximations that

realistically incorporate, ab initio, the finite charge

of physical projectiles.

For heavier projectiles such that Zl - Z2' the
K-shel.1. ionization is strongly influenced by electr-on

promotion processes in the overlapping atomic clouds

generically referred to as Pauli excitation. We find

that Pauli excitation cross sections differ in magnitude

'....
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and in kind from Coulomb excitation cross sections. ·At

projectile velocities· so high -that Pauli excitation

ceases because the projectiles are stripped in moving

through the target, the cross sections regain the

universal behavior of Coulomb extitation cross sections.
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3.   Combined Polarization and Binding Effect and Electronic

Structure Effects

The treatment of the high velocity polarization effect,
'

when joined with the low velocity binding effect as described

in Sec. II.2, provides a new function C to replace e in the

scaled variables of the·universal. plot.  The tentative result

of this refinement is shown in Fig. 3.1. The discrepancy at

intermediatd velocities reflects residual difficulties in

joining the polarization and binding effects.

When the incorporation of the polarization effect into

the universal plot is perfected, a major phase of the x-ray

production program will be drawing to a close. A general

theoretical development from first principlesl which displays

 

the Coulomb repulsion, binding and polarization effects in a

unified·form signals this conclusion.

The next phase, already underway for several years, is

the study of the effect of the electronic structure of the

projectile on the energy transfer process.  Hitherto, the

basic theoretical treatments have assumed the projectile to

be a point-charge particle.  Under certain conditions the

energy transfer process is dominated by Pauli Excitation.

The role of the Pauli exclusion principle in the overlapping

electronic structures of the collision partners provides

greater ease of energy transfer as was previously described.

The importance of the description of the target structure has

-
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already been studied.  For K-shell ionizations of targets with

atomic numbers greater than or·equal to thirteen, all atoms

are suitably screened..hydrogenic atoms. In contrast,  this  is

not.always the case for L-shell ionizations.  The most recent

effort·directed at understanding the effect of projectile

structure and also the influence of the target environment,

e.g. a solid, has been a study of the dependence of x-ray

production on target thickness.for a given incident projectile

charge' state.2  Experimental data obtained at Brookhaven

National Laboratory point to a strong dependence of the x-ray

cross section on the charge state of the projectile.  The

results can be analyzed in terms of the dynamic· screening of

the projectile charge by electrons in the target.

1.  G. Basbas, W..Brandt, and R. Ritchie, to be published

in Phys. Rev. A.

2.  W. Brandt, R. Laubert,. M. Maurino, and A. Schwarzschild,

Phys. Rev. Letters 30, 358 (1973)·

'
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4.   Binding and Coulomb Deflection Effects in Ir Shell

Ionization by Heavy Charged Particles

In the low energy region, the plane-wave Born approximation

(PWBA) calculation of the L-shell ionization cross sectionl,2
accounts for the general rise of the data but clearly disagrees

with experiment just as in the K-shell situation. The Coulomb

deflection of the projectile in the field of the target nucleus

and the increment in the binding- energy due to the close proximity

of a slow ionizing particle can be used in an attempt to bring

theory and experiment into agreement. When these effects are

incorporated into a derivation of the Irshell ionization cross

section  using Slater functions to describe the L subshells, the

calculated cross section exhibits good agreement with experiment

,as pointed out in Sec. II.2 and shown in Fig. 4.1. 3

As for the K-shell, one accounts for the Coulomb deflection

by an exponential function E appropriate  to a given L subshell.  'nv

For the Irshe.11, the equations are modified for each subshell and

are given by.

a   = (nv-1)Eng(Adq  €  laPWBACE  e  1Lv Lv Lv' , Lv Lv"

where
r10 for v=1-

n=4
v    (12 for v = 2,3

and

2Z
ELv =1+e l Z  gLy(E)

Lv 2
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with g being given by a power series in E whose coefficients
Lv

depend upon the methbd of calculating GLy. All other symbols

have  the same meaning-as  in  the K- shell expressions.

For domparison, we have derived the cross section using

two additional improvements in the calculation of E First,L·p o

the Slater functions were replaced by linear combinations of

.screened hydrogenic functions following the L S coupling

scheme. Second, the hyperbolic shape of the projectile path

is takdn into ·a.ccount., Instead of replacing the internuclear

distance R by the impact parameter p in calculating the incre-

ment to the binding energy, the distance of closest approach

p i=d+ d +P for a given impact parameter replaces R.1F- 2 2
Z Z e2
12

w The variable 2d-    El.    is
the. distance of closest approach

- -in a head-on ·collision. These improvements change the numerical

results for the entire Irshell only slightly in comparison to

present experimental uncertainties.  However, with increased

experimental accuracy or for measurements. dependent upon events

in individual subshells, these improvements may prove valuable.

1.  E..Merzbacher and H.·W..Lewis, Encyclopedia of Physics

edited by S. Fl4gge (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1958),

voi. 34, p. 166.

2.  B. H.·Choi, G. S.·Khandelwal and E. Merzbacher, Atomic

Data 1,  103  (1969).   The PWBA results as given in tabular

form for the L shell are in error. We have used for the
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PWBA curve values based on a new calculation of B. H. Choi

(private communication).
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5.        Low   Energy   Nuc lear Stopping

An unresolved·question of long-standing interest in

ion-atom interactions is that of energy loss in the low-energy

region in which nuclear (elastic) stopping is dominant over

electronic (inelastic) stopping.  Preliminary absolute energy-

loss measurements have been performed using heavy rare-gas

ions of energy 5 - 50 ·keV incident upon thin gas targets.

.The applicability of Bragg's Law for the additivity of stopp-

ing cross-sections for compounds at low energies is also being

investigated.

To obtain stopping powers and stopping cross-sections

experimentally, one must obtain the energy-loss·distribution

of  the ions emerging  from the target . ·The procedure  used  in

t this investigation is electrostatic energy-analysis of the ion

--beam in transmission through  a  thin gas target. Gases  were

chosen since they are random stopping substances and target

densities are. easily variable.

Ions are produced in a Nielsen universal ion source,

focused by an Einzel Lens, mass-analyzed in a Wien filter,

and collimated by a slit box located 10 cm upstream from the

target cell. The cell consists of a 10 cm long differentially-

pumped stainless-steel cylinder with open ends. Target pres-

sure, or equivalently, target thickness, is preset and monitored

by a capacitance manometer; pressure fluctuations generate an

error signal which drives a servo-operated needle valve connected

..-.           .......9....... -r- ...  ..--.---                      I ---b--
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b·etween  a gas manifold containing the sample  gas  and the target.cell.

The manometer membrane is maintained at a constant temperature by

a temperature-sensink circuit inside the manometer head. This

method of pressure repulation is independent of the target gas

and .maintains  (Ap/p ) -'< 0.01% under typical operating conditions.

Base vacuum for the differentially-pumped region is 1.2 x 10 torr;
-7

end corrections due to gas-loading are small.

The transmitted ion beam is energy-analyzed using a potential

barrier of variable height and .detected, by a Faraday cup· provided

with sucondary electron suppression. Transmitted current versus

retarding potential is presently obtained in analog fo.rm;. these

curves contain the energy-loss distribution. A method of ex-

tracting the mean energy loss has been developed in this lab-

oratory; extensions of this method and investigations of other

methods of data analysis continue.

Preliminary measurements of absolute energy losses "for

rare-gas projectiles are currently being compared with cal-

culations of the stopping power calculated using various

statistical models of the atom.

Since the energy analysis of the transmitted ion beam

employs an integral method, the requirements of system

stability and reproducibility impose severe constraints upon

the experimental apparatus. The retarding voltage is extremely
CAVstable ty- 6 .0.01%  and reproducible due to improvements in

in the DC sweeping supply, the ion beam current has a maximum

intensity variation  BI/I  of  2% over several hours,   and   the

9
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target thickness Ap/p is maintained to within 0.01%.  The

energy resolution of the electrostatic analyzer AE/E is

1/3000. The high-resolution energy analyzing system is

capable of detecting the small differences in energy-loss

distributions necess.ary for comparison with theoretical

stopping cross-sections.

-
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6.  Channaling

The experimental project on channeling examines.the in-

fluence of crystal structure on heavy-ion interactions.

Specifically, it is directed toward a study of the mechanisms

responsible for dechanneling. We wish to· ascertain which of

two basic models is applicable to the dechanneling process:

a single collision model, where an initially well channeled

particle is dechanneled in a single collision with a thermally

displaced lattice atom, or a diffusion model, where dechanneling

results from a large number of small angle deflections due to

lattice atoms and electrons. Theory predicts that the applic-

ability of each model depends on the varying experimental con-

ditions of temperature, beam energy, channel size, and target

material.1  Our intent is to determine experimentally in what

„regions each model applies and where ·the transitions from one

model to the other occur.

The experiment employs the thick crystal, Rutherford back-

scattering dethod.2 The shape  of the energy spectrum  of·  the

backscattered ions provides the information used to distinguish·

the two models.

Prior to 1972 results were obtained for 150 keV protons

on Cu along the <110> crystal direction for temperatures between

300'K and 645'K.  Under these conditions, it was clear that
1

the single collision model was applicable.

During the past· year work has been done with protons on

Si, also along the <110> direction, at energies of 150 and
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300 keV.  Temperatures from 300'K down to 120'K have be6n

employed, in order to study the low temperature conditions

where thermal vibrations become minimal. The Debye temperature

for Si is 658'K and the zero point motions are reached at

, 110'K. .Thus, it is an ideal substance for low temperature

(small vibrations) studies.

Results obtained.so far indicate that the single collision

model is applicable  in this temperature, region also. It had            i

been expected that at low temperatures, where dechanneling is

a minimum, the diffusion model would offer a better description.

But, for our (relatively) low energies and for the small pene-

tration depths observable with the backscattering method,

this was not found to be the case.

Further work on Si at higher temperatures and'for different

channeling ·directions  is  now in progress.

Also, during. the year, computer programs were developed to

determine the backscattering spectral shape predicted by each

model.  The spectral shapes obtained agree with those obtained
.

previously employing a somewhat different method of ·computation.1

The main hardware change this year entailed the design and

construction of a liquid nitrogen cooling system to achieve

the loN temperatures required for the Si study.

1.  Hulan E. Jack, Jr., Thesis, New York University, 1970

(unpublished).

2.  Ibid. (Contains list of references to earlier work using

this method.
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7.   Positron Annihilation Studies

A.  Photomagnetic Positronium - Spin Conversion in Solids

Phosphorescence of organic molecules in solid solutions

is attributed to the slow (relative to fluorescence) emission

of light in symmetry-forbidden transitions from the lowest

paramagnetic triplet state T (spin quantum number S = 1) to

the diamagnetic singlet groundstate (S = 0).1,2 Photomagnetism

was first demonstrated in the pioneering work of Lewis, Calvin

and Kasha3 through measurements of the magnetic susceptibility

of phospherescent solids under -illumination. Since then, the

properties of molecular triplet states have been investigated

extensively by electron-bpin resonance and in the framework of

exciton physics.
4

: We have observed, for the first time, the photomagnetic

spin conversion of orthopositronium .(electron and positron spins

parallel, S = 1) and of parapositronium (electron and 0ositron

spins antiparallel, S ·= 0) in interaction with photoexcited

triplet-state molecules imbedded in rigid diamagnetic 6atrices.

Our results open the 4ossibility for measurements of the spin-

statistic probabilities of ortho-to-para and of para-to-ortho

positronium (Ps) conversion.  Moreover, because of its monotonic

dependence on the light intensity, spin conversion provides a

flexible new method for the study of Ps propagation in solids

by means  of its interaction with conversion sites whose steady-

state concentration is a continuous function of the distance
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from the positron source.  Finally, there is the possibility of

developing positron·'.annihilation as a new tool to study the trip-

let state, complementing ebr· techniques.

Dilute solutions of phosphorescent molecules were pre-

pared in the solvents cyclohexane, glycerol, and boric acid.

Benzene was studied pure. Our· observations and measurements

demonstrate:  (1) Photomagnetic Ps conversion has been observed.

(2) Ps-triplet conversion proceeds through catalysis (T remains

unchanged in the process) as well as through spin flip (T con-

verts to singlet). (3) Volume rates are # 10 to 10 cm sec-6     -7 3 -1

in the Van der Waals solids benzene and. cyclohexane; in the

glasses glycerol and boric acid, the volume rates are

- 10 cm sec It is remarkable that these two distinct ranges
-9  3  -1

coincide with the volume rates one estimates, respectively, for
t

-7 3 -1,5wave-mechanical Ps propagation through a solid (-3 x 10 cm sec  )

and for ·Ps diffusion by hopping (m 3 x 10 cm sec  ).
-10  3   -1, 6

We have observed similar effects of illumination on posi-

tron lifetime spectra in biological systems such as algae, but we are

not sure, as yet, whether the changes indicate photomagnetic con-

version proper, or whether they signify changes in the oxygen

concentration attendant to photosynthesis-o

1.  A. Jablouski, Nature 131, 839 (1933); Zo Physik 94, 38 (1935)·

20  G. N. Lewis.and M. Kasha, J. A. C. So 66, 2100 (1944).

3.   G. No Lewis and M. Calvin,  J. A. Co  S..  67,  1232  (1945).
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4.  For a recent review, cf. J. B. Birks, Photophysics of Aromatic

Molecules, Wiley-Interscience, 1970.

5.        W.    Brandt    and    H. F. Waung,     Phys.     Rev.    B  13     3 4 3 2     (1971).

6.   W. Brandt and R«*' Paulin,  Phys.  Rev. 8-5,  2430 (1972) 0

./
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B.  Positrons in .Metal Vacancies

The study of positron annihilation in solids provides

information concerning the electron-density and electron-momentum

distributions. The former affects the ·observed annihilation

rates and the latter, the angular distribution of the annihilation

quanta. A positron trapped in a vacancy where it encounters, on

the .average, lower electron-density and electron-momentum dis-

tributions than  in  the bulk annihilates with observably different

characteristics. In many metals the introduction of defects

into a sample has produced ' reductions  in the ·annihilation  rate

of 20%1 and a narrowing of the angular correlation curve.2  We

have constructed models for a single vacancy in order to com-

pute annihilation rates and angular correlation curves for

:
comparison with experiments.

We take as the model of the metal an electron gas

superimposed on a fixed uniform positive background. T'he

vacancy is produced by superimposing on the positive back-

ground a fixed distribution of negative charge whose magnitude

equals the charge of one ion. The various models for the

vacancy are obtained by varying the distribution of this

negative charge. A positron is inserted at the vacancy posi-

tion, and the electron and positron density distributions are

then determined in a self-consistent manner for each vacancy

model.  Included in this self-consistent calculation are the

Poisson equation for the total potential, the Thomas-Fermi

---r-                         9-...'*.-.....7.'r- p-,„7·- --...  .  ........ ... . ......... .. ·---Ill.-I.I-/r,==-'=I:.I--Il-:Ill.--
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relation for the electron density distribution, the Poisson

equation for the potential acting on the positron, and the

Schroedinger equation  .for the positron. The calculation was

performed  on.the.CDC  6600  at the Courant Institute of Mathe-

matical Sciences, New York University, using a set of pro-
.

grams developed specificall7 for this problem.

In the vacancy models tested, .the fixed negative charge

is spread uniformly over spheres of various radii. For aluminum,

using a·radius a·= 2.74 a.u., half.the nearest neighbor distance,
Fig. 7.1 shows the resulting density distributions.  For com-

parison the electron density distribution without a positron

in. the vacancy is also shown. The electron density at the

center of the vacancy is increased, as. a result of the attrac-

tion of the positron from less than .1 po to almost .4 po,
-where .pQ is the constant unperturbed electron density in the

bulk. The angular correlation curve resulting from the self-

consistent density distributions in Fig. 7.1 is shown in

Fig. 7.2 and compared with the same curve for a perfect crystal

3and with experimental results. The latter were obtained on

an aluminum sample at 550'C, a temperature at which the results

1of Mackenzie et al. indicate most positrons are annihilating

in traps.

In Table I, the influence of the vacancy on the anni-

hilation rate is shown.. The calculated . ratios of r . the
V.

annihilation rate for a positron ·trapped in a vacancy, to
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r . the annihilation rate for a positron in the crystal„areC.

compared with experimental values.  The three columns of

calculated values represent three different choices of

vacancy radius:  (1) the Wigner-Seitz radius, (2) one half

the nearest neighbor distance, and (3) the radius for which

the electron density in the absence of a positron would just

go.to zero  .at the center  of the vacancy. The.  table inc ludes

elements having valance numbers going from 1 to 4 and values
of po going from 1.9 x.10-3 a.u. to 3.1 x 10-2 a.u.  The

calculated and experimental values are seen to be in close

agreement.

This vacancy model has thus provided a good picture

of positron trapping in metals, and we will continue to study

it to determine its validity for the study of other vacancy

broperties.

1.  I. K. MacKenzie, T. L. Khoo, A. B. McDonald, and B. T. A. McKee,

Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 946 (1967).

2.  I. K.- MadKenzie„G. F. 0. Langstroth, B. T. A. McKee, and

C. G. White, Cano Jo Phys. 42, 1837 (1964).

30  J. Kusmiss and A. Stewart, Adv. Phys. 16, 471 (1967).

4. J. K. MacKenzie, T. W. Craig, and Bo T. A. McKee, Phys.

Letters 36A, 227 (1971).

5.  J. D. Mc Gervey in Positron Annihilation, A. T. Stewart

and L. 0. Roellig eds. (Academic Press, New York 1967)· p. 305·
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6.  W. Brandt and H. F. Waung, Phys. Letters 27A, 700 (1968).

7.  B. T. A. McKee, A. G. D. Jost, and I. M. MacKenzie,

Can. J. Phys. 50, 415 (1972).

8.   G. Fabri, G. Poletti,  and G. Randone, Phys. Rev.  151, 356 (1966) .
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Table I

i ·

ANNIHILATION RATE RATIOS FOR POSITRONS TRAPPED

IN DEFECTS IN METALS

* Metal Z
TO

fl cd].cl  & cal(2  & calc3  Cx exp      Reference
rc           rd           fc           pc

K         1 .0019 .995 .988 .987     1               4

Na 1 .0038 .97 .96 1  4
Hg        2 .0121 .87                .84       .85           5

Cd      ' 2 „013 .88 .84 .83 .85           1

Pt        2 *  .020        .87 .83 .80

Zn 2 .020 087 .82 .80 .75           1

Fe 2 .025 .86 o82 :78

In 3 .017 .81 .74 .81           1

Ga        3 .023 .79 .71 .76    .       6

Al 3 - .027 .79 .74 .70 .73-            7

Pb     .  4 .020 .76 .70 .67

i.

Ge        4 .027 .74            · 065 .63           8

Si 4 0031 .73 .63       .72            8
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C.  Free Volume Effect

In the past year, experiments have been performed to

clarify the relationship between positron decay modes and the

· free volume between molecules in Van der Waal's crystals.  A
1

simple model  developed in this laboratory, links positron

lifetimes to the free volume and its temperature dependence.

The amount of free volume increases with the volume expansion

as the temperature increases. A competing process tends to

offset this increase. The mean amplitude of the lattice

vibrations grows with increasing temperiture and, under favorable

conditions, may become large enough to cancel the increase in

free volume due to .thermal expansion. At still higher tem-

peratures the free volume would decrease with increasing

! temperature. Thus, positron lifetimes which are proportional

to the amount of free volume may exhibit maxima as a function

of temperature for certain solids.  Upon melting, whether

or not a maximum is reached, the model assumes that the di-

minution of the free volume due to lattice vibrations ceases

and that the free, volume increases with increasing temperature .

The model also predicts a critical value for the free volume

v   below which a positronium (Ps) component with a lifetimecr

> 1 ,nsec should not be present.

To investigate these ideas, posltron lifetimes were

measured as a function of temperature in CX4 and SiX4' where

X.= F, Cl, Br, and I. The results of these experiments can be
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summarized as follows. In SiF a Ps component, with a lifetime4'

> 1 nsec, was found in both the solid and the liquid phase.

In tests with SiC14 and SiBr4' similar Ps components were de-

tected only in the liquid state. For the other substances

tested, no such long lifetime component was found in either

the liquid or the solid state. These results can be interpreted

in terms of v which is calculated to be w 0.35 Vo, where Vocr

is the excluded volume (volume occupied by a molecule) at O'K.

The measured lifetimes follow the predictions of the

simple model in· the solid phase, but the conditions for a

maximum are not satisfied for the substances tested. In the

liquid phase, the lifetimes increase with increasing tempera-

ture for all te·s·ted substances except CF4·for which the life-

time decreases with increasing temperature. This decreaso ,i·s

--not  consistent .with  the predictions .of the simple model. Indeed,

even the increasing lifetimes in the liquid phase do not follow

closely the predictions of the model. These discrepancies may

be related to the fact that the model assumes that, although

the ratio of the mean of the amplitude of the thermal vibrations

squared to the square of the mean distance between two molecules,

<u23/D2, increases with increasing temperature in the solid phase

up to· the melting point, this same ratio which is a variable of

the model remains constant in the liquid phase as the temperature

increases. An improved model is.currently under construction

which contains an effective <u2>/02 variable for the liquid

phase.
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1. Werner Brandt in Positron Arinihilation, A. T. Stewart and

L. 0. Roellig editors (Academic Press, New York 1967)
PP.  155  -  182.
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D. Glass-Crystal Transition in Selenium

By measuring the positron lifetimes in selenium, we

have been able to observe the transition of selenium from

its glass into its crystalline state, and to study the range

of temperatures for which the nucleatioh rate. is a maximum.

When liquid selenium is btought quickly to room
1

temperatures, it transforms  into ·its glassy state. Subsequent

heating to temperatures above 50'C results in a transformation

into its crystal or trigonal form. Since the decrease in

volume from the glass to the crystal is large, the positrons

probing the electron-density distribution in the material

sh6uld see a corresponding reduction in lifetime as the transi-

tion goes to the denser crystalline form. Our measured life-

times confirm this prediction, but there is 8ome variation in·

measured lifetimes which depends on the particular pattern of

heatirfg.
2

According to Jones , the rate of crystallization of

certain glasses is governed by two important processes ahd

their corresponding temperature ranges:  (1) the rate of

crystal nucleation, and (2) the rate of growth from nucleii

into crystals. The temperature ranges for maximum rate of

nucle·ation are usually lower than those for maximum growth

rate.  Thus at a given temperature the net rate of crystalli-

zation will be a combination·of these effects. At lower tem-

peratures there is the formation of many nucleii, with the

.
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growth   of these ·nucleii proceeding   at   a   very   slow   pace.      At

higher temperatures very few.nucleii form, but those formed

grow rapidly. We have seen a similar effect taking place in

selenium. In selenium, the temperature for maximum nucleation

rate has been described3 as being in the neighborhood of 100'C.

Thus with a long preheating period at 60'c few nucleation sites

are permitted to form, but those formed grow slowly into larger

crystals.  When the temperature is increased to 150 degrees,

the growth of these crystals proceeds at a rapid pace with few new

nucleation sites formed and results in large crystals being

formed. If the size of these crystals is ·larger than the mean

free path of the positrons (10-4 cm), the positrons will anni-

hilate with electrons in the crystalline material with a re-

latively short lifetime.

When the glass is heated directly up to 150'C, it

passes through the temperature for maximum nucleation. Hence

many nucleii are formed; and these nucleii grow rapidly in

size. However, since more nucleii.are formed than in.the

previous case, the size of the crystals will be smaller. If

-6the size is now smaller than about 10 cm, a large number of
-

positrons will annihilate in the amorphous material betweeh

the crystals, with a corresponding longer lifetime.

The lifetime we observe at 150 degrees is then indicative

of the preheating nucleation in the material.  Figure 7.3 shows

a plot of the lifetime at 150 degrees versus the preheating
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temperature.  Only two points are plotted, since we spent

considerable time insuring reproducibility. A tentative

curve is sketched in to connect the points. When the full

curve is available, its slope as a function of the preheating

temperature will be plotted. The maximum value of this

curve wiil occur at the temperature for maximum nucleation.

1.  A. P. Saunders, J. Phys o Chemo j,  423  (1900).

2.  G. 0. Jones, Glass, John Wiley.and ·Sons , New York, (1956)

pp. 26-32.

3.  C. H. Champress and R. H. Hoffmen, J. of Non: Cryst. Solids

4,  144  (1970).
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E.  Effects of Irradiation-Induced Defects on Positron

Lifetimes.in Silicon

In recent work Cheng et al.1,2 have studied the influence

of neutron and proton irradiation-induced defects on the posi-

tron lifetime in silicon. From these investigations.using

5 MeV protons and neutrons with a mean energy of 2 MeV, in-

formation has been gained concerning -the electron density in

the defects, positron mobility in Si, and annealing-time

characteristics. During fast neutron or proton bombardment,

many defects will be produced by ions dislodged in knock-on

collisions. In contrast, it is known that electron bombard-

ment, at comparable energie4 produces fewer and simpler de-

fects. Therefore we plan to study positron. lifetimes in

: silicon irradiated by 2 and 10 MeV electrons at various tem-

peratures.    The  10 MeV experiment  has  just. been completed  at

the Air Force Research Center, Cambridge, and the data is now

being analyzed. The 2 MeV experiment will be performed on

the Dynamitron  accelerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory

as  soon as the accelerator becomes available.

1.   L. J. Cheng and C. K.. Yeb, "Po·sitron Lifetimes in Proton-

Irradiated Silicon, "  to be published in Solid State

Communications.

2.  L. J. Cheng, C. K. Yeh, S. I. Ma, and C. F. Su "Pos·itron

"Annihilation in· Neutron-Irradiated p-Type Silicon,

submitted to Phys. Rev. Be
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F.· Increased Time Resolution

The resolution of a lifetime spectrometer used in

positron lifetime measurements is usually limited by the

time spread of the light generated in the scintillator and

the jitter time and rise time of the photomultiplier.  A
1

recent study by Bengtson and Moszynski  has shown that the

new NE111 scintillator, a product of ·Nuclear Enterprises, Inc.,

San Carlos, California 94070, is'faster than the Naton 136

scintillator which is now used in this laboratory. A time

resolution of .132 ps (FWHM) for Co was obtained by them
60

using NE111 scintillators (2.5 cm in diameter and 1.0 cm

height) and XP1021 photomultipliers. Rec.ently,  RCA has  pro-

duced a developmental type photomultiplier,.C31024, having·

extremely fast rise-time characteristics.  It is claimed

--that the new photomultiplier is better than the XP 1021.

With.National Science Foundation funds, we have purchased

six NE111 scintillators in three different sizes and two

C31024 photomultipliers, and the· construction of a high

resolution ·time spectrometer has begun.  We expect that

the time resolution of the new setup will be better than·

that of Bengtson and Moszynski.

1.  B. Bengtson.and M. Moszynski, Nucl. Inst. and Methods

81, 109 (1970).
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8.      Statistical. Classification of Position-Sensitive

Markers on Extendad DNA Molecules

The code contained in the base-pair ordering of DNA

molecules is.assumed to be correlated to the positions of

experimentally placed markers as observed, e.g., on electron
1micrographs of partially. denatured extended molecules.

2
Preliminary .analysis has confirmed the existence of a pattern

for the denaturation sites on the adeno-virus type II molecule,

and observations on other .molecules point to the existence of

similar characteristic patterns. With a view toward the goal

of determining the correlation between the marker patterns

and the underlying chemical structure, our present efforts

are directed at improving the pattern recognition procedure

and making it applicable to the- analysis of molecules pre-

pared following different experimental procedures„ With an

improved analysis technique, attempts can be made to extract

a fine structure from existing patterns, to classify some

discrepancies in these patterns, and to determine a charac-

teristic pattern for those molecules which do. not,.as of now,

appear to pos·sess such a pattern.  Thus, we seek a general

technique in the sense that it can be applied to the same

molecules marked under different·conditions as well as to

many different DNA molecules.

A computer program has been developed which performs

reflections and cyclic permutations·of sites on individual·

molecules to reach optimal matching of site distributj.ons in
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sets of molecules. The cyclic permutation feature enables

  the program to examine both linear and circular or closed-

chain molecules, and DNA molecules are known to exist in

both forms. In fact, the same molecule can sometimes be

examined under both forms. The cyclic or rotational attri-

bute of. the program can then help to determine whether a

linear molecule has a unique gene sequence or a permuted

one as if the linear. molecule had derived from a random

cut on a circular molecule. On the other hand, the accepted

unique sequence of a linear molecule can be used as a.check

on the ability of the program.

When molecules are marked by a partial denaturation

procedures they are known to undergo a length contraction.

The percentage of contraction in native and. denatured portions

--of· the molecules is not known, but it is probably different

in both portions with a majority of the shrinkage occuring

in the denatured regions where the single strands can coil

more easily than can the intact double-stranded helix.. To

account for this selective contracti04 a second program

has been developed to prepare the input into the rotation-

inversion program. A molecule is normalized to its native

length by treating native and denatured segments with different

parameters. The relative fraction of the contracti6n in both

regions can then be varied until a best fit is obtained.
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Both programs have been tested with appropriate mddels
and the results' are encouraging. The method is to be further

evaluated through application to observations on partially

denatured DNA samples.

1. .W. Do»rfler and A. K.. Kleinschmidt, J. Mol. Biol. 50,
579 (1970).

2.  K. F:. .Stanton., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1- , 329 and Progress

Res. Rep. The Interaction of Radiation with Matter sub-
mitted to U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Div. of Bio..
and Medi.cine, pp. 50-59 (April 1972).
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